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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study was to describe the 
internal budget information systems of selected public 
colleges and universities in the Commonwealth of Virginia 
and their advantages and disadvantages as perceived by 
budget managers. Answers to the following questions were
sought in regard to the schools selected: (1) What types
of internal budget information systems are being used in 
selected institutions of higher education in the 
Commonwealth of Virginia? (2) What are the advantages of 
the systems in use? (3) What are their disadvantages?
Need for the Study
The system that is used to control expenditures
during the fiscal year in public colleges and universities
in Virginia is essentially an information system. 
Department heads, directors, deans, and assistant 
directors take (or do not take) budgetary action based on
the authority given them by their respective organizations 
and the budget information received during the fiscal 
year. For example, a budget manager who hae initiated a 
procurement by submitting a requisition to the purchasing 
office might receive notice that there are no funds 
available. Based on the details of this information, the 
budget manager exercises an option, one of which might be 
to transfer funds from another budget so that the 
requisition may be processed. Conversely, the budget 
manager might determine that there are no other funds and 
that the procurement must be cancelled. In either case, 
the information system has provided the facts from which a 
decision can be made.
The Initial collection of much of the data that are 
entered into the budget information system (BIS) of a 
college or university during the fiscal year starts when a 
subunit pepares a requisition for supplies, material, 
equipment, or services that it needs in order to operate 
(Hungate, 1954; Green, 1971; Schep and Davidson; 1970). 
Even after the requisition is completed, there must be 
some form of approval before it can enter the BIS; hence 
a requisition approval system is created and forms a very 
important part (or subsystem) of an institution's budget 
information system (BIS). This means that, to some 
extent, the rate of flow of information in the BIS of an
2
institution is dependent upon the level of centralized or 
decentralized authority reflected in the requisition 
approval system. For example, if a requisition has to 
have four signatures for approval, it might take several 
days before it enters the BIS. On the other hand, if only 
one signature is required, all other things being equal, 
it may take only a day or less. Because of the critical 
nature of requisition approval systems (or subsystems, as 
they are called in this study) to the flow of budget
related information, any study of a budget information 
system would be less than complete without a detailed 
analysis of them. Hence, the requisition approval 
subsystems of the institutions examined in this study were 
closely scrutinized.
The budget information systems of colleges and 
universities are purposive. One of their purposes is to 
help budget managers and budget directors control 
expenditures during the execution phase of the budget
(Green, 1971). In this sense, they serve not only as 
information systems, but also as control systems. That 
is, they provide information which will help prevent 
excessive spending or underspending of budgets (Layton, 
1976).
For this Information to be effective, it must have
the following characteristics: (a) accuracy, (b)
3
updatedness, (c) availability before the decision is made 
for which it is designed, and (d) relevance to that 
decision, such characteristics are especially Important 
for higher education institutions. In fact, some writers 
hold that many of the budgetary problems of colleges and 
universities would be solved if their budget managers were 
provided with information with these and other similar 
characteristics (e.g., Hungate, 1954). In light of this 
suggestion, one would have expected to have found an 
abundance of literature pertaining to the systems of 
information with which budget managers are provided in 
higher education. Little higher education research, 
however, has been devoted to this topic. In fact, a 
review of over two-hundred years of higher education 
doctoral dissertation titles (Comprehensive Dissertation 
Index) failed to identify a single title devoted to more 
than one such system. This study represents an effort at 
compensating for this past neglect.
Higher education institutions need standards for 
evaluating their present BISs and for establishing the 
direction of any future changes. The BISs analyzed in 
this study provide such standards. Furthermore, because 
they are in various stages of technological development 
and vary in regard to the degree of decentralization of 
computer hardware and traditionally computer center
4
personnel, they provide institutions with alternative 
directions for improving thier present BISs. Higher
education institutions need to know some of the pitfalls
Involved in trying to upgrade BISs. They need to know 
some of the mistakes that other institutions have made so 
that they can avoid making those same mistakes. Here 
again, these needs are met through an exploration of the 
advantages and disadvantages of the BISs of the
institutions of this study.
Theoretical Rationale (basic orientation)
A budget is a plan for spending. As such, it is an 
important planning and operating tool of a college and
university (Hungate, 1954; Green, 1971). Once approved, 
it establishes the financial limits within which 
departments and programs are expected to function during 
the year (or other period of time).
Budgets and operations of colleges and universities 
are not static; changes in them occur with varying 
amounts of notice. Unless department heads (or budget 
managers) are apprised of these changes in a timely 
manner, their ability to make good decisions will be 
impaired. Thus the budgetary performance of the 
departments, and, thereby, of the institution, depends
5
heavily on the adequacy of the information provided by the 
letter's budget information system.
Definition of terms
The following definitions are presented to aid the 
reader in understanding the text of this study:
batch mode of data entry - a system whereby data are 
entered into a computer periodically, either after a 
certain number of source documents are accumulated or 
after a certain period of time.
batch mode of data processing - a system whereby all data 
are processed by the computer center; a system whereby 
data can only be processed at certain periodic intervals, 
usually 24 hours, and only in one location, usually the 
computer center; a system wherein only one component of 
the organization (usually the computer center) has the 
capability of processing data.
budget - a statement of state appropriated funds available 
for expenditure during the fiscal year.
budget director - a person responsible for monitoring the 
overall budget of an institution and/or handling budget 
transfers.
budget information system (BIS) - the set of information 
that budget managers and budget directors initiate or 
receive during the fiscal year for the purpose of making 
or monitoring (or controlling) expenditures. The system 
includes the hardware, software, personnel, and procedures 
and methods used to collect, process, store, retrieve, and 
distribute it.
budget manager - a person in charge of a subunit budget 
who receives monthly budget expenditure reports or a 
person so identified by a budget director or top 
institutional management. These include deans, directors, 
assistant directors, vice presidents, presidents,
6
department chairpersons, and the like.
budget office - the office responsible for handling budget 
transfere.
centralized data entry - a system whereby data are entered 
into the computer from the computer center only,
centralized data processing - data processed from the 
computer center only.
centralized hardware - all hardware restricted to the 
computer center.
contingency funds - funds set aside in a budget to take 
care of unexpected situations,
data entry - putting data into a computerized file either 
via a keyboard or cards and a card reader,
data processing - computerized performance of the 
arithmetic operations (adding, subtracting, multiplying, 
and dividing) associated with budgetary expenditures and 
formatting of the results.
decentralized approval subsystem - an approval subsystem 
wherein the budget manager is the only one that has to 
sign a form in order for it to be processed.
decentralized (or distributed) data entry - data entered
into the computer at locations other than the computer
center.
decentralized (or distributed) data processing - data
processed from locations other than the computer center.
decentralized hardware - all the hardware not restricted 
to the computer center.
degree of batchness - a measure of how often the data on 
batches of forms are entered into, or processed by, the 
computer.
hardware - computer terminals, card readers, key-punch
machines, or printers,
job control language - the language or commands used by a 
person to tell a computer to process data (run a job) .
7
less decentralized approval subsystem - an approval 
subsystem wherein thi budget manager ia not tha only one 
that haa to sign a fora in order for it to be processed.
less centralized budget Information system (BISs) - budget 
information systems that have cathode ray tubes (CRTs) set 
aside especially for budget managers to view the 
computerized file of their accounts.
more centralized budget information systems fBISsi 
budget information systems that do not have cathode ray 
tubes (CRTs) set aside especially for their budget 
managers to view the computerized files of their accounts.
multiple-copy form - a form that consists of at least two 
copies including the original.
on-line (truly! - entering data into a computer at its 
point of creation.
on-line data entry - entering data into the computer as it 
is received at a location remote from the computer center.
on-line data processing - a data processing system wherein 
the person or office that enters the data into the 
computer also has the ability to process it. This is 
assuming, of course, that the person or office is not 
located in the computer center.
pressure sensitive form - a carbonless multiple-copy form 
wherein additional copies are made by the pressure applied 
when filling out the original.
remote job entry device - in this study, a computer in a 
location remote from its host computer, that communicates 
with a host computer so that the the host computer will 
process data and/or print reports on a printer at the 
remote location.
software - the computer program of a BIS along with the 
manual of how to use it.
e
Limitations
This study was limited to a selected sample of 
public colleges and universities in Virginia; therefore, 
its findings can only be generalized to those 
institutions. Futhermore, no data on the cost of the 
various BISs were collected. Hence, one cannot determine 
from this study, the cost of the systems. Finally, the 
reader is reminded that the advantages and disadvantages 
listed in this study represent the perceptions of budget 
managers in the institutions mentioned above and may not 
accurately represent reality.
General Hypotheses
There are varying opinions on systems centrality. 
Chaney (1969) states that n ...on-line operations, 
data-entry at the point and time of creation...” (p. 43)
and "...information display,..on an as needed basis...” 
(p. 43) are more advantageous to users than entering,
processing, and retrieving data in the batch mode. In 
reference to hardware, personnel, and software 
development, Chaney (1969) states that a central 
administrative data processing unit is the best 
arrangement. Ryland (1979) states that retrieval software
9
(interactive and batch) packages can be used to search 
data bases and files and generate reports ..without 
having to learn a technical computer language or without 
having to request specialized programming services from 
the computer professional staff11 (p. 42-43) .
Mosmann (197 3) states that there are four methods
of organizing the computing function on a campus: (1) a
single campus computer center, (2) a distributed computing 
system on campus, (3) use of a commercial service, and (4) 
a super centralized system. He states further that the 
single campus center is by far the most popular. King 
(1961) states that "...remote terminals, 'tv' screens 
(cathode ray tubes) , and the like now are firmly
established in administrative offices..." (p. £3) of
colleges and universities in America.
Sheenan (i960) indicates that distributed hardware 
systems are more flexible than centralized ones. He goes 
on to say that distributed systems will cause computing 
activity to be transferred from the computer center to the 
Information system's user departments. Some departments, 
he states, may have just computer terminals, while others 
may have small mini-processors which enable them to 
"... converse with the central computer and access
institutional data bases" (p.527). Contrasting batch and 
on-line systems, he states that in batch systems adequacy
10
of the information system service is measured by the 
turnaround time needed to get the runs back, whereas in 
distributed systems, the users may have remote job entry 
capability. This, according to him, saves the user from 
having to keep going back-and-forth to the computer
center. Another interesting point that he makes is that 
users whose terminals have the ability to update and 
access databases and do computer operations and
calculations, as they occur in real time, might perceive 
that the full computer system is at their disposal. 
Citing some of the advantages of decentralized or 
distributed information systems over centralized ones, 
Sheenan (1980) states that distributed systems will free 
users from "...some of the more routine data acquisition 
and manipulation tasks..," (p, 528} involved with
various information systems' related activities.
Similarly, Wilkinson (1982) states that "The 
on-line processing approach... is preferable when timely 
and up-to-date information is important... to effective 
decisionmaking" (p.490). Wilkinson (1982) also lists 
more advantages for on-line input than for batched input. 
Another point Wilkinson (1982) makes is that budget 
information systems wherein managers have direct access 
(via a visual display terminal) to computerized files
provide managers with more up-to-date information than
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they would otherwise have. HVisual display terminals," he 
states, "have several significant advantages over keyboard 
printers" (p.2Bl). Another interesting point he makee is
that "wide and simultaneous access can best be provided by 
a system having...terminals located at points convenient 
to users..." {p. 500) and that "Computer-based..."
budget information systems "...can provide more effective 
support...if they incorporate...direct access, in order 
that stored data can be retrieved directly from on-line 
storage..." (p,490) and "...in order that users can 
converse or interact directly with the system" (p.490) 
Cash, MeFarlan and Mckenney (1903} list more advantages 
for users of information systems that have decentralized 
hardware than for users of those that have centralized 
hardware. They also list a greater number of advantages 
than disadvantages to users of Information systems with 
small hubs and large distributed networks than those with 
large hubs and small distributed networks. These comments 
suggest that users with terminals will like their 
information systems better than those without them. 
Hence, the researcher hypothesizes that:
Hypothesis 1: Budget managers with terminals will
perceive their systems as more advantageous than
budget managers without terminal will perceive their 
their systems.
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Another point of disagreement in the literature 
centers around the approval of requisitions. Here, as in 
the case of the presence or absence of user-terminals, 
there is quite a variety of opinions. Hungate (1954) 
suggests that, if only the budget manager's signature is 
required for the approval of requisition forms, the 
requisition approval subsystem of the budget information 
system (BIS) is decentralized. He goes on to suggest 
that, if there is one person that has to approve all 
requisitions for the entire college, the requisition 
approval subsystem is centralized. In discussing these 
two types of of requisition approval subsystems, he lists 
more disadvantages for budget managers of centralized 
requisition approval subsystems than he does for those of 
decentralized ones. Green (1971), on the other hand, 
makes no favorable statement about centralization or 
decentralization, but suggests that whichever type of 
subsystem is chosen, it should be planned and reviewed 
periodically. McCorkle and Archibald (1982) are strongly 
in favor of decentralization of decision making, 
especially as it relates to academic units. They state 
that "...centralization is antithetical to good academic 
management..." (p. Ill), and that "decentralization of 
operating decisions provides the key to successful 
academic management" (p. Ill)* Another very interesting
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caimant about the centralization~decentralization question 
is presented by Balderston (1974). He states that "if 
administrative functions are heavily centralized, they may 
operate in a tidy, professional manner, but without
sufficient understanding of the administrative problems 
and needs of individual academic units" (p. 79). Another
proponent of decentralized decision making in colleges and 
universities is Wolotkiewicz (1990). She suggests that
once an institution's budget is approved, its execution 
should be decentralized. She goes on to imply that each 
department head should be responsible for controlling his 
or her expenditures. Cyert (1991) states that "by its 
very nature, the university as an organization must be 
decentralized..." (p. 39), and that "it is necessary,
therefore, for a great deal of authority and power to rest 
in the department head's role and the dean's role. All 
the natural forces in the organization push away from 
central control" (p. 39) . Thus, writers appear to
substantially favor decentralized over centralized
decision making in the higher education literature. In 
light of this, the researcher hypothesizes that:
Hypothesis 2: Budget managers of decentralized
requisition approval subsystems will perceive their
subsystems as more advantageous than budget managers 
of less decentralized requisition approval subsystems 
will perceive their subsystems.
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Another budget information system argument in the 
literature centers around whether or not a budget manager 
should be encouraged to keep his own set of detailed 
records at the departmental level aside from those with 
which he is provided by the institution's overall BIS, 
Host authors seem to suggest a relationship between the 
accuracy of the institutionwide BIS and the inclination or 
need for budget managers to keep separate detailed records 
at the departmental level. Green (1971) indicates that 
when budget managers keep their own set of detailed 
budgetary expenditure records, much valuable time is 
wasted reconciling those records with the records kept by 
the budget office. He further states that budget managers 
should be discouraged from keeping their own set of 
detailed records (or books). Hungate (1954), on the other 
hand, indicates that department heads, divisional 
chairpersons, deans, etc. should each keep detailed 
records of budgetary expenditures at his level. He 
indicates that such records will provide a crosscheck for 
records kept at the institutional level. Still another 
point of view, Indicating that there might be some 
relationship between the accuracy of an information system 
and whether or not its department heads keep their own set 
of detailed budgetary expenditure records is presented by
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Wolotklewicz (1980) , She states that department heads 
should keep detailed records until the computerized 
reports they receive are completely accurate and timely. 
Balderston (1974) states heads of departments, directors 
of institutional research offices, and others have to 
maintain supplemental records because they cannot get 
up-to-date information from their institutions1 accounting 
systems. Thus while all of the writers above do not agree 
on whether or not detailed departmental records should be 
maintained, all of them seem to suggest some type of link 
between the need for a budget manager to maintain such 
records and the accuracy of their overall BIS. In light 
of this, the researcher hypothesizes that:
Hypothesis 3; Budget managers who keep detailed 
records (in addition to those provided routinely by 
the BIS) will perceive their BISs as less accurate 
than budget managers who do not keep such records 
will perceive their BISs.
Many writers have discussed the issue of 
standardization of information. Wilkinson (1982) states 
that "Each manager in a firm has a unique set of 
information needs..." (p. IBS), and that "a set of 
information must therefore be tailored for each individual 
manager" (p. 185). Hughes, Leonard, and Williams (1980)
state that information system reports should address the 
needs of specific users. Sheehan (1980) states that since
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each department plana and evaluatae ita program* and 
activities, "the provision of informational services for 
these clients may vary depending upon the specific topic" 
(p. 523). Another interesting comment was made by
McCorkle and Archibald (1982). They state that the top 
administrators of colleges and universities need different 
information from deans and department heads. Similarly 
Van Dusseldorp (1969) states that different management 
Information is required at different administrative levels 
of a college or university. Orwig and Caruthers (1980) 
make essentially the same statement. Thus, the general 
consensus appears to be that managers in different 
organizations, or in different departments of the same 
organization, need different types of information. In 
light of this, the researcher hypothesizes that:
Hypothesis 4: Information used by budget directors
and budget managers of BISs without terminals to make 
a set of decisions will be different from that used 
by budget directors and budget managers of BISs with 
terminals to make that same set of decisions.
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OP RELATED LITERATURE 
Introduction
In chapter one, the general direction of the study 
was established. The purpose of the study, the research 
questions, and the research hypotheses were stated. In 
the present chapter, the foundation upon which this 
research is built is established through a review of the 
related literature. Also, this chapter tends to put the 
present research in its proper perspective in relationship 
to all knowledge.
Historical Perspectives 
Budgeting
During the early stages of the American university, 
the sizes of the budgets of colleges and universities and 
of the departments thereof were so small (in comparison 
with what they are today) that virtually all budgetary 
matters were taken care of by the president and/or the 
institutional governing board. Over the years, the sizes 
of the institutions and of institutional and departmental
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budgets have grown dramatically. Similarly, the 
complexity of the business and financial matters of 
institutions and of their departments has grown so much 
that special positions have generally been established 
specifically to manage these budgets.
The concept of budgeting had a variety of roots. 
According to Burkhead (1956), the idea of budgeting 
originated in England over an argument over who should 
control the royal purse. Thus, this concept started at 
the national level and worked its way down to other 
levels. Public budgeting in the United States, however, 
started at the local and state levels and worked its way 
up to the federal level.
In higher education, budgeting developed as a 
result of the Influence of wealthy industrial and business 
leaders. These individuals often donated large sums of 
money to higher education institutions or became a part of 
the higher education scenario; i.e., became a college or 
university administrator or a member of the professoriate. 
According to Galfo (1974), as late as the 1970s, higher 
education institutions had still not developed their own 
model cf administration, but were still relying heavily on 
the industrial/business model.
Philanthropic foundations also played a major role 
in the propagation of the budgeting idea in higher 
education institutions In this country. Often they would
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lake money available to institution* as incentive* or 
rewards for implementing certain fiscally sound 
budget-related practices.
How colleges and universities have at their 
disposal a wide variety of types of budget preparation 
systems (Green, 1971; Arthur, 1973; Kellogg, 1974). The 
number and variety of these budget preparation systems 
have been steadily increasing over the years.
During the early period of the American university, 
the incremental method of budgeting was the most prevalent 
method (Kellogg, 1974; Harris, 1977; Simon and Dressel, 
197 6). It soon became apparent that thi* method of budget 
preparation was insufficient as far as meeting the ever 
increasing demands for accountability placed on colleges 
and universities by alumni, legislators, governing boards, 
and the many other constituencies of higher education 
(Sheehan, 1980). When enrollment began to decrease, in 
the 1970s, many colleges and universities found that they 
had to resort to decrementalism in budgeting, instead of 
incrementalism. Later, they found that that wasn't 
working either (Dressel and Simon, 1976). In an effort to 
come up with a method that would he effective, colleges 
and universities began to evaluate, analyze, and 
eventually adopt budget preparation systems of agencies of 
the federal government (most notably, the Department of 
Defense), agencies of state government, and business
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organizations (moat notably, Texas Instruments) (Galfo, 
1977), Sines then, higher education has been bombarded 
with a barrage of budget preparation systems (Green, 1971; 
Harris, 1977) , These include the Planning Programming 
Budgeting System (PPBS), Performance Budgeting, Zero-Base 
Budgeting (ZBB), and many others.
Over the years, administrators of colleges and 
universities have learned their lesson. They are doing 
planning more now than ever before; not only short-range 
planning, but long-range planning also. For the most 
part, the link has been made between the planning and 
budgeting processes of colleges and universities. This is 
evidenced by the fact that academicians today, when
planning programs for which they are responsible, also 
tend to evaluate the program’s feasibility.
In moat colleges and universities today, the final 
budget is accepted as financially feasible by both the
allocating entity and the receiving entity (the budgetary
unit that receives the allocated funds) (NACUBO, 1974;
Sizer, 1975). In other words, the allocating authority 
and the budget manager both feel that the receiving unit 
can operate within the budget. (This is not to say that 
they don’t feel that it will not be difficult, but simply 
to say that they both agree that it is possible.) 
Furthermore, built into the budgets of some budget 
managers is a certain amount of money for contingencies
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(Green, 1971; Hungate; 1954; Buchanan, 1977), Many 
colleges and universities' budgets today have also been 
incremented by an inflation factor before they are 
approved. In many cases, allowances have also been made 
in the approved budget for any personnel changes that may 
taka place during the ensuing year. In many cases, the 
bottom-line budget figure also contains a certain amount 
of money referred to as discretionary funds (Kamln and 
Ronen, 1981; Green, 1971). Many higher education 
institutions today also have offices of risk management 
through which they are protected against just about any 
unforeseen event that might occur; e.g., buildings being 
burned down or law suits being brought against the 
institution by students or faculty (HACUBO, 1974) . Even 
with all of these contingencies and safeguards built into 
the college and university budget, some institutions have 
schools and departments whose expenditures, at the end of 
the fiscal year, exceed the amount in their originally 
approved budgets.
Computer-based Information Systems
The development of computerized information systems 
in America, unlike that of budgeting, started at the 
national level and trickled down to the local levels 
(Kelly, 1969). The U, 3. census Bureau is recorded as
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the first user of a computerized Information system in 
America (Kelly, 1969).
Before electronic and mechanical calculators and 
computers became widely accepted parts of the college and 
university scene, budget information in colleges and
universities was prepared manually by the accounting 
office (Hungate, 1954t Green, 1971). Budget information 
was fed back to intrainstitutional budget managers on a 
quarterly, semi-annual, or, in some cases, yearly basis. 
The process of preparing budget information was very 
tedious and time consuming and not very accurate, in 
comparison with what it became with the aid of computers
(Wise, 1979; Wilkinson, 1962). Arithmetic operations
were performed manually. With the advent of mechanical
calculators, the accuracy, timeliness, and frequency of 
college and university budget information system reports 
improved. Later, the invention of the electronic computer 
enhanced budget information systems even more by virtually 
eliminating the necessity of having humans do arithmetic 
calculations (Wilkinson, 1962; Kelly, 1969). At the 
present time, in some colleges and universities, the only 
thing that humans in the budget information systems have 
to do is key punch information into a computer.
The information that is produced via the 
man-machine system is theoretically used by college and 
university budget managers to make budget related
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decision# (Hungate, 1954; Green, 1971; Wise, 1979; 
Hughes, Leonard, and Williams, 19B0; King, 19B1; 
Balderston, 1974}. Such decisions may range anywhere from 
a simple departmental expenditure decision to a decision 
by the president or his designee to amend or revise the
entire institutional budget (Green, 1971; Hungate, 1954).
Budget information, in the form of accounting
reports, was one of the first types of intrainstitutional 
budget information computerized (Balderston, 1974; 
Mosmann, 1973; Van Dusseldorp, 1969). One of the fastest
growing fields during the 1960s was the field of data
processing (Kellogg, 1974; Cash, McFarlan, and McKenney, 
19B3; Kelly, 1969). Kellogg (1974), writing about 
Virginiafs higher education budgeting system, stated that, 
during the 1960s, it evolved from a strictly 
incrementally-based system to a formula-based computerized 
system.
When electronic computers were first used to 
process budget Information in colleges and universities,
they were very expensive and very large (Kelly, 1969; 
Wilkinson, 1962; Cash, McFarlan, and McKenney, 1983; 
Sheehan, 19B0; Thomas, 1979}. Today, because of the 
invention of micro- and mini-computers, and other
technological advancements, EDP computers are relatively
small and inexpensive (i.e., relative to their sizes and 
prices when they were first marketed) (Thomas, 1979;
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Sheehan, 1960; Mosmann, 197 3). Higher education 
institutions no longer have to rely on teams of
individuals who perform basic arithmetic calculations by 
hand. In some cases, even source documents (e.g.,
receipts, invoices, purchase orders, etc.) have been
eliminated. Some higher education institutions have what 
is referred to in the IS (information system) literature 
as on-line budget information systems, and others have
batch systems (Hosmann, 1973; Wilkinson, 1983; Chaney, 
1969). In an on-line system, data is key punched and 
processed as it is received (Wise, 1979; Wilkinson, 1962; 
Chaney, 1969; cash, HcFarlan, and McKenney, 1963), in a 
batch system, usually, information is collected on source 
documents, batched, and taken to a key punching center 
where it is entered into a computer and processed. The 
on-line system is considered to be the more mature (or 
advanced) of the two methods for entering and processing 
budget information (Cash, HcFarlan, and McKenney, 1963; 
Chaney, 1969).
A number of studies have addressed the concept of 
budgeting in higher education. However, the number 
related specifically to college and university
intrainstitutional budget Information systems is very 
scant. Because of this, related literature was reviewed 
from three different areas, viz., public administration, 
business administration, and higher education
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administration.
Public Administration Literature
Preparation and execution are separate and distinct 
phases of the budget cycle, but unless each builds on
the other, governmental administration will fail to
utilize the full potentialities of the budget as an 
instrument of governance. (Burkhead, 1956, p.34 9)
Burkhead (1956) continued by stating that the "...ideal
system of budget execution...should preserve the intent of 
the legislature but at the same time maintain flexibility 
at all levels of administration" (p. 342), and that
"historically, systems of budget execution have been 
designed primarily to assure that the financial 
limitations expressed by the legislature are adhered to. 
"Budget execution" (p. 343), he stated, "is traditionally
conceived as almost wholly a matter of financial control, 
and its success is judged in terms of preventing 
deficiencies and effecting savings during the fiscal year" 
(Burkhead, 1956, p, 343).
Burkhead (1956) also talked about the advantages of 
lump-sum appropriations over periodic allotments. He 
mentioned the fact that lump-sum appropriations increase 
the freedom of the budget manager. This is no doubt a 
great asset from the perspective of the budget manager.
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According to Burkhead (1956), the following are 
also sons of the characteristics a budget information 
ayatam may have:
(1) central budget office, with apportionment power,
(2) allotment syaterns that vary from budgetary unit 
to budgetary unit,
(3) an allotment system supported by a reporting 
system, and
(4) an allotment system supplemented by position 
control.
Agger (1907) alluded to the fact that it is on the 
side of expenditures "...that the question of control of 
the budget has its greatest importance" (p, 205) . Other
researchers have expressed similar views (Jellema, 1973; 
Burkhead, 1956; Arthur, 1973; Wanat, 1976). Although 
Agger (1907) analyzed the budgetary process from a state 
level perspective, his findings have clear implications 
for higher education institutions. Higher education, just 
as state governments, can no longer afford to sit back and 
leave the execution phase of the budget to chance. Just 
as planning is needed to effectively prepare the budget, 
it Is also needed to effectively and efficiently execute 
it.
Sherwood (1954) looked upon the budget as a kind of 
"remote control device" used by top management to (1) make 
sure that decisions are executed by subordinates and (2)
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evaluate the performance of budgetary units and budget 
managers* Ha indicated that the budget may be used as 
either a fiscal tool, in which case, the emphasis during 
the execution phase of the budget is simply on record 
keeping, or as a management tool, in which case the 
emphasis is on managerial and budgetary unit effectiveness 
and evaluation.
Sherwood (1954) introduced an execution-phase 
budgetary variable that he called "personnel authority." 
Other writers have referred to this same variable as 
"position control" (NACUBO, 19741 Hungate, 1954; Green, 
1971), Essentially, it is the authority to hire and fire 
personnel. As Sherwood (1954) and others (NACUBO, 1974; 
Hungate, 1954) Indicated, some budget managers have this 
authority, and some do not. Those who do have such 
budgetary authority during the execution phase of their 
budgets are better able to control their expenditures than 
those who do not. For example, if prices increased 
unexpectedly for heating fuel during the coldest part of 
the operating year (at a time during which cuts cannot be 
made in the fuel budget), a budget manager with position 
control may respond by laying off some employees and 
transferring the personnel funds, thus saved, to the fuel 
bill account to cover the added fuel cost, on the other 
hand, a budget manager without position control might have 
no other recourse but to pay the higher bill and accept
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the increased likelihood that he or she will end the 
fiscal year "in the red." He or she nay have to cut 
something else in order to meet his or her budget.
Sherwood (1954) used a different definition for the 
term "budgeting" than did many others. riungate (1954], 
Green (1971), and Kellogg (1974) either implicitly or 
explicitly excluded the execution phase from their 
definitions of budgeting, but Sherwood (1954) explicitly 
included not only the execution phase, but also the 
planning and preparation phases.
Some academicians may take issue with the amount of 
importance that Sherwood (1954) attached to financial 
matters. He stated that money is the life blood of all 
organizations. This, of course, includes colleges and 
universities, since they are referred to by some writers 
as organizations. Some academicians, no doubt, would 
probably argue that the students or the faculty, or even 
the curriculum is the lifeblood of higher education 
institutions, not money. Even though Sherwood's work was 
written in 1954 (more than three decades ago), most of the 
tools and techniques described in it are still very much 
integral parts of the budget information systems of many 
business organizations, governmental concerns, and 
colleges and universities today (Ansari, 1976; Wanat, 
1978; Buchanan, 1977; Gambino, 1979], His work is by no 
means out-of-date. Sherwood (1954) also indicates, as do
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many others (Wanat, 1978; NACUBO, 1974; Burkhead, 1956; 
Missouri State Department of Education, 1972), that the 
execution phase of the budget is distinct and separate 
from the other phases of planning and preparation.
The purpose of Sherwood's (1954) study was to 
analyze the part budgeting can play in enhancing a chief
executive officer's capacity to control the organization
of which he is in charge. In it, he defined the budget as 
", ,.a comprehensive plan, expressed in financial terms by 
which a total operating program is effected for a given 
period" (Sherwood, 1954, p.9). He continued "...it
includes an estimate of services, activities, and
projects, expenditure requirements, and the resources 
necessary for their support" (p. 9), and "three stages
are discernible in the implementation of the plan: (1)
preparation, (2) adoption, and (3) execution" (p. 9). He
spoke of the budget as a "control weapon," i.e., a weapon 
for controlling the activities and objectives of an 
organization or a budgetary unit of an organization. 
Although Sherwood's (1954) work was mainly concerned with 
budgeting in the federal government, it identifies key 
budget information system variables, and, at the same 
time, exposes higher education institutions to managerial 
tools and techniques that might prove helpful.
Sherwood (1954) favored decentralized
decision-making during the execution phase of the budget,
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unlike Hungate (1954), who opted for a combination of 
centralization and decentralization. Sherwood (1954) 
stated that " ...budget planning and control must take 
place at the level where direct operation takes place" (p. 
21), and that “ ...first line supervisors are more 
concerned with costs if more responoibiltiy for cost 
decisions is delegated to them11 (p.23).
Another unique property of Sherwood's (1954) study 
was his typology for the types of appropriation methods 
that an organization may use. He indicated that 
appropriations can be either detailed or lump-sum. In the 
former, funds are appropriated to a budgetary unit and it 
is told the specific items for which the funds are to be 
spent. In the latter, the appropriating entity makes 
available to the budgetary unit all of its appropriated 
funds at the beginning of the operating year, with no 
stipulation as to the items on which the funds may be 
spent. In most of the other literature (e.g., Wanat, 
1978? Burkhead, 1956; Lynch, 1979; NACUBO, 1974; 
Green, 1971), the following types of appropriation methods 
were mentioned;
(1) allotments - periodic (monthly, bimonthly, 
quarterly, etc.) appropriations during the 
operating year, and
(2) lump-sum - (defined as Sherwood defines it 
above).
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Sherwood (1954) defined operating expenditures as 
chargee for goods and services that will normally be 
utilized within a year. Capital expenditures, he stated, 
are expenditures for long-term projects, such as roads, 
buildings, and major equipment purchases. He continued 
that each year a portion of the capital expenditure budget 
is implemented through the operating (or current) budget. 
Others have made similar observations (Hungate, 1954; 
Green, 1971; Arthur, 1973; NACUBO, 1974). Sherwood 
(1954) listed the following variablee (or characteristics) 
as parts of the budget information system under which 
agencies of the federal government function:
(1) an allotment system - making a certain amount of 
money available to an agency periodically (e.g., 
monthly, quarterly, etc.);
(2) encumbrance accounting - the subtraction of 
expenditures from an account at the time that the 
expenditure is approved, rather than at the time 
that the service, materials, supplies, etc. are 
actually received;
(3) effective reporting - the frequency at which 
budget managers receive reports from the 
accounting department and the level of detail of 
those reports,
(4) control procedures - procedures requiring top 
management's approval before departments are 
permitted to fill personnel vacancies, initiate 
certain types of expenditures, or proceed with 
certain types of work; and
(5) amendment system - a system for amending the
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budget should it become necessary.
Sherwood (1954) agreed with Hungate (1954) and 
Green (1971) on the importance of being able to amend the 
budget during its execution phase. He also noted that 
accounting's contribution to budget execution comes 
primarily through a process of analysis and control known 
as the pre-audit. It consists of establishing accounts in 
a special allotment-and-expenditure ledger. According to 
Sherwood, all expenditure requests must clear this point 
first. Elaborating on this further, he indicated that the 
following four steps are generally followed:
(1) The operating agency requests a purchaser
(3) The request is sent to the accounting
department, where the estimated expenditure is 
checked against the amount available in the 
allotment-expenditure ledger;
(3) If funds are not available, the request is 
refused and returned to the agency; and
(4) If funds are available, the estimated
expenditure is charged against the proper 
account, and permission is given to proceed with 
the purchase.
Sherwood (1954) alluded further to the fact
that "... management controls...have a centralizing
tendency" (p. 57), This is contradictory to Bruns and
Waterhouse's (1975) finding that centralization was
negatively correlated with control system complexity.
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Perhaps the discrepancy between the two studies In this 
area lies, at least partially, in the fact that they dealt 
with two different types of organizations; viz., business 
firms (in the case of Bruns and Waterhouse, 1975) and the 
federal government (in the case of Sherwood, 1954). As 
Galfo (1977) has indicated, these are the two types of 
organizations from which higher education has borrowed 
most heavily over the past several decades.
Sherwood (1954) even goes so far as to say that 
effective control procedures can help organizations 
realize unforeseen savings during the execution phase of 
their budgets. If, indeed, execution-phase expenditure 
control system procedures can do this, they are certainly 
factors that merit close examination.
Wanat(197B) defined the budget as "...a technical 
tool for controlling expenditures..." (p. 10). Host
academicians would probably agree with Wanat, but would be 
quick to caution that it alone is not sufficient. There 
must be an effective budget information system in order to 
assure that the budget will be effectively and efficiently 
executed. Even though Wanat (1978) refers specifically to 
budgeting in the federal government, his theory is just as 
applicable to higher education. Wanat introduced more 
options that may be included in (or have an impact on) an 
institution's budget information system. A partial list 
of these options is given below:
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(1) obligations1 authority (tha budgetary unit naad 
only contract to obligato the treasury)
(2) supplemental appropriations (additional 
appropriations are available to the budgetary 
unit if its funds are expended before the year is 
out)
(3) apportionment (a certain amount is made 
available to the budgetary unit each month, 
quarter, etc., as opposed to one lump sum at the 
beginning of the year)
(4) contingency fund (for unexpected expenditures)
(5) impoundment of funds (withholding appropriated 
funds from a unit)
(6) deferral (putting off the spending of funds)
(7) rescission (the act of not obligating funds 
already allocated)
(6) reprogramming (shifting funds from one program 
to another)
(9) backdoor spending (obligating funds by 
unorthodox methods)
(10) contract and loan authority (the authority to 
borrow money and enter into contracts)
Manat (1976) further indicated that the "line-item" budget 
(see also Kellogg, 1974; Simon and Dressel, 1976; 
NACUBO, 1974) is also called the "object of expenditure'1 
budget. According to him, its purpose, at inception at 
the federal level, was, very simply, to control spending, 
He goes on to say that the use of a uniform system of 
classification of objects across agencies increases the 
comparability of financial data.
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Business Administration Literature
May (1973) stated that "Beating the budget, while 
all right as long as it falls within the scope of the 
plan, can be hurtful to the plan as a whole if it reaches 
beyond normal variations allowed for in the plan or is 
beneficial to an individual at the expense of his peers" 
(p. 21) . In other words, there is such a thing as
"over-dolng-it," budgetarily.
May (1973) further indicated that a budget 
information system (Bis) should include the following: 
(1) systematic reports, (2) explanations by budget 
managers of atypical budget variances, and (3) a reward 
system based on budgetary performance. Of course, he was 
speaking from a business perspective. These three BIS 
variables would be assets in the budget information system 
of any organization, even a college or university.
May (1973) also mentioned that top management 
should have periodic meetings with budget managers to 
assure that the budget will be executed as planned and for 
motivational purposes. Another point that he made is that 
one person should be assigned budget responsibility. This 
is consistent with Buchanan's (1977) viewpoint.
Ansari (1976) cited Argyris (1952), Stedry (1960), 
and Cook (1967) as having presented findings to the effect
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that "...feedback information (contained in variance 
reports) may influence..." (Ansari, 1976, p. 189). 
employee satisfaction and productivity. Variance reports 
are just one aspect of a budget information system. 
Ansari’s study (1976) differed from the studies of Cook, 
Argyria, and Stedry in that he attempted to "...examine 
the joint or combined influence of both variance reports 
and leadership style on employee satisfaction and 
productivity" (p. 169) . He classified his study as an
experimental study. His dependent variables were 
"employee satisfaction" and "productivity." Hie 
independent variables were the joint interaction effect of 
variance reports and leadership style. Leadership style 
was further broken down into autocratic (or authoritarian) 
and democratic. Psychological theories formed part of the 
theoretical framework of his study. He indicated that 
"...since variance reports provide feedback, the results 
of all such research..." (Ansari, 1976, pp. 190-191) 
associated with information feedback "...are applicable to 
the area of budget control" (Ansari, 1976, pp. 190-191).
He cited Argyris (1951), Fertakis (1967}, DeCoster 
and Fertakis (1966), and Jofstede (1967) as having 
reported that supervisors use budgets in order to express 
their leadership styles. He stated that "...a leader with 
high concern for productivity is likely to interpret and 
use budget variances differently from a supervisor who has
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high concern for people" (Ansari, 1976, p. 191). He 
further theorised that a budget information system with a 
small amount of information would work better if it were 
used by an authoritarian leader, and that one with more 
information would work better with a democratic leader. 
He also introduced another independent variable, viz., 
time. Time he said is "...represented by six simulated 
production periods'* (p. 193) . His study involved the
production budget, whereas the present study involves the 
operating budgets of subunits of colleges and
universities. The following is a synopsis of some of the 
other important factors involved in Ansari1 e study: The
two types of variance reports used in the experiment were
two-variance report (which contained significant and
nonsignificant variances; significant variances, being 
those that the supervisor investigates and nonsignificant 
being those that he does not) and four-variance report 
(which contained additional information about significant 
variances and about whether or not they were under the
control of the supervisor).
Bruns and Waterhouse (197 5) explored the 
relationships that exist between organizational structure 
and budgetary control. Twenty-five business organizations 
were involved in the study. The data from mailed 
questionnaires were factor analyzed "... to provide 
measures of budget related behavior that could be related
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to measures of organization structure and context that 
ware collected in field interviews" (Bruns and Waterhouse, 
1975, p. 177) * They found that an organization's 
structure is dependent upon ite size, technology, and 
relationship to other organizations. They further 
indicated that:
Budget-related behavior is found to be contingent 
upon various aspects of organization structure such 
as centralization, autonomy, and degree to which 
activities are structured. These findings lead to 
the conclusion that there must be alternative 
organizational control strategies in different kinds 
of organizations, and that prescriptions about how 
budgets should be used in organizational control 
should be written with care. (Bruns and Waterhouse, 
1975, pp. 177-178).
They define organizational control as the effective use of 
power to Influence behavior of members of the 
organization.
They (Bruns and Waterhouse, 1975) hypothesized that 
(1) there would be more budget-related behavior in a 
decentralized and structured system than in a centralized 
system, (2) there would be a positive relationship between 
structuring of activities and perceived control, and (3) 
the greater the degree of centralization, the greater 
would be the amount of interpersonal budget-related 
behavior. They cited Perrow (1967; in Bruns and 
Waterhouse, 1975) as having indicated that the more 
technologically advanced an organization becomes, the more
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decentralized the decision-making process becomes. Bruns 
and Waterhouse (1975) went on to say that:
In a decentralized and structured organization 
legitimate activities are clearly defined, areas of 
responsibility and authority are clearly delineated,
and control is essentially impersonal.................
decision-making can be delegated while organizational 
control is maintained.... A centralized and 
structured organization...seems particularly well 
suited to the use of budgetary control, (Bruns and 
Waterhouse, 1975, p. 179)
They also stated that Individuals in decentralized 
organizations perceive that they have more control than 
those in centralized ones. They further found size to be 
a good predictor of organizational structure and a strong 
correlation between size and structuring of activities.
A negative correlation was found between size and 
centralization; i.e., the larger the size of the 
organization, the less centralized its organizational 
structure tended to be. They went on to say that this 
finding supports "...the view that as organizations grow 
in size, economies of scale enable more specialists to 
fill role positions and rules and procedures are developed 
to govern behavior” (Bruns and Waterhouse, 1975, p. 190). 
They further indicated that the overall findings of their 
study justify organizations' control systems being 
classified ae decentralized and structured [characterized 
by high technology, larger numbers of employees, large
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niuidwrt of functional specialists, and systems and 
procedures regulating performance), and centralized 
(characterized by dependence upon higher authority for 
decision-making).
Also salient in Bruns and Waterhouse's (1975) study 
was the finding that lack of autonomy was negatively 
correlated with control system complexity. Another 
important finding was that the more complex budget 
information systems were found in decentralized budgetary 
systems and that the less complex ones were found in 
centralized budgetary systems.
Bruns and Waterhouse (1975) also indicated that the 
more independent and less centralized the decision-making 
process in an organization, the broader the type of 
accounting measurements that will be used to monitor
budgetary performance during the execution phase of the
budget, thus, allowing budget managers, in business 
concerns, a higher level of discretion.
Bruns and Waterhouse (1975) stated the difference 
between "centralization” and "lack of autonomy." 
"Centralization,” they said, is the extent to which
decisions are reserved to higher levels in the
organization. "Lack of autonomy," on the other hand, is 
the extent to which decisions are made outside of the 
organization under study.
Holstrum (1971) reported the results of a study
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that ha did in order to determine the effect of budget 
adaptiveness and tightness on managerial decision 
behavior, "Budget adaptiveness11 he defined as "...the 
extent to which differences between expected and actual 
environmental observations for a period are reflected in 
that period's budget" (Hoistrum, 1971, p, 269), 
Essentially, it is the ability of the budget to adapt to 
changing situations. For example, a budget that is based 
on standard costs is not very adaptive, if those "standard 
costs" change and that change is not reflected in the 
budget. Holstrum (1971) defined budget tightness as 
"...the property which reflects the probability that the 
budget will not bs met" (p. 270) . In other words, if the
probability of meeting a budget was low, the budget was 
considered a tight budget; whereas, if there was a high 
probability that the budget would be met, the budget was 
considered to be a loose budget. The type of budget that
Holstrum1 s (1971) study dealt with is called a "production
budget." in this type of budget, instead of resources 
being measured in dollars-and-cents, they are measured in 
the budgeted number of units to be produced.
Holstrum (1971) went on to define what he called
"ex post" and "exante” budgets. The "exante budget," he
stated, is the originally approved budget and the "ex 
post" budget is the budget that represents what the budget 
for the previous period would have been if perfect
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information had been available at the baginning of tha 
period that the budget covered. Kamin and Ronen (1981) 
used similar definitions for these two types of budgets.
The variable "managerial behavior" was the 
dependent variable in Holstrum'a (1971) experimental 
study. It was operationalized as the number of items that 
the "manager" acquired for inventory. The independent 
variables were budget adaptiveness and tightness. He used 
students in his study as surrogates for real production 
managers. Ansari (1976)f discussed elsewhere in thie 
literature review, also used student surrogates in his 
study.
Holstrum (1971) operationalized the variable 
"decision adaptiveness" as "...the arithmetic difference 
between the preliminary demand estimate and the number of 
inventory units carried during a given week..." (p. 2 73)
and constructed an adaptiveness index "...by summing the 
absolute values of these numerical differences..." (p. 
273). If a budget was neither tight nor loose, he called 
it "graduated," Forty-two students were involved in the 
study. The probability of meeting the budget was about 
.3, for the tight budgets and about .7 for the loose ones. 
Each "manager" had to decide how many "mechanics" to hire 
during each simulated week to take care of the number of 
"overhaul orders."
The results of Holstrum'e (1971) study revealed
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that t h a n  wars
..no statistically significant diffsrsncss in 
decision adaptiveness between groups differentiated 
according to either budget adaptiveness or budget 
tightness... The adaptiveness index of HHex ante1*14 
budge tees exceeded that of 44 "ex post"*4 budge tees, but 
the difference was not significant. Subjects working 
under tight budgets demonstrated a slightly higher 
adaptiveness index average than those operating under 
loose or graduated budgets. (Holstrum, 1971, pp. 
275-276)
The finding that subjects working under tight budgets 
demonstrated a slightly higher adaptiveness index average 
(the greater the index average, the greater the budget 
variance) than those operating under loose or graduated 
budgets is consistent with other research (NACUBO, 1974; 
Green, 1971; Buchanan, 1977); viz., that the tighter the 
budget, the greater the probability that it will not be 
met. It is also consistent with Green's (1971) statement 
that, to be effective the originally approved budget must 
be based on currently attainable standards.
onsi (1973), reported the findings of a study he 
did on the managerial behavioral variables affecting 
budgetary slack. He quoted Cyert and March (1963; in 
Onsi, 197 3) as having indicated, in one of their works, 
that "organizational slack" is the difference between 
14...the total resources available to a firm and the total 
necessary to maintain the organization coalition" (p. 
535). He identified two parts to organizational slack,
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viz., "...external paymenta, such as paying more dividends 
than necessary, and Internal payments distributed to 
members of the coalition11 (Onsi, 197 3, p. 53 5) , The 
distributed internal payments, he indicated, are called 
"budgetary slack." He further Indicated that "an 
evaluation of the effectiveness of a firm’s control system 
requires the identification of the nature of its budgetary 
slack, the behavioral factors that influence slack 
build-up and utilization, and the motivational forces that 
lead to this managerial behavior" (Onel, 1973, p. 535).
Onsi (1973) stated that his purpose was two-fold: 
"...(l) to identify the concept of budgetary slack and its 
assumptions through a review of the literature, and (3) to 
present the findings of an empirical study using factor 
analysis to analyze the relationship between budgetary 
slack and managerial behavioral variables" (p. 535).
According to him, during "hard times," companies use their 
budgetary slack in order to survive or to accomplish what 
Kamin and Ronen (19B1) called "income smoothings." Onsi
(1973) also noted that budgetary slack in and of itself is 
not bad and that in theory X type organizations 
(organizations that expect a manager to do no more than 
what he is forced to do by the organization's formal 
control mechanisms) a manager might use budgetary slack 
simply to accomplish his own personal goals, goals that 
may or may not be relevant to the accomplishment of the
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goals of tha organization as a whole. On tha other hand, 
if tha organization's control s/stem is behaviorally 
oriented, the manager vill probably be able to satisfy his 
personal objectives without creating budgetary slack. 
Onsi (1973) goes on to say that budgetary alack can 
provide a pool of emergency funds, even if that is not its 
purpose. Thus, in this respect, budgetary slack is very 
similar to, if indeed not the same as, what others call 
contingency funds (Hungate, 1954; Green, 1971; Wanat, 
1978; Buchanan, 1977), Kamin and Ronen (1981) also 
analyzed the slack variable.
From his literature review, Onsi (1973) indicated 
that he identified four assumptions about budgetary slack:
(1) Managers influence the budget process through 
bargaining for slack by understating revenues and 
overstating costs. ..(2) Managers build-up slack in 
'good years' and reconvert slack into profit in 'bad 
years.' . . (3) Top management is at a “disadvantage" 
in determining the magnitude of slack. ..(4) The 
divisional controller in decentralized organizations 
participates in the task of creating and managing 
divisional slack. (p. 536)
He went on to say that managers vary in their ability to 
negotiate and accumulate budgetary slack. In talking 
about how top management can detect when a manager is 
engaging in slack behavior, he stated that budgetary 
“...slack is a dependent variable explainable by profits 
lagged by one period" (Onsi, 1973, p.536). For example, a
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manager, foreseeing that he ie definitely going to have 
surplus funds at the end of a year that is almost over, 
may take those projected surplus funds and invest them in 
advertising. He knows that the advertising is too close 
to the end of the year to boost his profit in the present 
year, but, all things being equal, it will boost his 
profit next year. Thus, the profit will lag behind the 
investment by one year, as far as financial reporting is 
concerned.
Onai (1973) conducted personal interviews with 
thirty-two international and national company managers in 
order to determine the attitudes of managers at the 
divisional level toward budgetary slack, and how top 
management handles budgetary slack. The companies in 
Onsi's (1973) study were .multidivisional
organizations, each with a decentralized control system" 
(p. 537) .
The managers that Onsi (1973) interviewed in order 
to develop his questionnaire included corporate
controllers, directors, production vice presidents, sales 
vice presidents, and divisional managers. These
interviews revealed that (1) some budget managers had 
budgetary slack in their estimated management costs, their 
estimated manufacturing costs, or their estimated sales 
(or sales prices); (2) budget managers engage in slack
behavior during bad times as well as the good; (3)
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budgetary slack is used by managers to ameliorate their 
profitability at the close of the year, and, thus, improve 
their compensation; and (4) top management has an idea 
about how much budgetary slack division managers have 
built-up.
Onsi {1973) further contended that there is a need 
to differentiate H...between 'slack reduction* during the 
planning process due to corporate pressure and 'slack 
utilization' after the budget is approved" (pp. 537-538). 
"Slack reduction,1 he stated, is a result of bargaining, 
whereas "slack utilization" is a function of the manager's 
motivation.
A basic assumption of Onsi's (1973) study is that 
"...there are behavioral factors influencing the 
utilization of slack, in addition to the economic factors" 
(p. 538) . He contends that slack can be used by a
manager to make sure that he gets a good performance 
evaluation. Aa indicated elsewhere in this review, 
periodic budget variance reports (a part of an 
organization's budget information system) are one of the 
chief (if not the chief) Instruments of performance 
evaluation of budget managers. Onsi (197 3) also stated 
that some managers create slack during the execution phase 
of their budgets in order to avoid the hassle of having to 
bargain for it during the preparation phase. A startling 
accusation that Onsi (197 3) made is that variances between
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the actual and the originally approved budget* are 
partially due to "...intentional alack build-up on the 
part of managers in the standards..." (p. 538) used to
prepare the budgets.
Xamin and Ronen (1981) did a study to determine 
whether or not budgetary slack behavior is more 
characteristic of management controlled firms or 
owner-controlled firms. Their sample consisted of 138 
management controlled companies and 70 owner-controlled 
companies. The study indicated that slack behavior is 
more characteristic of large management controlled firms 
than of owner-controlled firms. The findings of Kamin and 
Ronen's (1981) study and many of their comments were 
consistent with those of onsi (1973), Both agreed that 
budgetary slack can be a positive factor in the effective 
and efficient management of organizations.
Sizer (1975) defined the term "budget" as an agreed 
upon course of action. He went on to say that the use of 
computers and/or short-term forecasts during the execution 
phase of the budget should improve the performance of 
budgetary units of an organization. Short-term forecasts! 
he stated, are forecasts of where the budgetary unit will 
be in one, two, or three months, based on the latest 
information, and updated weekly or monthly.
Kostolansky (1977), in discussing the budgetary 
control system at Corning Glass Works in Corning, Hew
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York, indicated that thair "...experlance ehova that fixed 
budgets are more practical and realistic from a control 
point of view than are flexible or variable budgets" (p. 
21). This statement introduces another possible higher 
education budget information system (BIS) variable; viz., 
information about the type of budget (fixed or flexible} 
that the unit will be evaluated by at the end of the year. 
Baaed on KostolanskyTs discussion, if a manager knows that 
he or she is going to be evaluated relative to a flexible 
budget instead of a fixed budget, he or she will probably 
be less concerned about containing costs and more
concerned about revenues.
A purpose of this literature review was to find 
empirical evidence involving the BIS variables that are
significant in predicting when a college or university or 
a department thereof would fail or have financial 
problems. One such study that used a panel of experts to 
classify troubled and nontroubled colleges and
universities, was reported and "torn to shreds" by Carol 
Frances (1979, editor). Aside from this dubious attempt 
at developing a "Failing College Model" (or more
appropriately, a "Problem College Model"), no such 
empirical study relating specifically to higher education 
Institutions was found. However, in the area of business 
administration, two such studies were found. Although 
these studies relate to business organizations, they serve
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ts models which point the way for higher education 
institution* to do similar studies and to develop early 
warning systems, not only that can predict when a college 
or university will fail or have problems, but also when 
one of them or one of their departments will run into 
financial difficulty.
Blum <1974) reported the results of a discriminant 
analysis dona to determine the accuracy of the Failing 
Company Model (FCM). Details of the FCM are included in 
his doctoral dissertation (Blum, 1969). Blum (1974) was 
not concerned with developing a set of criteria by which a 
company could be deemed failing or nonfailing, but with 
simply determining whether or not the criteria already 
established by the FCM could be used to distinguish 
between failing and nonfailing companies.
In order to test the Failing Company Model (FCM), 
Blum (1974) chose 115 failed companies and 115 nonfailed 
companies, and paired them according to (1) industry, (2) 
sales, (3) number of employees, and (4) fiscal year. Blum 
(1974) then reconstructed the financial status of the 230 
firms to reflect what it had been eight years before 
failure. He drew information about the companies from 
their balance sheets, income statements, and stock market 
prices. Thus, much of the information that Blum (1974) 
used in his study came from the companies' external 
financial reports, which, as Wilkinson (1982) suggested,
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were derived from their internal budget information 
systems. The information that Blum (1974) collected was 
used to compute the twelve financial ratios included in 
the Failing Company Model, viz., (1) the "quick flow" 
ratio; (2) net quick assets/inventory (3) cash flow/total 
liabilities; (4) net worth at fair market value/total 
liabilities; (5) net worth at book value/total 
liabilities; (6) rate of return to common stockholders 
who invest for a minimum of three years; (7) standard 
deviation of net income over a period; (8) trend breaks 
for net income; (9) slope for net income; (10) standard 
deviation of net quick assets to inventory; (11) trend 
breaks of net quick assets to inventory; and (12) slope 
of net quick assets to inventory. Blum (1974) determined 
whether or not these variables could be used to accurately 
classify the failing and nonfailing companies. The 
results of Blum's (1974) study showed that the "predictive 
accuracy of the Failing Company Model is 93-95 percent at 
the first year before failure, 80 percent at the second 
year, and 70 percent at the third, fourth and fifth years 
before failure" (p. 14).
Sinkey (197 5) studied problem and nonproblem banks 
in order to determine which financial ratios could be used 
to distinguish between them. Sinkey's (1975) sample for 
the study consisted of 110 problem banks and lio 
nonproblem banks whose classification (as to problem or
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nonproblem) was ultimately determined by the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC). His data were 
collected from external reports generated by the BISs of 
the selected financial institutions. He found that six of 
the financial ratios significantly discriminated between 
the two types of banks. A four year trend analysis 
revealed that as the date neared at which the problem 
banks would be classified as such by the FDIC, the six 
financial ratios became more discriminating.
Higher Education Administration Literature
Hungate (1954) indicated that the budget of a 
college or university is its financial plan designed for 
the accomplishment of the goals and objectives embodied in 
its programs. He defined the budget as simply "...a 
statement of the estimated income and authorized 
expenditures for a fixed period, usually one (ensuing) 
year" {Hungate, 1954, pp, 65-66). He further indicated 
that:
It is authorization to collect the income and incur 
expenditures.... Estimates of expenditure represent 
the institution's best judgement in advance of 
spending....[The] budget serves as an instrument 
of... c o n t r o l , The two major elements in the 
budget structure are capital outlay (expenditures for 
land, buildings, and equipment) and current 
operations (expenditures for programs and the income
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each year that finances them). (Hungate, 1954, p. 
66)
According to Hungate (1954), because the budget is 
made up in advance of the year for which it is planned, it 
Is expected that there will have to be changes to the 
budget before the year is out. Other researchers have 
expressed similar views (Green,1971; Sherwood, 1954; 
Buchanan, 1977; NACUBO, 1954) He recommended that a well 
thought-out plan be developed for amending the budget 
before its execution phase. Hungate (1954) felt that 
these procedures should be well established and all 
budgetees and budgeters should be aware of them before the 
execution phase of the budget.
Hungate (1954) also Indicated that contingency 
funds for unforeseen, but needed, expenditures should be 
included in the budget, and that the president should have 
the authority to transfer funds from one account to 
another during the execution phase of the budgetary 
process. In organizing for budget control, the president 
may, if he so desires, delegate some or all of this 
budgetary authority to some other individual or office 
(Hungate, 1954). Such delegation, of course, would cause 
the control system that a college or university uses to be 
labeled as more decentralized. In a more centralized 
control system, the decision making process is much 
further removed (upward) from the unit affected by the
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decision than in the case of a decentralized system 
{Hungate, 1954; Bruns and Waterhouse, 1975).
Hungate (1954) went on to say that some 
expenditures (such as those for personal services; e.g., 
faculty salaries) are more easily controlled if they are 
centralized at the presidential level during the execution 
phase of the budget, whereas others (such as those for 
support services, materials, and supplies) are more easily 
controlled if they are decentralized to the lowest 
budgetary level appropriate for handling them. Such a 
system, of course, introduces more complexity into the 
execution-phase of a college or university budget.
Green (1971) published one of the most thorough and 
comprehensive works available on budgeting in higher 
education. In it, he discussed many of the forme of 
budgeting that were available to higher education in 1971; 
e.g., performance budgeting, zero base budgeting, etc. He 
also discussed the execution phase of the budget, and 
defined it as a separate and distinct phase of the 
budgetary process:
The budget execution phase commences at the beginning 
of a fiscal year and is completed at the end of the 
fiscal year. (Green, 1971, p. 43)
According to Green (1971), "...budget control is 
the most critical facet of the operating budget" (p. S3).
He defined control as "...the constant review of budget
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allocations against expenditures and ancmbrancti to 
determine that operating units have not ovarspant or ovar 
encumbered thair funds as originally approvad in the 
operating budget" (Green, 1971, p. 83) . some writers 
look at budget control as simply the limits that the 
originally approved budget sat on revenues and
expenditures (KcKlnsey, 1922; Bruns and Waterhouse, 
1975}. They completely neglect the tools and techniques, 
mentioned by Green (1971) and others (Sherwood, 1954; 
NACUBO, 1974; Hungate, 1954), that many organizations use 
to control their budgets during the fiscal year.
In talking about the amendment variable, Green
(1971) had this to say:
Budget execution should always be concerned with
achieving economies wherever possible. The budget 
execution system should be sufficiently flexible to
allow for changes or amendments to the operating 
budget because of changing economic conditions or 
shifts in program emphasis. (Green, 1971, p. 63)
The need to be able to amend the budget during its 
execution phase has also been stressed by others (Hungate, 
1954; Sherwood, 1954; Buchanan, 1977; Gambino, 1979).
Green (1971) also mentioned the presence of 
contingency funds in the budgets of many colleges and 
universities, as did Hungate (1954) and Buchanan (1977). 
However, there seems to be a difference of opinion as to 
how these funds are accumulated. Green (1971) Indicated
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th a t  som etim es th e y  a r e  a ccu m u la ted  by h ir in g  a  f a c u l t y  
member a t  a lo w e r  r a ta  th a n  b u d g e te d . H ungate (1 9 5 4 ) ,  on 
th e  o t h e r  h an d , in d ic a t e d  t h a t  th e y  sh o u ld  be s e p a r a t e ly  
in c lu d e d  in  t h e  o r i g i n a l l y  ap p roved  b u d g e t .
Green (1971) further indicated that recording 
encumbrances and expenditures is a very important part of 
the budget Information system of a college or university. 
Mot only does it help to assure top management that funds 
are being properly spent, but it also helps to assure the 
budgeter (the entity appropriating the funds) and the 
budgetee (the entity responsible for administering the 
budget), that budgeted expenditures are not being 
exceeded. Accurate records of all commitments, 
obligations, and expenditures, he suggested, should be 
kept so that budget managers can be provided with accurate 
up-to-date financial reports.
Two acad em ic  and f i n a n c i a l  a d m in is t r a to r s  r e la t e d  
th e  im p o rta n ce  o f  w hat g o e s  on d u r in g  t h e  e x e c u t io n  p h a se  
o f  c o l l e g e  and u n i v e r s i t y  b u d g e ts  t o  i n s t i t u t i o n a l  
f i n a n c i a l  h e a l t h :
..budgetary procedures deserve as much scrutiny as 
budget figures. (Kaludis, 1973, p. vii)
It can be a bad time to be an administrator, 
if...plans are not carefully... followed. (Boutvell, 
1973, p. 46)
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Both of t h e s e  statement a imply that preparing a budget and 
having it approved are merely superficial exercises unless 
they are buttressed by an effective budget information 
system that will assure its execution as planned.
Mckeown (1902), in a report prepared by the 
Maryland State Board for Higher Education, discussed 
changes in the budgeting guidelines for public colleges 
and universities in Maryland from 1976 to 1982. The term 
"guideline" is used synonymously with the phrase "formula 
budgeting" (Kellogg, 1974). Mckeown's treatise on the 
budgetary guidelines developed by Maryland's State Board 
of Higher Education is an informative addition to the 
literature on higher education budgeting.
Miller (1981)f in a proposal developed for the 
management of Cornell University libraries, emphasized the 
need for a well defined budget information system. He 
stated that
It is essential to the recommended decentralized 
structure that adequate fund control for both endowed 
and state funds be installed so that all units with 
expenditure authority have current reports available 
and the control authority be placed in a position to 
monitor commitments and expenditures on a truly 
up-to-date basis. (p. 61)
Once again we hear the cry for up-to-date reports. Some 
authors go so far as to say that up-to-date reports and 
understanding are more important than trying to keep
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detailed records (Hungate, 1954).
Aitchison (1967), speaking about capital 
expenditures in colleges and universities, had this to 
say:
To be effective, cost control must be a specialized 
function, and start at the very conception of a 
project,, .and must continue throughout the whole 
development of a project to its ultimate completion, 
(p. 167)
Similarly, to control operating costs effectively, cost 
(□r expenditure) control must begin at the very inception 
of the execution phase of the budget and continue 
throughout the operating year (NACUBO, 1974).
Calais (1972) Indicated that due to the likelihood 
of decreases in funding in the coming years, colleges and 
universities will have to learn to live with less. Her 
statement was true in 1972, and it is even more true 
today, with the Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in 
Higher Education (1980) predicting hard times for higher 
education institutions, at least until the 1990s. If 
colleges and universities are to survive the lean years 
ahead, they not only must devote careful and intensive 
energy to the preparation phases of their budgets, but 
they must also devote the same type of careful and 
intensive energy to making sure that their prepared and 
approved budgets are executed according to plan. To do
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this thsy must have affective budget information systems.
The staff of the Missouri State Department of 
Education (1972) showed how the execution phase of the 
present year’s budget interacts with the planning and 
budgeting phases for the coining year. This was a unique 
aspect of their analysis. No other study revealed these 
interactions. They did a good job of explaining these 
interactions, although they did not perform statistical 
tests to determine whether those interactions were 
significant. They defined budgeting as "the activity that 
develops a plan of financial operations which contains an 
estimate of proposed expenditures for stated purposes, for 
a given period of time, and the means of financing them" 
(p. c-1)
Arthur (1973), mentioning how inadequate operating 
budgets are at controlling expenditures for long-range 
projects, suggests that control techniques for capital 
budgets and operating budgets need to be different:
Industry...has come to recognize that long-term 
capital expenditures are not controllable through 
operating budgets and has developed more appropriate 
control techniques through capital budgets. 
(Colleges and universities] must also get away from 
the annual operating budget as a control device over 
costs that are committed for several years into the 
future. (Arthur, 1973, p. 46)
The National Association of College and University 
Business Officers (1974) identified two distinct phases of
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the budgetary process; viz., the development phase and 
the implementation phase. The latter of these phases is 
also called the execution phase (Green, 1971). Two forms 
of budgetary expenditure control are discussed; viz., 
control established initially by the budget, and control 
that is concurrent with expenditures.
National Association of College and University 
Business Officers (1974) presented most of the budget 
information system (BIS) variables identified in other 
higher education literature (Hungate, 1954; Green, 1971; 
Arthur, 1973; Buchanan, 1977; Gambino, 1979; Hiller, 
1980; HcKeown, 1982). One point that is brought out by 
NACUBO that is not as clearly documented in the other 
higher education sources is the involvement of the 
institutional governing board in the expenditure approval 
process during the execution phase of the budget, it is 
indicated in the manual that if the vice president cr 
president cannot approve an expenditure request, the 
request may be submitted to the governing board.
Another point that is brought out by NACUBO la that 
a postperformance budgetary review is a budgeted versus 
actual expenditure analysis. To the extent that the 
"budgeted versus actual" figure is contained in the 
accounting reports of colleges and universities, they are 
a part of their BISs (Wilkinson, 1982).
According to NACUBO (1974) favorable budget
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variance occurs when the actual amount expended is less 
than the amount budgeted and an unfavorable variance 
occurs when expended amount is larger than the amount 
budgeted (NACUBO, 1974), These two definitions are 
consistent with the use of these two concepts by Hongren 
(1981}. For many institutions, the closer the actual 
expenditures are to the budgeted expenditures the better. 
Thus, a zero variance (the break-even point) is most 
favorable.
Broomall (1976) did an expenditure analysis of 
seven-hundred-seven community colleges grouped by size, 
control, and curricular balance. One of the findings of 
his study was that small community colleges spend a larger 
proportion of their educational and general budgets for 
administrative expenditures than large ones. This might 
mean that there are some economies of scale that large 
community colleges enjoy that small ones do not. On the 
other hand, it could mean that larger community colleges 
are better at controlling execution-phase administrative 
expenditures during the fiscal year. Since, as the 
literature indicates, an organization's budget information 
system is a key factor in how well it can control its 
expenditures, Broomall'a (1976) finding might be an 
indication that small and large community colleges have 
different typee of budget information systems.
Allbritten (1983) studied the effects of community
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college administrative budgetary decisions on the 
perceptions of continuing education students at Grand 
Rapids Community College. He concluded that the decisions 
analyzed in his study had little effect on students' 
perceptions of college services and personnel.
Furlong (1963) analyzed expenditure patterns in 
Alabama's public universities for the 1979-80 fiscal year. 
He found that there were major differences in the 
expenditure patterns of various colleges and universities 
in the state.
Bounds (1974) studied the political ramifications 
of budgeting for higher education institutions in 
Virginia. His study was done from essentially a statewide 
perspective. Also it centered on the developmental phase 
of the budgetary process. Bounds found that, contrary to 
what one might be led to conclude after reading Kellogg
(1974), formulas were not the only important variables 
that characterized budgeting in higher education in 
Virginia from 1950 to 1972; there were environmental and 
political correlates as well.
Dressel and Simon (1976) used information about 
various academic departments of a college to generate 
factors that can be used to classify those departments in 
such a way as to make them comparable for the purpose of 
resource allocation. To do this, they used the concept of 
"service area." This, they defined as that portion of a
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department1 ■ renourcas devoted to serving students that 
are not majors in that department. Such resources may be 
thought of as service area resources, whether they are 
measured in dollars-and-cents, student credit hours, or 
full time equivalent faculty. Their whole study was aimed
at helping higher education institutions allocate
resources more effectively and eliminating the practice of 
comparing noncomparable departments (e.g., comparing a 
physics department with an English department with the 
same number of faculty members and with no other data
concluding that they both should receive the same level of 
funding). Dressel and Simon’s (1976) idea of clustering 
similar departments (service-area-wise) to make resource 
allocation decisions sounds like a good one. However, in 
such a system, there is the danger of some departments
becoming cast in a certain clustering mold and not being 
allowed to freely develop and reach a higher level of 
quality. Essentially, Dressel and Simon's (1976) study 
addressed the preparation phase of the budget, i.e. , the 
phase during which the funds are allocated to the several 
departments of an institution.
Gambino (1979) reported the results of a study 
which involved financial officers at 16 colleges and 
universities in the United States. His purpose was Hto 
examine the current prospective application of management 
accounting in colleges and universities" (p, ill). To do
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this, ha sant open ended questionnaires to chief business 
or financial officers and chief academic officers. He 
also wanted to ascertain whether or not there were any 
significant differences between the views of the two types 
of higher education administrators. Similar
questionnaires were also sent to state level planners in 
all SO states. The sixteen institutions in his study 
represented a cross section of colleges and universities 
of various sizes, types of control (public/private), 
levels of study, and various teaching to research ratios.
Gambino {1979) found that most academic and 
financial administrators felt that there was a need for 
some type of reward system in the budgetary process. The 
business world has long since realised this need. As is 
the case with many other financial management techniques, 
higher education, as a whole, lags far behind in this 
area. Businesses have long since used such techniques as 
bonuses, stock options, free trips, etc. as incentives 
for budgetary managers to stay within their budgets.
One comment that was made by an administrator in 
Gambino's (1979) study was especially noteworthy. That 
comment was that "once realistic goals are established, 
budgeting..." (p. 18) should be done "...so that they
are reached" (p. 18). In other words, if the goals are 
realistic, the system of information that the organization 
uses to control expenditures during the execution phase of
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its budget is an extremely important factor in datamining 
whether or not those goals will be attained.
With this phase of the budgetary process being such 
an important phase, higher education cannot afford to let 
it go uninvestigated. As stated elsewhere in this paper, 
much research has been done on the various methods for 
preparing the budget. It is time for higher education to 
move on to the next phase, the phase that business 
organizations have moved on to a long time ago, viz., the 
execution phase.
Buchanan (1977), in a survey of selected NACUBO 
institutions tried to ascertain what methods they were 
using to control expenditures during the fiscal year, and 
to what extent the methods being used were accomplishing 
intended results. He found that their budget information 
systems included the following:
(1) conservative expenditure budgets,
(2) management by exception,
(3) decentralized budgetary control and 
annual meetings with budgetary heads,
the use of
(4) affixing proper budget authority,
(5) purchasing techniques,
(6) swift and accurate reaction 
requisitions,
to purchase
(7) print shop use, and
G6
(3) amendment procedures for budgets.
Buchanan (1977) further Indicated that "...budgetary 
control demands not only schemes for creating the proper 
environment and attitudes among the responsible 
departments or program heads, but a process that provides 
current and meaningful reports to the administration" 
(abstract). The following actions were listed in the 
study as being "...essential in controlling expenditures 
and arriving at year-end within or under the authorized 
budget" (abstract):
(1) Estimate revenues and expenses conservatively,
(2) Use encumbrance accounting,
(3) Hake sure budgetary heads have accurate 
up-to-date reports on the status of their 
accounts, and
(4) Hake sure that department heads get copies of 
purchase orders so that they can properly monitor 
the account(s) under their supervision.
Some of the institutions that Buchanan (1977) surveyed had 
developed their own policies and procedures manuals. In 
some cases the department heads had designated other 
Individuals in their department as budget managers. As a 
sanction for overspending, some institutions had a system 
whereby the budgetary authority of offending budget 
managers could be withdrawn and/or transferred elsewhere.
Buchanan (1977) also found that requisition and
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purchase order (PO) forms were important components of 
some institutions' budget information ayeterns (BISs). 
Some institutions, he found, had as a part of their BISs 
the practice of not honoring invoices from vendors without 
a valid purchase order (PO) . At some of the colleges and 
universities faculty members had to pay for any purchases 
they made without following prescribed procedures. Some 
institutions had pre-end-of-the-year expenditure cut off 
dates as a part of their budget information systems. 
These are dates after which accounting departments will 
not receive any more information from budget managers for 
the purpose of making expenditures. Although most 
institutions had procedures for amending their budgets 
there wae a lot of variation in (1) the degree of 
formality, (2) extent to which budgets could be amended, 
and (3) the title of the individuals vested with the 
authority for making the final decision.
Buchanan (1977) also delineated the past and 
present uses of contingency funds in higher education 
institutions. He indicated that traditionally, they were 
to be used to pay for unexpected expenditures and to pay 
for price rises in essential supplies and equipment. In 
todays environment of declining enrollments and shrinking 
increases in the rates of state and federal 
appropriations, many intrainstitutional budget managers 
view contingency funds as a buffer against unrealized
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ravtnuii, i.e., revenues that ars forecasted to cons in, 
hut never do.
Buchanan found that at noat institutions the use of 
contingency funds required the approval of the president 
or the chief business officer. The information that 
Buchanan (1977) received from some administrators revealed 
that, in some institutions, before contingency funds could 
be used, the approval of the institutional governing board 
was necessary.
Buchanan (1977) introduced an option that some 
budget managers have that is not mentioned in much of the 
other higher education budgeting literature, viz., the 
authority to transfer funds from one concern to another 
concern within his budgetary locus of control. This 
transfer authority may be from one item to another, in the 
case of a department head, or from one department to 
another department, in the case of what Buchanan (1977) 
calls a "functional vice president" (p. 1).
In reference to budget information system reports, 
Buchanan (1977) had this to say:
Comparing the actual expenditures to date with the 
annual approved budget for variance analysis is of 
less value than comparing actual expenditures with 
the appropriate budget amount that has expired at the 
end of the reporting period (p. 4).
Harris (1977) studied the implementation of a
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planning, programming, budgeting system (PPBS) at Virginia 
Union University. She found that ona of tha factors that 
slowed tha lap lamentation of tha system at tha University 
was tha lack of a wall developed management Information 
system (MIS).
Theoretical Perspectives 
General System Theory
A system la defined as a sat of interrelated 
quantities (von Bertalanf fy, 1968) . The rate of change in 
any system quantity, with respect to time, is a function 
of all of the system quantities, including that quantity 
itself. This means that a change in one of the quantities 
of the system will necessarily causa a change in all of 
the other quantities, and thus, also, the whole system. 
There are many different ways to classify different types 
of systems. One way is by whether or not they Interact 
with their environments. A system that does not interact 
with its environment is called a closed system. One that 
does is called an open system. An example of an open 
system would be the United States economy. It interacts 
with its environment. An example of a closed system would 
be a college or university, if one is only interested in 
looking at what goes on within that college or university
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and not what goes on between that college or university 
and external entities.
Another way of classifying systems is by the types 
of components of which they are made (Layton, 1976; Beer, 
1967; Ackoff, 1972; Porter, 1969; Auslander, Takahashi, 
and Rabins,1974; Johnson, Kast, and Rosenzweig, 197 3; 
Wilkinson, 1962}. For example, a system made up of only 
machines (e.g., a self regulating room thermostat) is 
called a machine-machine system, whereas, one composed of 
both men and machines is called a man-machine system 
(e.g., a man flying an airplane). In most colleges and 
universities today, due to the advent of the electronic 
calculators and computers, budget information systems are 
probably man-machine systems, i.e., man being the budget 
manager, the budget director and other Individuals who 
collect budget-related data or information, enter it into 
the computer, or disseminate it and machine being the 
computers on which the reports or transactions are 
processed.
According to Bertalanffy (1968), whom many consider 
to be the father of general system theory, general system 
theory applies to any system regardless of the particular 
characteristics of the system and the type of parts 
involved. This Includes economic systems, biological 
systems, budget Information systems, etc. He goes on to 
say that a control system, which is simply a system that
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is self regulating, is a special type of system.
Control System Theory and Cybernetics
A block diagram model of the essential components 
of a control system is shown in Appendix 59, along with 
the names of pertinent symbols (after Layton, 1976; 
Johnson, Kast, and Rosenzweig, 1973; and Auslander, 
Takahashi, and Rabins, 1974). Johnson, Kast, and
Rosenzweig (1973) indicated that every control system has 
at least the following elements: (1) a comparator
(someone or something that compares actual performance 
with some standard), (2) an activator (someone or
something that does the controlling), (3) a sensor or 
feedback mechanism (some method of feeding information
about how well the system that one is trying to control is
performing to the comparator so that it (or he or she) can 
inform the controller about any error or variation of the 
controlled characteristic or condition from the standard 
or possibly even what action needs to be taken), and (4) a 
characteristic or condition that is to be controlled. 
They indicate that the plant (or system to be controlled) 
is really controlled by the information system of the 
organization. Green (1971) even goes so far as to define 
control as simply the constant review of budget 
information during the fiscal year. Thus, there appears
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to be support in the literature for the premise that the 
budget information systems of collegee and universities 
are not only information systems but also control systems 
as well.
Von Bertalanffy (196B) credits Worbert Wiener 
(1948, in von Bertalanffy, 196B) with being the founder of 
the science of cybernetics. Cybernetics is the science of 
information and control (Wiener, 1948) . A premise of 
cybernetics is that, in order to control a system, the 
person or machine that is doing the controlling must have 
information which is superior to that being used within 
the system being controlled (Beer, 1967) .
Models of College and University BISs 
Hungate"e Model
Hungate (1954) indicates that the following types 
of forms should be used during the fiscal year in order to 
transmit budget information: a budget amendment form, a
requisition form, a purchase order form, an invoice form, 
and a financial office certificate for notifying the final 
requisition approving authority about the availability or 
non-availability of funds for requisitioned purchases. He 
further indicates that feedback information that the
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requesting department should receive includes notification 
of the action taken by the final approving authority (if 
other than himself), and copies of purchase orders that 
result when requisitions are approved. After pointing out 
that complete decentralization would be disadvantageous to 
an institution as a whole and high centralization would be 
disadvantageous to department heads, he concludes that a 
less centralized requisition approving process is probably 
the best approach for an institution to use. Hungate 
(1954) also indicates that it would be good practice for 
department heads, division chairpersons, deans, and 
financial officers to each keep a separate set of detailed 
expenditure records and to reconcile them periodically. 
He goes on to say that the budget information that budget 
managers should receive should Include monthly or 
quarterly statements showing budget appropriations, 
encumbrances in detail, and available balances. He 
further states that "ordinarily, the flow of information 
on which the president relies is furnished from accounting 
records and reports maintained under the general direction 
of the chief financial and business officer" (Hungate, 
1954, p. 90). He further indicates the following 
reports:
..report on the status of every income account and
every appropriation in the budget, showing for
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expenditure* the appropriation for the year and the 
total encumbrance* (authorized charge*) to date, and 
expenditure* to date compared with the actual
expenditure* for laet year, and the total
encumbrancee to this date last year and the
expenditure* to thia date laet year.,, (Hungate, 
1954, pp. 90-91).
According to Hungate (1954) such a report can be used to 
decide whether or not the expenditures of a department are 
out of control. Another point that Hungate makes is that, 
along with such information that appraises administrator* 
of the flow of expenditures, those who need counseling 
about their expenditure* should be counseled 
constructively. He feels that machine accounting should 
make it easier to put budget related reports in the hand* 
of college and university administrators. A final budget 
information report he mentions is a predictive report; he 
states that "periodically, the chief financial and 
business officer will prepare an estimate, baaed on budget 
reports ..of the financial outcome of operations for the 
year" (Hungate, 1954, p. 92). Such a report can be used 
as a basis for making changes in the budget for this year, 
which, in turn, may play a part in the decision process 
for establishing next year's budget. Hungate (1954) 
prognosticates that "machine accounting may facilitate the 
rendering of such..." (p. 90) reports. Hungate (1954)
indicates that the control of personal services 
expenditures, unlike those for non-personal services (or
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operation* and maintenance), should be completely 
centralized.
Green's Model
Green (1971) also feels that there should be a 
special form and set of procedures for amending the budget 
during the fiscal year. This, he states, is true because 
the budget is prepared well before the beginning of the 
year for which it is planned. This makes it almost 
certain that the need for changes to it will arise
sometime during the fiscal year. Thus effective
administrators will plan ahead and establish the 
aforementioned forms and procedures for amending the 
budget before the beginning of the fiscal year for which 
it is designed.
Speaking in reference to the inadequacy of the
budget information that higher education administrators 
presently receive, Green (1971) cites Flrmin (1967; in
Green, 1971) as indicating that traditionally college and 
university administrators have not been provided with the 
type of Information that they need in order to effectively 
and efficiently perform their duties. Green (1971) 
suggests that minimally a BIS should provide a budget 
manager with a monthly report comparing the amount of 
money he or she was budgeted with the amount that he or
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she has expended and obligated. He further indicate* that 
departments should be discouraged from maintaining their 
own sate of separate hand posted records, and that such 
records only create problems for institutions because they 
have to be continuously reconciled with those kept in the 
business and finance office. According to him, 
departments should just keep source documents on file 
instead of detailed expenditure records. As far as 
organizational structure is concerned, Green (1971) states 
that the chief business officer reports to the president; 
and the budgeting office is vested with the responsibility 
of "...bringing to the attention of the chief business 
officer and management in general, the monthly status of 
accounts in terms of encumbered and unencumbered funds. 
...The budget office," he says "is also involved in 
reviewing the budgeted revenue versus received revenue and 
in advising the chief business officer of possible 
problems or of over realization of revenue" (p. 83). He
places the responsibility for Inputing expenditure data 
with the payroll and accounts payable functions. The 
budget office, he states, is responsible for creating 
obligations and commitments. Green (1971) also suggests 
that the business/finance office is usually the biggest 
user of an institution’s BIS. He further states that the 
administrative data processing department takes care of 
all business/finance computerized applications and that
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data entry, processing, and distribution/retrieval of BIS 
reports is handled by the operations and control 
department of the computer center. Green (1971) fixes the 
responsibility with the chief business officer for 
providing top management with periodic accounting progress 
reports showing financial performance. Green (1971) says 
that many colleges and universities use encumbrance 
accounting, in order to have a more up-to-date piture 
(more so than if they did not use encumbrance accounting) 
of where the stand financially. In talking about 
computerized encumbrance accounting, Green (1971) states 
that if funds are not available for an expenditure, the 
computer system will not accept the transaction and will 
print a report showing the difference between how much 
money is available and how much is needed for the proposed 
expenditure. He goes on to say that the data in the 
system can be accessed and the status of accounts can be 
checked on a daily basis. The system also generates a 
report detailing how quickly bills are being paid. 
According to him, the system even has a database 
consisting of names and addresses of vendors.
Points of Disagreement: Green and Hungate
Hungate (1954) and Green (1971) agree on most of 
the elements that they feel should be included in a higher
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education institution1a budget information system. Their 
main point of difference seems to center around whether or 
not department heads should keep their own detailed 
departmental expenditure records aside from those with 
which they are provided by their institutions. Green 
(1971) feels that such a duplicate set of records creates 
organizational conflict, when departmental records do not 
jibe with those maintained by the institutions budget 
office, and represents an unnecessary duplication of 
effort on the part of the departmental budget manager. He 
also alludes to the vast amount of time that some 
institutional budget directors waste reconciling such 
locally maintained budget information with that kept at 
the institutional level. Hungate (1954), on the other 
hand, feels that department heads, divisional chairmen, 
deans, etc. should each keep detailed records of 
budgetary expenditures at his or her level. He indicates 
that this will allow a system by which institutional, 
departmental, and divisional records can be crosschecked 
against each other. Essentially, this means that Green 
(1971) favors a centralized detailed records system and 
Hungate, on the contrary, favors a decentralized system as 
a check against the centralized one. Although Green 
(1971) mentions the importance of the organizational 
structure of the budgetary decision-making process, he is 
silent on the centralization/decentralization question in
this nraa.
Hughes, Leonard, and Williams1 Modal
Hughes, Leonard, and Williams (1980) indicate that 
the Information system reports of colleges and
universities should be concise, meaningful, simple, 
straightforward, accurate, adequately precise, and readily 
understandable to individuals who do not have the benefits 
of a technical accounting background. In addition, they 
indicate that information system reports should address 
the needs of specific users and should summarize financial 
and management data in a meaningful way. They further 
suggest that each college or university should generate 
BIS reports specific to its particular set of
circumstances. According to them, the reports embodied in 
the manual that they produced can serve as an early 
warning system to managers of higher education 
institutions. They suggest that internal reports be 
provided to institutional management on a monthly or 
quarterly basis. These reports, they say, should accurate 
and on time.
Speaking of the important role that an 
institution's budget plays in its overall information 
system, they state that it is the building block from 
which the management information system is derived. They
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say that there is no need for budget managers to be issued 
information system reports until September and that those 
September reports should Include actual and budgeted 
revenues and expenditures reported in their respective 
columns. They further state that reports should contain 
anticipated revenues and expenditures for each month and 
that the anticipated expenditures for July, August, and 
September should not be some type of average, but should 
be the actual expected expenditures for those months based 
on historical data. They further indicate that the more
concise the report, the more meaningful it will be to 
users.
Concerning budget changes during the fiscal year, 
Hughes, Leonard, and Williams (19&0) indicate that 
colleges and universities should have forms and procedures 
for amending their budgets during the fiscal year. They 
suggest that a major function of the accounting department 
of a college or university is the recording, classifying, 
and summarizing of financial data and that one of its 
purposes is to provide administrators with budget-related 
information for the control of institutional operations,
Summary
During the early stages of the development of 
higher education in America, the budgets of colleges and
B1
universities vere so snail that virtually all budgetary 
natters vere handled by the president and/or the 
institutional governing board. Since then college and 
universities' budgets as veil ae their administrative 
staffs have grovn considerably. Along with that growth 
has cone an increased need for better budget-related 
information. Many higher education writers in recent 
years have alluded to this need.
Gambino (1979) remarked that college and university 
accounting systerns must provide expenditure information 
that is accurate and up-to-date. Hiller (1901) stressed 
the Importance of providing budget managers with 
"...current reports..." so that they could "...monitor 
commitments and expenditures on a truly up-to-date basis.H 
Buchanan (1977) remarked that providing budget managers 
with accurate, up-to-date reports on the status of their 
accounts is M .,.essential in controlling expenditures and 
arriving at year-end within or under the authorized 
budget." Harris (1977) remarked that one of the key 
factors that slowed the implementation of a planning, 
programming, and budgeting system at Virginia Union 
University was the lack of a well developed management 
information system (HIS).
Three theories were found to relate well to this 
study, viz., general system theory (von Bertalanffy, 
I960), control system theory (Layton, 1976; Johnson,
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Kast, and Roeenzweig, 1973; and Auslander, Takahashi, and 
Rabins, 1974), and cybernetics {Wiener, 1948). These 
theories apply to any type of system and form a unifying 
framework for research done in various disciplines (von 
Bertalanffy, 1968).
Three models of college and university BISs exist 
which are especially pertinent, viz., Hungate (1954), 
Green (1971), and Hughes, Leonard, and Williams (1980). 
Hungate (1954) said that budget managers should keep their 
own set of books on their expenditures. Green (1971), on 
the other hand said that they should not. Hungate (1954) 
states that in the end understanding and information will 
be the determining factors as to how well budget managers 
control their expenditures. Hughes, Leonard, and Williams 
(1980) state that budget information system reports should 
be readily understandable to individuals who do not have 
the benefits of a technical accounting background.
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
introduction
Chapter one established the direction of the study 
through statements of the purpose of the study, the 
research questions, and the research hypotheses. Chapter 
two put the study in its proper perspective, with respect 
to a broader body of knowledge, through a review of the 
related literature. The main thrust of the present 
chapter is on how this study was carried out. It 
includes, among other things, a description of the sample 
selection process, the instruments used in the study and 
the methods of data analysis.
Population and Sample Selection
The population for this study consisted of all 
colleges and universities listed as public institutions in 
Fact Books higher education in Virginia 1963-84 (a pocket 
size booklet published by the State Council of Higher 
Education for Virginia (SCHEV}). The colleges in the 
State of Virginia are divided into three categories, viz., 
comprehensive senior colleges and universities, doctoral
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senior colleges end universities, end two year 
Institutions. There ere nine comprehensive senior 
colleges and universities in the "system,M six doctoral 
senior institutions, and twenty-five two year inatitutions 
(which consist of twenty-four community colleges and 
Richard Bland College). The senior institutions in the 
11 system" range in size from 1,309 students at Virginia 
Military Institute to 22,851 at Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute and State University (figures based on fall 1983 
headcount enrollment, including on and off campus and full 
and part-time students), state appropriated budgetary 
funds for the 1982-84 biennium ranged from $9,087,255 at 
Clinch Valley College to $631,264,575 at the University of 
Virginia. The sizes of senior institutions' faculties 
ranged from 40 at Clinch Valley College to 1,417 at 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University in the 
fall of 1982 (SCHEV, 1983-B4) . Within the set of 
comprehensive senior institutions, the fall 1983 head 
count enrollment (including full- and part-time students), 
the state appropriated budgetary funds for the 1982-84 
biennium, and the sizes of their faculties as of fall 
1982, ranged from 1,309 (at Clinch Valley College) to 
9,932 (at James Madison University), $9,087,255 (at Clinch 
valley college) to $106,3 38,44 5 (at James Madison 
University), and 4 0 (at clinch Valley) to 434 (at James 
Madison University), respectively. Within the set of
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doctoral senior institutions, the fall 1993 head count 
enrollment (including full- and part-time students), the 
state appropriated budgetary funds for the 1982-84 
biennium, and the sizes of their faculties as of fall 
1982, ranged from 6,607 (at the College of William and 
Mary) to 22,851 (at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 
State University), from $88,675,640 (at the College of 
William and Mary) to $631,264,575 (at the University of 
Virginia), and from 352 (at the College of William and 
Mary) to 1,417 (at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 
State University), respectively. Similarly, for two-year 
institutions, fall 1983 head count enrollment ranged from 
a low of 307, at Eastern Shore Community College, to a 
high of 34,769 at Northern Virginia Community College. 
Their 1982-84 state budgets ranged from $3,251,180, at 
Eastern Shore Community College, to $96,3 30,030, at 
Northern Virginia Community College. The sizes of the 
faculties of the two-year collages in the population from 
which the sample for the present study were selected range 
from a low of 12, at Eastern Shore Community College, to a 
high of 496, at Nothern Virginia Community College. 
Within the set of community colleges, there are three 
multi- campus system (J. Sergeant Renolds, Tidewater 
Community College, and Northern Virginia Community 
College), two bi-campus systems (Rappahannock Community 
College and Southside Virginia Community College), and
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twenty single campus systems.
The sample for this study was selected from the 
above stated population with the goal in mind of obtaining 
a sample that included all of the different types of 
public colleges and universities in Virginia. Included in 
the sample are the following institutions: The College of
william and Mary in Virginia, Old Dominion University, 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 
Norfolk State University, Christopher Newport College, J. 
Sargeant Reynolds community College, Thomas Nelson 
Community College, Tidewater Community College, Paul D. 
Camp Community College, and Richard Bland College, old 
Dominion University, the College of William and Mary, and 
Virginia Polytechnic institute and State University are 
doctoral universities. Norfolk State University and 
Christopher Newport College are comprehensive colleges and 
universities. The rest of the institutions in the sample 
are two-year institutions.
Procedures 
Data Gathering
Data were collected via on site interviews with a 
sample of budget managers and other key budget information 
systems personnel at selected colleges and universities in
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Virginia. Structured and unstructured interview* were 
conducted using schedules and a questionnaire (Appendix 
64). This approach was supplemented by mailed 
questionnaires to other budget managers at those 
institutions. Eighty-six people were interviewed at ten 
Institutions. Normally, the Interviewees were budget 
directors, chief financial/business officers, purchasing 
and stores directors, accounts payable supervisors, and 
computer center directors. One-hundred-ninety
questionnaires were mailed to budget managers at the 
selected Institutions that participated in the
questionnaire phase of the study. of that 
one-hundred-ninety, one-hundred-nineteen were returned, 
yielding a return rate of 63%.
Ethical Safeguards and Considerations
All participants in the study were informed that 
the reason for Interviewing them was that the researcher 
was collecting data for for his doctoral dissertation. 
Hailed questionnaires were accompanied by a letter 
Indicating the same. Persons interviewed personally were 
informed that they could decline to answer any question 
that the researcher asked them, and that any request for 
confidentiality would be honored.
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Inst run*ntation
Dftflcrlptlon
To develop the final instruments that were used in 
this study (Appendix 62), a pilot study was conducted 
during the spring, summer, and fall of 19B4 via structured 
and unstructured personal interviews at several of the 
higher education institutions in the final sample. The 
instruments used initially in the pilot study were design 
by the researcher via review of the related literature, 
and telephone and personal interviews with the budget 
director at the College of William and Mary, the former 
dean of the School of Education at the College, the Vice 
President for Business Affairs, the former dean of the 
School of Arts and Sciences, and the director of accounts 
at the College’s Computer Center. What follows is a brief 
description of the instruments that were developed as a 
result of the pilot study and subsequently used to collect 
the data for this study.
The first instrument, Schedule 1, was designed to 
elicit information from budget offices, subunits, 
accounting departments, purchasing and stores departments, 
and other key budget information system departments about 
how their institutions' formal internal budget information 
systems work. Questions on this instrument pertain to the
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types of information that are originated, received, 
distributed, and stored by the above mentioned departments 
or offices. They also center on the methods used by 
individual departments to distribute, access, retrieve, 
and store various types of budget information. Also 
included in Schedule 1 are questions designed to elicit 
information about how budget information is used by 
various departments. Schedule 1 also included items 
designed to elicit information about perceived advantages 
and disadvantages of the system of generating, storing, 
retrieving, processing, and disseminating budget 
information.
The second instrument, Schedule 2, was designed to 
elicit information from His directors and other 
knowledgeable individuals about the computerized portions 
of their Institutions* budget information systems. Of 
special note are questions pertaining to hardware, 
software, privacy, security, and backup considerations.
The third and final Instrument used in this study 
was a questionnaire (Appendix 62}. It was designed to 
elicit information from budget managers about what they 
felt the advantages and disadvantages of their respective 
budget Information systems (BlSs) to be. The researcher 
also tried to elicit Information pertaining to the 
decision relevance of the various forms of budget 
information to budget manager. It was expected that this
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instrument would become even more refined as the
researcher progressed through the first few sets of 
personal interviews.
Reliability Consideration
Rennie (19B3), in his study of the role of institutional 
governing boards of higher education institutions in 
Virginia, indicated that the greatest threat to 
reliability in a study such as the present one is that a 
sufficiently high rate of response will not be achieved. 
In light of this every reasonable effort was made to make 
sure that a high rate of return was obtained from the
mailed questionnaires. Techniques such as writing 
personalized letters to budget managers, seeking the
cooperation or help of administrators at the selected
institutions, shortening the questionnaire so as to
include only essential items, and providing the budget 
managers with self-addressed stamped envelopes were used 
by the researcher.
Validity
The validity of the instruments used in this study 
is optimized since they were developed by talking to 
actual present and former budget managers, a budget
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director, a former dean of a school of education, a vice 
president for business affairs, and a director of computer 
services. Validity is further heightened by the fact that 
a pilot study was also conducted.
Design
This study was a descriptive research study. The 
researcher described the internal budget information 
systems in use at the sample colleges and universities, 
along with their advantages and disadvantages as perceived 
by their respective intrainstitutional budget managers. 
Block diagram models were also used, where appropriate. 
Comparisons were made between the various systems based on 
differences in their computerized and non-computerized 
characteristics (e.g., on-line vs batch, centralized 
requisition approval subsystem vs decentralized 
requisition approval subsystem, etc.). The perceived 
advantages and disadvantages of the systems were also 
analyzed in terms of these same types of characteristics.
Data Analysis
Data from personal interviews with select 
information system personnel were organized in a logical 
fashion so as to describe the different budget information
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systema studied. Data from questionnaire responses were 
presented showing the number and percentage of budget 
managers that responded in each of the various response 
categories for each question. Means and standard 
deviations were computed for the budget managers in each 
type of system for appropriate questions. Questionnaire 
and interview data were used to statistically test 
hypotheses 1 and 2, and to test hypotheses 3 and 4 based 
on analyses of the underlying implications of the data. 
Galfo (19B3J suggested that a t-test can be used to 
determine whether or not there is a significant difference 
between the mean ratings of two groups on the instrument. 
In light of this, a t-test was used to determine whether 
or not budget managers with and without terminals rated 
their systems different on the overall instrument. 
According to Hie et al. (1975), discriminant analysis can 
be used to determine which variables or questionnaire 
items in a group of variables or questionnaire items are 
the most significant in discriminanting between two groups 
of individuals, in light of this, discriminant analyses 
were used in order to determine specifically which 
questionnaire items the two groups of budget managers 
rated differently.
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Summary
Tan of Virginia's public institutions of higher education 
ware selected to participate in the study so as to assure 
at least one participant from each of the three categories 
(comprehensive senior colleges and universities, doctoral 
senior colleges and universities, and two-year
institutions) of higher educations institutions in 
Virginia as defined by SCHEV. The sample was further 
stratified within the two-year category by selecting 
single and multi-campus community colleges as well as a 
two-year liberal arts college. Data to describe the 
budget information systems (BISs) were collected via 
personal interviews, using schedules, with budget 
directors, accounting office managers, purchasing and 
stores directors, computer center directors, and other key 
budget information system personnel. Data to describe the 
advantages and disadvantages of the budget information 
systems (BISs) as perceived by budget managers were 
collected via personal interviews and mailed
questionnaires.
The researcher hypothesized that (1) budget 
managers of budget information systems with terminals 
would perceive their systems as more advantageous than 
budget managers of budget information systems without 
terminals would perceive theirs, (2) budget managers of
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decentralized requisition approval subsystems would 
perceive their subsystems as more advantageous than budget 
managers of less decentralized subsystems would perceive 
theirs, (3) budget managers that keep their own detailed 
records would perceive their BlSs as less accurate than 
budget managers that do not keep such records would 
perceive theirs, and {4) the type of information used by 
budget directors and budget managers of different BlSs to 
make the same set of decisions will vary. The first 
hypothesis was tested using t-tests and discriminant 
analyses. The second one was tested using discriminant 
analysis. The acceptance or rejection of hypotheses 3 and 
4 was based on percentage distributions and mean ratings 
compiled from interview and questionnaire data. The 
results of these tests are presented in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS 
Introduction
In chapter one, the purpose of the study, viz., to 
describe the Biss of a selected sample of colleges and 
universities in the Commonwealth of Virginia, and their 
advantages and disadvantages as perceived by budget 
managers; the research questions; and the hypotheses
were presented. In chapter two, the study was put in 
proper perspective via a review of the related literature. 
Chapter three outlined how the study was carried out. The 
present chapter, chapter four, includes a comparative 
description of the Biss and of their advantages and 
disadvantages. It also includes testa of the hypotheses 
advanced in chapter one. The tables in this chapter are a 
summary of the more detailed information contained in many
of the charts, exhibits, and tables in the appendices.
Comparative Description of the BISs
For the purpose of this study, the budget
information systems (BISs) of the sample Institutions are
96
divided into two categories. The first category consists 
of those BISs that have no visual display terminals or 
cathode ray tubes (CRTs) specifically set aside for use by 
their budget managers to view the computerized files of 
their budgets. The second category consists of those BISs 
that do have such terminals specifically set aside for 
that purpose, for all or some of their budget managers. 
The former will be referred to, in this study, as BISs 
without terminals and the latter as BISs with terminals. 
Colleges Q, S, w, X, Y, and Z have BISs without terminals. 
Colleges R, T, U, and V have BISs with terminals. In 
general, the BISs with terminals are designated as the 
more advanced of the two categories of systems.
Overall Organizational Structure
The organization charts presented in Appendices 1 
and 2 show the location of key budget information systems 
(BISs) components within the overall organizational 
structure of the institutions under study. The charts 
included are those of the sample institutions that had 
them readily available and whose administrators were kind 
enough to share them. As indicated in Table SI, 67% of 
the BISs without terminals compared to 75% of the BISs 
with terminals, made such charts available.
Cash, McFarlan, and HcKenney (1963) suggest that
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one can determine tha comparative strategic ralsvanca of 
information to organizations by observing the position of 
the computer (or data processing) center on thair overall 
organization charts. They further suggest that the lower 
the position, the lower the strategic relevance of 
information. An analysis of the overall organization 
charts reveals that, of the BISs that provided overall 
organization charts, 33% more of the BISs with budget 
manager terminals than of those without them have IS 
(information system) positions above the vice 
president/dean level. This finding suggests that 
information has slightly more strategic relevance in 
institutions with BISs with terminals than in those with 
BISs without terminals.
It is also instructive to note the location of 
other key budget information system offices within the 
overall organizational structure of tha institutions. The 
information provided in the charts reveals that in 50% of 
the BISs without terminals compared to 33% of the BISs 
with terminals, all of these key components coma under the 
purview of the vice president/dean of business and 
finance. Together, the information gathered from the 
organization charts and interviews revealed that, in 67% 
of the BISs without budget manager terminals compared to 
only 50% of the BISs with budget manager terminals, the 
computer (or data processing) center comes under the
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purview of the vice president/dean of business and 
finance. Since, as indicated above, the latter of the two 
categories of BISs is the more advanced, this finding 
suggests that perhaps the evolutionary development of BISs 
has drifted away from the financial area and toward other 
areas. This perspective is supported by the literature 
(Cash, McFarlan, and Hckenney, 1983).
In only 17% of the BISs without terminals the 
computer (or data processing) center comes under the 
purview of the vice president/dean of instruction. By way 
of contrast, this is the case in 25% of the BISs with 
terminals.
Organization of “Budget Offices"
Each of the BISs studied has an office responsible 
for handling budget transfers during the fiscal year. In 
this study, any office that has this responsibility is 
referred to as a "budget office." The reader is cautioned 
here that some of the functions mentioned in this section 
are not titled as budget offices at their respective 
institutions. The chief distinction is that those that 
are not considered budget offices do not perform the 
budget planning function at their respective institutions. 
In most of the sample institutions, the office responsible 
for handling budget tranfers is also known as the budget
100
office. In others, it is the accounting office or the 
office of the assistant dean of financial and 
administrative services. In one of the institutions, 
budget transfers are handled informally and are not 
entered into the computer.
Appendices 3 and 4 present organization charts of 
those "budget offices" which made charts available. 
Looking at the organization charts with respect to BISs 
with and without budget manager terminals, one is led to 
the incorrect conclusion that 17t of the latter and 0% of 
the former have what is traditionally thought of as 
"computer center personnel" on their staffs. This would 
lead one to the equally erroneous conclusion that the 
entry of budget transfer data is more decentralized in 
BISs without terminals, as a group, than in BISs with 
terminals, as a group. Personal interviews revealed that 
almost the opposite is the case. In actuality, 1001 of 
the "budget offices" of BISs with budget manager terminals 
compared to only 671 of those of BISs without budget 
manager terminals have personnel on their staffs that 
enter data into a computer. Thus, in actuality, BISs with 
budget manager terminals are decidedly more decentralized, 
as a group, in the budget transfer data entry area, than 
BISs without budget manager terminals. Discrepances 
between data gathered from inspections of organization 
charts and data gathered via personal interviews are
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probably due, at least partially, to the fact that the 
titles used In many organization charts do not reflect 
many of the actual duties of the individuals to whom those 
titles refer.
Organization of Purchases and Stores offices
The organization charts in Appendices 5 and 6 show 
the staffing of the purchasing and stores (F (i 6) offices 
of the BISs examined in this study. An examination of 
these charts reveals that 67% of the BISs without 
terminals compared to only 33% of those with them have 
data entry personnel on their P I B staffs. Hence, based 
on the organization charts, data entry of purchasing and 
stores data tends to be more decentralized in BISs without 
terminals than in BISs with terminals. Once again, 
personal interviews revealed a somewhat different picture. 
In Actuality, 67% of the BISs without terminals, as 
compared with 100% of the BISs with terminals, have 
Individuals on their purchasing and stores (P % S) staffs 
that enter data into a computer. The difference between 
the actual percentages (gathered via personal interviews) 
and those derived from an analysis of the organization 
charts is indicative of the shortcomings of studies that 
rely on documentary analysis alone.
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Organization of Accounting O f f l o a
Tha organization charts of tha accounting offices 
of the BISs examined in this study are shown in Appendices 
7 and 8. An inspection of these charts reveals that 25% 
of the BlSs with terminals compared to 0% of the BISs 
without terminals have traditionally "computer center 
personnel" on their accounting office staffs. Personal 
interviews revealed that 100% of the BISs with terminals 
have such personnel on their accounting office staffs, in 
contrast to only 50% of the BISs without terminals. 
Hence, as far as accounting offices are concerned, 
traditionally computer center personnel are more 
decentralized in BISs with terminals than in those without 
them. Again, this reinforces the finding that charts 
alone are insufficient devices for determining the 
characteristics of college and university BISs.
Organization of Computer Centers
The organization charts presented in Appendices 9 
and 10 show the staffing of tha computer (or data 
processing} centers, or the part thereof, that is In some 
way involved with the entry, processing, storage, 
retreival, and/or distribution of budget related data 
and/or information. The entire organization chart is
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presented for institutions with small computer center 
staffs. For those with large ones, only key components 
are presented.
An examination of these charts reveals that, of the 
systems that provided computer center organisation charts, 
40% of the Biss without terminals compared to o% of the 
BISs with terminals have data entry personnel on their 
computer (or data processing) center staffs. The 0%, for 
the systems with budget manager terminals, held up under 
personal interviews, but the 4 0% for those without such 
terminals increased to 67%. Hence, based on these 
findings, one may conclude, with reasonable certainty, 
that data entry is more decentralized in BISs with budget 
manager terminals than in those without them. As 
indicated in Table SI 67% of the BISs without terminals 
compared to 75% of the BISs with terminals made such 
charts available.
Stores Forme
One-hundred percent of the BISs without terminals 
compared to 75% of those with them require their budget 
managers to complete a form in order to acquire material 
or supplies from their storerooms. Overall, 90% of the 
BISs require this. The other 10% use a credit card. This 
10% consists of 25% of the BISs with terminals compared to
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0% of those of the BISs without terminals. Sines BISs 
with terminals are considered the more advanced of the two 
types of systems, this finding seems to support the theory 
advanced by some writers (e.g., Moir, 1974) that the use 
of more advanced technologies should eliminate source 
documents. However, even in this case, there is a form 
associated with the transaction. It is actually completed 
by storeroom personnel.
Appendices 11 and 12 contain exhibits of the stores 
forms that all of the systems use. An examination of
these forms reveals that the stores form of each budget 
information system is different. This supports the 
contention by some writers that the Information needs of 
each organization are different (e.g., Wilkinson, 1982; 
Hughes, Leonard, and Williams, 1980) .
Overall, only 10% of the BISs include on their 
stores form a blank referencing the date that the stores 
form data are entered into the computer or posted to the 
appropriate account. Ironically, however, this lo% 
consists completely of the one system that reported, via 
personal interview, that it does not enter stores form 
data into the computer. Once again this points up the 
need for documentary analysis research in higher education 
to be supplemented by on-site visits.
Only one of the BISs has grids on its stores form 
for collecting coded data needed to enter its content Into
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the computer. It represents 25% of the BISs with 
terminals. Hone of the BISs without terminals have this 
feature on their stores forms. This means that a larger 
percentage of BISs with budget manager terminals than 
without them collect the coded information, needed to 
enter stores fora data into the computer, right on the 
form.
The absence of a place on most of the BISs1 stores 
forms for the coded data needed to enter their content 
into the computer indicates that there is probably some 
type of intermediate form between them and the entry of 
the data on them into the computer, such is indeed the 
case. Eighty-three percent of them have to transfer 
stores form data onto another form before entering them 
into the computer. Thus instead of eliminating a source 
document, as some writers contend more advanced 
computerized systems will do, it appears as though the 
need for an additional one was created.
Stores Form Approval Subsystems
After a stores form is completed by a budget 
manager, it has to be approved (or signed) before he or 
she can acquire the supplies or material from the 
storeroom. The flow charts presented in Appendices 13 and 
14 show the various approval routes that the stores forms,
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of the BISs examined in this study, must take during the 
approval process. These routes are systems (after von 
Bertalanffy's definition). But, in order to avoid 
confusion, in this study, they are called subsystems 
(after Layton, 1976). Hence, the flow charts presented in 
Appendices 13 and 14 show the stores forms approval 
subsystems of the aforementioned BISs.
An examination of these subsystems reveals that, 
based on Hungate's (1954) definition of decentralized 
expenditure decision making, 75% of the BISs with 
terminals compared to only 50% of those without them have 
completely decentralized stores forms approval subsystems. 
These percentages suggest that, as a group, BISs with 
budget manager terminals are more decentralized, as far as 
stores forms approval is concerned, than those without 
such terminals.
Stores Form Flow
The flow charts presented in Appendices 15, 16, and 
17 show the transfer of stores forms (or stores form data) 
to the computer (in the cases where stores form data are 
entered into the computer) and the transfer of the 
resulting turnaround (or feedback) from the computer 
center. In 100% of the BISs with terminals, in contrast 
to only 50% of those without them, charges for supplies
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and material from tha storeroom are posted directly to 
budget managers' accounts. Thirty-three percent of the 
BISs without terminals compared to 0% of those with them 
do not enter stores form data into the computer.
Each budget manager in both categories of BISs 
(those with and without terminals) receives a copy of the 
stores form, after the transaction is completed. The flow 
charts presented in Appendices 15 and 16 further reveal 
that 50% of the BISs without terminals send their budget 
managers monthly bills compared to 0% of the BISs with 
them. Of those BISs without terminals and with terminals 
that enter stores form data into the computer, 75% of the 
former, in contrast to 0% of the latter, provide their 
budget managers with a monthly bill.
Twenty-five percent of the BISs without terminals 
compared to 0% of the BISs with terminals, that enter 
stores form data into the computer, enter these data Into 
the computer in their storerooms. Hence, the entry of 
stores form data is more decentralized in systems without 
budget manager terminals than in those with them.
In 0% of the BISs with terminals compared to 50% of 
those without them a copy of the stores form has to be 
sent to the purchasing office. Thus, it appears as If the 
systems with budget manager terminals have eliminated the 
necessity of sending their stores forms to their 
purchasing offices, whereas those without them have not,
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In 75% of the BISs without budget manager terminals that 
enter stores form data into the computer, compared to 100% 
of those with them, stores forma are sent to the 
accounting office before they are entered into the 
computer,
A further Inspection of the flow charts in 
Appendices 15-17 reveals that 100% of the BISs with budget 
manager terminals that enter stores form data into the 
computer do so in their accounting offices. By way of 
contrast, only 25% of the BISs without budget manager 
terminals use this mode of operation.
An Inspection of the flow charts in the appendices 
also reveals that in 50% of the BISs without budget 
manager terminals, in contrast to 0% of those with such 
terminals, stores form data are actually entered into the 
computer in their computer centers. Hence, it appears 
from this analysis that BISs without budget manager 
terminals are mors likely, than BISs with them, to have to 
route stores forms to the computer center before entering 
them into the computer.
An inspection of the Stores Form Flow Charts in the 
aforementioned appendices further reveals that 50% of the 
BISs without budget manager terminals compared to 0% of 
those with them enter stores form data using cards and a 
card reader. All of the BISs with terminals enter stores 
form data into the computer using what is generally
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referred to as a cathode ray tube (CRT) or visual display 
terminal. This technology is considered the sore advanced 
of the two technologies for entering data into a computer. 
Only 50% of the BISs without budget manager terminals 
reported that they enter stores form data using it.
One-hundred percent of the BISs without terminals 
compared to only 50% of the BISs with terminals explicitly 
mentioned an intermediate form between their stores form 
and the entry of its data into the computer (Appendices 
15, 16, and 17). This finding supports the contention by 
some writers that one of the outcomes of using more 
advanced computer technologies is the elimination of 
source documents.
In analyzing the number of offices that stores 
forms must flow through after leaving the budget manager 
or other final approving authority and before entering the 
computer (Appendices 15, and 16), one finds that there is 
no difference between the mean number of such offices for 
each group of systems, i.e., the BISs without terminals 
and BISs with terminals. However, there is quite a 
difference between the two groups as far as the range in 
the number of such intermediate offices is concerned. For 
BISs without terminals, this range is 5, For BISs with 
terminals, it is 1. This means that the latter are more 
similar to each other than the former, in terms of the 
number of offices that stores forms have to flow through
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after leaving the final approving authority and before 
entering the computer. It also suggest a that tha route 
for processing stores forms is more standardized among 
BISs with terminals than those without them.
All of the BISs examined in this study, that enter 
stores form data into the computer, enter them in the 
hatch mode. However, the degree of batchness varies from 
system to system, and from system category to system 
category. Batch periods vary from one day to ninety days. 
For the BISs without budget manager terminals, the average 
batch period (number of days between the periodic entry of 
a certain type of data into the computer) is 4 5 days. For 
those with such terminals, it is only 16.2 days. Hence, 
on the average, Bise with terminals update their 
computerized stores form data more often than BISs without 
terminals.
Another inspection of the stores form system flow 
charts (Appendices 15 and 16) reveals that 75% of the BISs 
in each category, that enter stores form data, batch-enter 
them monthly. This means that 67% of the BISs with 
terminals, even though they have budget manager terminals, 
provide their budget managers with computerized stores 
form data that are no more up-to-date than that with which 
75% of the BISs without terminals provide their budget 
managers.
The processing of stores form data, in tha BISs
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that enter them, follows a similar pattern. One-hundred 
percent of these systems, overall, reported that they 
process stores form data in the batch mode. Albeit, the 
degree of batchness varies. Overall, 75% of these systems 
reported batch-processing stores form data the night of 
the day that they are entered into the computer. The 
other 2 5% reported batch-processing stores form data twice 
a day and/or upon demand by phone calls to the computer 
center. Comparing the two categories of systems, viz., 
those with budget manager terminals and those without 
them, it is found that 0% of the former, as compared to 
25% of the latter, proceee stores form data sooner than 
the night of the day that they are entered. This edge 
that BISs without terminals have over BISs with terminals 
probably does not affect the perceptions that the formers * 
budget managers have of their BISs, since they do not have 
access to such processed data until after the end of the 
month.
It's important to emphasize here that in none of 
the BISs are stores form data entered or processed in the 
on-line, real-time mode. The BISs closest to entering 
stores form data in the on-line mode and processing them 
in real-time are those of colleges V and s, respectively.
The system flow charts presented in Appendices 17 
and 18 show type of feedback or turnaround that the BISs, 
that enter stores form data into the computer, provide to
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the office that is responsible for assuring that charges 
for material and supplies from the storeroom have been 
posted to the proper account. An inspection of the charts 
reveals that, after stores form data are processed, the 
computerized results (or turnaround) are made available to 
the above mentioned office via cathode ray tubes (CRTs) 
and hard copies in 100% of tha BISs with terminals 
compared to only 50% of the BISs without terminals. The 
other 50% of the BISs without terminals that enter stores 
form data communicate such feedback (or turnaround) 
information to the aforementioned office via hard copy 
only.
The results of processing stores form data are made 
available, via CRT, to budget managers of BISs with
terminals, the day after they are entered (except for
College V, which has a weekly updating system). For
example, if such data are entered on tha last day of 
November, it will be made available to budget managers of 
75% of the BISs with terminals on the first day of 
December, via CRT. (In the case of College V, budget
managers will become aware of the entry of such data
within a week.) For BISs without terminals, on the other 
hand, the time that the results of processing such data 
will be made available to their budget managers will
depend upon how long it takes to get the hard copies from 
the computer center to the central distribution
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location(s) (if different from the computer center], and 
from the central distribution location(e) to the budget 
managers. In some cases, such hard copy reports have to 
be separated and stuffed into envelopes before they are 
sent to budget managers.
Hone of the BISs analyzed in this study have 
computerized stores forms. Hence, none of them have 
systems whereby stores forms can be routinely sent from 
office to office via electronic mail. Not even the most 
advanced systems have this feature. In all of the BISs, 
stores forms are either delivered from office to office by 
staff members of the offices involved, or by institutional 
mail service personnel.
Many writers indicate that for budget information 
to be really up-to-date, data entry, processing, and 
retreival must be on-line and in real-time (Wilkinson, 
1982; Cash, McFarland, and Mckenney, 1903). Because none 
of the BISs reviewed enter stores form data in the on-line 
mode or process them in the on-line, real-time mode, a 
conclusion of this study is that none of the BISs 
Investigated provide their budget managers with truly 
up-to-date computerized feedback information about 
storeroom transactions.
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Requisition Forms
Appendix 19 contains the requisition forma that 
budget managers in the BISs studied use to request 
purchases that must be processed by their purchasing 
offices. An inspection of these forms reveala that 50% of 
the BISs with terminala have blanks (or grids) on their 
requisition forms for the coded data needed to enter their 
content into the computer, in contrast to only 17% of the 
BISs without terminals.
Seventy-five percent of the BISs with terminals 
compared to only 33% of the BISs without terminals have 
places on their requisitions explicitly designed for the 
requisition number. These data lend credence to the 
position of some writers that more information is 
collected in organizations with more advanced systems than 
in those with less advanced ones. For BISs with blanks on 
their requisitions explicitly designed for the purchase 
order number, the percentages are 33% and 25% for BISs 
without and with terminals, respectively. Seventeen 
percent of the BISs without terminals compared to 2 5% of 
the BISs with terminals have blanks on their requisition 
forme explicitly designed to collect information about 
price quotes acquired from prospective vendors.
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Requisition Approval Subsystems
Hungate (1954) suggests that whether a requisition 
approval system is classified as centralized or 
decentralized depends upon who the final approving 
authority is on the requisition. in a decentralized 
system, he suggests that anyone in charge of a budget is 
the final approving authority on requisitions that he or 
she originates, and in a centralized system, one person is 
the final approving authority for the whole institution. 
Since all requisitions have to flow through some type of 
approval system after being completed and before being 
entered into the computer, this approval system is 
actually a subpart or subsystem of an institution's budget 
information system. In fact, these subsystems can 
determine, to some extent, how long it tabes to enter 
requisition form data into the computer. In other words, 
all things being equal, the more signatures (or approvals) 
required on a requisition form, the longer It will take to 
get the form approved; and, thus, the longer it will take 
for the form to flow from the budget manager that 
initiates it, to the computer.
The system flow charts presented in Appendices 21 
and 22 show the signature routes that the aforementioned 
requisition forma must follow for approval. These routes 
represent the requisition approval subsystems of the BISs
lie
examined in this study. An inspection of these subsystems 
reveals that the average number of signatures required to 
approve the requisitions of budget managers of BISs with 
terminals is 2.3, whereas, for BISs without terminals, it 
is only 1.5. This finding suggests that BISs with 
terminals are less centralized (or more decentralized), as 
a group, than BISs without terminals, with regard to the 
approval of requisitions.
A further inspection of the requisition approval 
subsystems reveals that 83% of the BISs without terminals 
compared to only 501 of those of with terminals require 
two or more signatures on their requisition forms for 
approval. A closer look at the requisition approval 
subsystems (Appendices 21 and 22) reveals that there is 
less variation in the number of signatures required on the 
requisitions of the BISs with terminals (Range - 1) than
in the number required on those of BISs without terminals 
(Range « 3). This means that the BISs with terminals are 
more like each other, than the BIBs without terminals (are 
like each other), in terms of the number of signatures 
required on requisitions for their approval.
A still further inspection of the requisition 
approval subsystems reveals that 50% of the BISs with 
terminals, as compared with only 17% of the BISs without 
terminals have requisition approval subsystems that are 
decentralized. This means that a larger percentage of
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BISs with terminals than of BISs without terminals have 
decentralized requisition approval subsystems. This 
result is antithetical to the fear raised by some writers 
(e.g., Wise, 1979) that the use of more advanced 
information systems may cause decision making to become 
more centralized.
Requisition Forms Flow
The flow of requisitions to the computer and their 
resultant turnaround are shown in the system flow charts 
in Appendices 23-26. An inspection of these flow charts 
reveals that, overall, 40% of the BISs studied do not even 
enter data pertaining to requisitions into the computer. 
Thirty-three percent of the BISs without terminals BISs 
compared to 50% of the BISs with terminals are included in 
that 40%.
Some of the BISs enter requisition data into the 
computer before the purchase order is typed, while others 
wait until afterwards. Sixty-seven percent of the BISs 
without terminals use the former mode of operation 
compared to 50% of the BISs with terminals. Whether 
requisition data are entered before or after the purchase 
order is typed is probably important in some systems, 
because the quicker the requisition data are entered into 
the computer, the quicker budget managers can have access
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to more up-to-date feedback information about the true 
statue of their budgets.
Hone of the BISs that enter requisition data into 
the computer do so at the point of creation of the
requisition, viz., the budget manager's office. In 100% 
of the BISs, requisition forms are either hand carried 
from place to place by personnel of the offices involved, 
or delivered by institutional mailroom personnel. Hone of 
the systems have computerized requisitions that can be 
transmitted from place to place electronically.
The average number of offices that requisitions of 
BISs without terminals have to flow through (including the 
originating office) before getting to the point where they 
are entered into the computer is 2. For BISs with 
terminals, it is 1. Thus, requisitions of BISs with
terminals have to flow through fewer offices than
requisitions of BISs without terminals in order to get to 
the place where they are entered into the computer. The
same percentage of BISs without terminals (50%) ae of BISs 
with terminals that enter requisition data enter them into 
the computer from their purchasing offices. Fifty percent 
of the BISs with terminals compared to 0% of tha BISs 
without terminals reported entering requisition data into 
the computer in their accounting offices.
Fifty percent of the BISs without terminals 
compared to 0% of the BISs with terminals, that enter
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requisition data, enter then in their computer centers. 
The same systems that reported entering requisition data 
into the computer in their computer centers also reported 
using cards/card reader technology to enter them. This 
means that of the entire sample, 33% still use the 
"card-punch system" of data entry.
One-hundred percent of the BISs with terminals 
compared to only 50% of the BISs without terminals 
reported entering requisition data into the computer using 
a CRT (cathode ray tube). These figures suggest that the 
majority of colleges in the sample are using the more 
advanced medium of data entry, viz. , the CRT, and that a 
larger percentage of BISs with terminals than of BISs 
without terminals use CRTs to enter requisition data. 
Twenty-five percent of the BISs without terminals compared 
to 0% of the BISs with terminals that enter requisition 
data into the computer use an intermediate form between 
their requisition forms and the entry of their data into 
the computer.
An inspection of the flow charts in the 
aforementioned appendices also reveals that, overall, of 
those systems that enter requisition data, 67% do so in 
the batch mode. Here again, as in the case of stores form 
data, the degree of batchness varies from system to 
system, with the shortest batch period being a day, and 
the longest being a week. Only two BISs actually enter
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requisition data in the on-line mode. These two eyeterns 
comprise 3 3% of all the eystems in the sample that enter 
requisition data. Comparisons by category reveal that 50% 
of the BISs with terminals enter requisition data in the 
on-line mode, in contrast to only 25% of those without 
terminals.
Concerning the processing of requisition data, an 
analysis of the requisition flow charts in the appendices 
reveals that, overall, 100% of the BISs analyzed in this 
study process requisition data in the batch mode. 
Furthermore, in 100% of the systems, the results of 
processing such data are not made available to the office 
that is responsible for making sure that the right 
accounts have been charged, any sooner than the day after 
it is entered.
The flow charts presented in Appendices 25 and 26 
show the type of turnaround or feedback that the BISs 
studied provide to the office responsible for making sure 
that funds are available far requested purchases and/or 
that the proper accounts have been charged (usually the 
purchasing office or the accounting office). An 
Inspection of these charts reveals that 50% of the BISs 
without terminals provide turnaround from the computer in 
hard copy form only. This is in sharp contrast to the 
BISs with terminals. Zero percent of them are limited to 
just this type of feedback. In fact, 100% of them provide
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feedback or turnaround from the computer in the form of 
both CRT output and computer print-out (or hard copy). 
Furthermore, only 50% of the BISs without terminals 
provide their offices, that are responsible for the 
aforementioned tasks, with both forms of feedback.
As far as making the results of processing entered 
requisition data available to budget managers is 
concerned, 100% of the BISs without terminals that enter 
such data make the results of processing them available to 
their budget managers an a monthly basis, via their 
monthly reports. Fifty percent of the BISs with 
terminals, on the other hand, make the results of 
processing entered requisition data available to their 
budget managers on a weekly basis, via weekly updates from 
a host computer and CRTs. The other 50% of the BISs with 
terminals make such results available to their budget 
managers via CRTs also, but, instead of doing it on a 
weekly basis, they do it on a dally basis. In addition to 
having access to these results via CRTs, budget managers 
with terminals receive monthly reports also. Hence, by 
this analysis, budget managers of BISs with terminals 
actually have access to more up-to-date computerized 
budget information about requisitions than do those of 
BISs without terminals. In fact, this analysis reveals 
that budget managers of 50% of the BISs with terminals 
have access to computerized requisition information that
124
is updated daily, whereas budget managers of 0% of the 
BISs without terminale have access to such information 
that la updated on such a frequent basis.
Agency Purchase Order (APO)
The type of requisition and purchase order flows 
examined in this study pertain to purchases that are 
processed by institutional purchasing offices on a State 
agency purchase order (APO) form. Although there is only 
one fora that the State producee that is called an "agency 
purchase order form," all systems do not have the exact 
same fora. Two systems use a slightly modified agency 
purchase order form. One of them puts two forms together 
(minus the original of the second form) in order to create 
a State agency purchase order form with a total of eleven 
copies. Another system has the name and address of its 
institution pre-printed on the APO form along with the 
signature of its purchasing agent (or director). This 
system has also added additional copies to the form. In 
this case the additional copies have been added by a 
concern that specializes in making forms. Not having to 
type the name and address of the institution on the forma 
of the latter institution probably saves the purchasing 
staff much time when preparing them. Likewise, having the
125
signature of the purchasing agent already printed on the 
forms saves the purchasing agent the time and tedium that 
would otherwise be involved in signing each form. These 
are two of the apparent advantages of the latter 
institution's modifications. One of the disadvantages is 
the need for tighter security D f  the modified forms. 
Security that would otherwise be unecessary. Except for 
these modifications, the APO form used by the BISs of this 
study are essentially the same. Because of this, only one 
such form is presented in Appendix 27.
A detailed analysis of the APO form reveals that 
there is a place on it for the purchase order number, as 
well as the requisition number. These numbers should be 
especially helpful, one would surmise, in tracking down 
"lost" or delayed orders. Another finding, that such an 
analysis reveals, is that the APO form has a place on it 
for the collection of the coded information needed to 
enter its content into the computer. This suggests that 
APO data are keyed into the computer directly from the APO 
form. In other words, there is no intermediate form 
between the APO form and the entry of its data into the 
computer, as is the case for many of the stores forms.
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Agency Purchase Order (APO) Flow
The flow charts in Appendices 29-32 show the 
transfer of the agency purchase order (APO) from the 
purchasing office to the computer, of each of the BISs 
studied, after it is approved (Appendix 28). They also 
show the transfer of the resultant turnaround from the 
computer to the appropriate office. An analysis of these 
charts reveals that 17% of the BISs without terminals do 
not physically enter the agency purchase order into the 
computer separately from entering the corresponding 
requisition. In contrast to this, 0% of the BISs with 
terminals reported that they do not really physically 
enter the APO separately.
Of the systems that reported really physically 
entering APO data separately from requisition data, 60% of 
the BISs without terminals compared to only 25% of the 
BISs with terminals do not do so until after the copies of 
the APO form are separated and/or distributed.
Twenty-five percent of the purchasing directors of 
the BISs with terminals, in contrast to 0% of those of 
BISs without them, that mentioned whether or not they have 
to wait for APO turnaround from the computer center before 
they mail and/or distribute the copies of the APO, said 
that they do not. Purchasing directors in 75% of the BISs 
without terminals compared to only 50% of the BISs with
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terminals indicated that they have to wait for the 
turnaround of requisition data from the computer before 
mailing the APO to the vendor.
An inspection of the flow charts In Appendices 29 
and 30 reveals that 33% of the BI5a without terminals 
compared to 75% of those with terminals enter APO data 
into the computer from their purchasing and stores 
offices. Hence, as far as data entry of APO data is 
concerned, BISs with budget manager terminals are 
proportionally more decentralized (or "on-line") than 
those without budget manager terminals.
Seventeen percent of the BISs without terminals, as 
compared with 2 5% of those with terminals, enter APO data 
into the computer from their accounting offices. A very 
sharp contrast between the two categories of systems is in 
the percentage of each that enters APO data into the 
computer from their computer centers. Sixty-seven percent 
of the BISs without terminals reported using this "modus 
operand!rM whereas 0% of those with them reported using 
it. Of the 67% of the BISs without terminals that use
this "modus operand!," 75% still use cards/card reader
technology for entering APO data into the computer. The 
other 25% use CRTs. Fifty percent of the BISs without
terminals compared to 0% of those with terminals reported
using card/card reader technology to enter APO data into 
the computer. This means that 50% of the BISs without
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terminals uae CRTs to enter APO data, as compared to 100% 
of those with terminals.
In 100% of the BISs without terminals compared to 
25% of the BISs with terminals, that have separate 
accounting and purchasing offices, the APO has to flow to 
the accounting office before entering the computer. In 
none of the BISs studied was mention made of an 
intermediate form between the APO form and the entry of 
its data into the computer.
An analysis of the number of offices that the APO 
has to flow through after leaving the purchasing office 
and before being entered into the computer reveals that, 
in 67% of the BISs without terminals compared to 25% of 
the BISs with terminals it has to flow through at least 
one intermediate office (Appendices 29 and 3 0). Thus, 
BISs with terminals, as a group, require the APO to flow 
through fewer intermediate offices than BISs without 
terminals, en route from the purchasing office to the 
computer.
Thirty-three percent of the BISs without terminals 
enter APO data into the computer in the on-line mode 
compared to only 25% of those with them (Appendices 29 and 
30). These figures indicate that, ironically, 
proportionately more BISs without terminals than BISs with 
terminals enter APO data into the computer in the on-line 
mode.
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In regard to the entry of APO data, 70% of the BISs 
still operate in the batch mode. Comparisons by category 
indicate that 67% of the BISs without terminals and 75% of 
those with terminals still use this "modus operandl11 for 
entering APO data into the computer. Of course, as has 
been mentioned with reference to batch-entering stores 
form data and requisition data, the degree of batchness 
for entering APO data varies. One-hundred percent of the 
BISs with terminals, in contrast to only 33% of the BISs 
without terminals, batch-enter APO data at least once a 
day. These figures suggest that, with respect to APO 
data, as a group, BISs with terminals update their 
computerized files more often than BISs without terminals.
In regard to the processing of APO data, none of 
the systems studied process APO data on-line and in 
real-time. The system that comes the closest to this type 
of processing of APO data uses phone calls to the computer 
center to process them. Ironically, this is one of the 
BISs without terminals. This means that APO data is 
processed in the batch mode by all of the systems. Most 
of BISs process their APO data at night. Ninety percent 
of the systems, overall, reported using this "modus 
operand!.n This means that in these systems the results 
of entering APO data on one day are not made available to 
the office that is responsible for checking the accuracy 
and/or correctness of their entry, any sooner than the
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next day.
In regard to budget managers, the results of 
entering and processing APO data are made available to 
those in BISs without terminals via monthly reports. 
Thus, the length of time that it takes to make the results 
of entering and processing APO data available to budget 
managers of Biss without terminals varies from l to 30 
days depending upon the time between the date that the APO 
data are entered and the date that the budget managers 
receive their next set of monthly reports. The length of 
time that it takes to make the results of entering and 
processing APO data available to budget managers of BISs 
with terminals, on the other hand, only varies from 1 to 7 
days, i.e., l day (at the most} for those BISs with 
terminals that have their own on-campua computerized 
budget files and no host computer, and 7 days (at the 
most) for those systems that have both their own on-campus 
computerized budget files and a host computer. (As can be 
seen from the APO flow charts in the appendices, the host 
computer of the latter has to update their on-campus 
computers}. These data lend further support to previous 
findings in this section which suggest that, because they 
have terminals, budget managers of BISs with terminals 
have access to more up-to-date computerized APO data than 
do those of BISs without terminals.
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Receiving Reports and Vendors' Invoices
After the purchasing office of a BIS places an 
order with a vendor, the vendor sends the ordered material 
or supplies to the institution. When the material or 
supplies arrive, they are usually checked-in at some point 
on campus, and a receiving report is completed. Exhibits 
of the receiving reports of the BISs analyzed in this 
study are shown in Appendix 33. An analysis of these 
reports with respect to the two categories of BISs reveals 
that 50% of the BISs in each category use the APO as a 
receiving report. Hence, in regard to the use of the APO 
as a receiving report, the two categories of BISs are 
proportionately Identical.
A more detailed analysis of the receiving reports 
presented in Appendix 33 reveals that, seventeen percent 
of the BISs without terminals compared to 0% of the BISs 
with terminals do not have a place on their receiving 
reports for the requisition number. All of the BISs have 
places on their receiving reports for the purchase order 
number. Equal proportions of BISs without terminals (50%) 
and BISs with terminals (501) have receiving reports with 
blanks on them for collecting the data necessary for 
entering their content into the computer.
There is some variation from system to system as
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well as between the two categories of systems, in regard 
to the points at which ordered material and supplies are 
usually received. Sixty-seven percent of the BISs without 
terminals compared to 75% of those with terminals reported 
that ordered material and supplies are usually received by 
their institutional warehouse or storeroom. The other 
BISs (33% of those without terminals compared to 25% of 
those with terminals) reported that ordered material and 
supplies are usually sent directly from the vendor to the 
budget manager that requested them. In 67% of the BISs 
without terminals compared to 75% of those with terminals 
the receiving report (RR) is completed by the storeroom 
(or central warehouse) office.
An examination of the system flow charts in 
Appendices 34 and 35 reveals that there is variation 
between the two categories of systems with regard to who 
receives a copy of the receiving report. In only 33% of 
the BISs without terminals compared to 50% of the BISs 
with terminals the budget manager receives a copy. The 
purchaeing office receives a copy of the receiving report 
in 50% each of BISs without terminals and BISs with 
terminals. Sixty-seven percent of the BISs without 
terminals in contrast to 100% of the BISs with terminals 
provide the accounts payable office (or its surrogate) 
with a copy of the receiving report.
As can be ascertained by examining 
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Appendices 35 and 36, after the purchasing office sends 
the purchase order to the vendor, not only do the colleges 
receive the ordered material and supplies, but they also 
receive the vendor's Invoice (or bill) . In 8 3% of the 
BISs without terminals compared to 75% of those with 
terminals, the vendor's invoice is usually sent (directly 
from the vendor) to the accounts payable (A/P) office. In 
the other systems, the vendor's invoice is sent from the 
vendor directly to the budget manager. Even in those 
systems where the vendor's invoice is sent directly from 
the vendor to the budget manager, it eventually ends up in 
the accounts payable office.
Comp-5 Form
The comp-5 form, whether manually prepared via a 
typewriter or prepared via a computer, is used, by all 
BISs to collect information to send to central offices in 
Richmond, so that vendors may be paid. A copy of a comp-5 
form is shown in Appendix 36. The form consists of an 
original and four copies. An examination of the copy in 
the appendix reveals that there is a place on the comp-5 
form for the purchase order number, the vendor's invoice 
number, and the voucher number, but no place for the 
requisition number. However, there is no blank on the 
comp-5 form for indicating the date that its content is
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entered into the computer.
A further examination of the copy of the comp-5 
form in the appendix reveals that there are places on it 
for the collection of the coded data needed to enter its 
content into the computer. The presence of such places on 
this form suggests that there is no need for an 
intermediate document between the comp-5 form and the 
entry of its data into the computer.
Comp-5 Form Flow
In 67% of the BISs without terminals the comp-5 
form is prepared in the accounts payable office. In 
contrast to this, the comp-5 form is prepared in the 
accounts payable office in 1001 of the BISs with 
terminals. Only 2 0% of the BISs have somewhat 
decentralized comp-5 form preparation subsystems, i.e., 
subsystems wherein the comp-5 form is prepared by the 
budget manager. This 20% is composed totally of BISs 
without terminals. This Indicates that the use of more 
advanced computer technologies causes comp-5 preparation 
to be more centralized. This finding Is in agreement with 
what some writers have said (e.g., Wise, 1979) about the 
relationship between centralization and computerization.
As can be ascertained by looking at the flow charts 
in Appendices 34-39, of the BISs without terminals, 83%,
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67%, and 17% use tha vendor's Invoice, the receiving 
report (or receiving report/purchase order), and the 
packing slip, respectively, as part of their basis for 
preparing the comp-5 form (or its computerized surrogate). 
By vay of contrast, for BISs with terminals, the 
percentages using these three documents as part of a basis 
for preparing the comp-5 form are 100% (for the vendor's 
invoice), 100% (for the receiving report), and 75% (for
the packing slip). Seventy-five percent of the BISs with
terminals reported using the same documents as a basis for
preparing the comp-5 compared to only 33% of the BISs
without terminals, only 67% of the BISs without terminals 
reported using at least the vendor's invoice and the 
receiving report as a basis for preparing the comp-5 form, 
in contrast to 100% of the BISs with terminals.
Sixty-seven percent of the BISs without terminals 
reported sending actual comp-5 forma to central offices in 
Richmond. In contrast, only 50% of the BISa with 
terminals reported so doing. Seventeen percent of the 
BISs without terminals send computer prlnt-outs (hard 
copies) to central offices Richmond compared to 50% of the 
BISs with terminals. Only 40% of the systems in the 
entire sample send comp-5 information to central offices 
Richmond in the form of a machine readable tape. This 40% 
consists of 3 3% of the BISs without terminals compared to 
50% of those with them.
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Eighty percent of the eyeterns indicated that they 
actually (via a typewriter) fill in comp-5 forme. This 
80% represents 100% of the BISs without terminals, but 
only 50% of those with them. Twenty percent of the 
systems reported simply entering the appropriate 
information into the computer from the source documents 
that they use as a basis for "preparing" the comp-5 form 
and letting the computer do the rest. This 20% represents 
50% of the BISs with terminals compared to 0% of the BISs 
without terminals. In 100% of the BISs, the accounting 
office is responsible for checking the comp-5 form for 
errors and sending it to central offices in Richmond.
In 100% of the BISs with terminals compared to only 
3 3% of the BISs without terminals, comp-5 data are entered 
into the computer in the accounts payable office
(Appendices 34-3S). Sixty-seven percent of the BISs 
without terminals compared to 01 of those with terminals 
enter comp-5 data into the computer in their computer
centers. Thus, the entry of comp-5 data is more 
decentralized in a larger proportion of BISs with
terminals than BISs without terminals.
Fifty percent of the BISs without terminals, in 
contrast to 0% of those with terminals, reported entering 
comp-5 data into the computer after separating the copies. 
Fifty percent of the BISs without terminals, in contrast 
to only 25% of those with terminals, reported entering
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comp-5 data before separating and/or distributing the 
various copies. Ten percent of the systems reported doing 
it both ways, i.e., before and after separating the forms, 
depending upon the preference of the person doing the 
entering, seventeen percent of the BISs without 
terminals, in contrast to 0% of those with terminals, 
reported entering comp-5 data into the computer before the 
comp-5 form is signed.
One-hundred percent of the BISs indicated that they 
have to wait for hard copy turnaround from the computer
center before mailing/distributing comp-5 copies to the
appropriate entities. Only 40% of the systems indicated 
that they send a copy of the comp-5 form to their budget 
managers. This 40% represents 50% of the BISs without
terminals and 25% of the BISs with terminals. The other 
systems either said that they did not send a copy of the 
comp-5 form to their budget managers (50%) , or did not 
mention it at all (10%).
Only 50% of the BISs without terminals reported 
entering comp-5 data into the computer via CRTs (cathode 
ray tubes, also called visual display terminals). The 
other 50% reported using cards and a card reader
(Appendices 34-3B) . By way of contrast, 100% of the Biss 
with terminals reported entering comp-5 data using CRTs.
A further analysis of the system flow charts in 
Appendices 37 and 38 reveale that 67% of the BISs without
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terminals compared to 0% of the BISs with terminals have 
one or more offices that the comp-5 must pass through en 
route from the place where it is "prepared" to the 
computer. The average number of such intermediate offices 
for the BISs without terminals is 1.5, For the BISs with 
terminals, it is 0. These facts suggest that, all things 
being equal, it takes the comp-5 a shorter period of time 
to get from its point of creation to the computer in BISs 
with terminals than it does in BISs without terminals.
An analysis of the flow charts presented in 
Appendices 39 and 40 reveals that 17% of the BISs without 
terminals compared to 0% of those with them have an 
intermediate office that comp-5 turnaround must flow 
through en route from the computer to the accounts payable 
office. This means that, all things being equal, it takes 
the comp-5 a shorter period of time to get from the 
computer to the accounts payable office in BISs with 
terminals than it does in BISs without terminals.
Hone of the systems studied mentioned an 
intermediate form between the comp-5 and the entry of the 
data on it into the computar. This is not surprising, 
since, as mentioned elsewhere in this study, the form 
contains blanks for collecting the coded information 
needed to enter its content into the computer.
None of the systems studied reported entering 
comp-5 data into the computer in the on-line mode. They
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all use the batch mode. However, the degree of batchness 
varies. One-hundred percent of the BISs with terminals 
batch-enter comp-5 data into the computer daily, whereas 
only 50% of the BISs without terminals do it this often. 
This means that 100% of the BISs with terminals update 
their computerized comp-5 data no more often than 50% of 
the BISs without terminals.
Likewise, none of the systems studied reported 
processing comp-5 data in the on-line, real-time mode. 
The closest system to this mode of processing is one that 
processes comp-5 data upon demand, by phone calls from the
point of entry, viz., the accounts payable office, to the
computer center. This is one of the BISs without
terminals. in all of the other BISs, data are 
batch-processed at night and the results are not 
available, in hard copy form or via CRT (for those systems 
that use CRTs to enter comp-5 data into the computer) , 
until the day after the data are entered.
In one-hundred percent of the BISs with terminals 
compared to only 50% of those without terminals the
results of entering comp-5 data are made available to the 
accounts payable office via computer print-out (or hard 
copy) (Appendices 39 and 40). Fifty percent of each of 
the c a t e g o r ie s  of BISs provide their accounts payable 
offices with comp-5 turnaround in the form of computerized 
tapes, as well as hard copies. Fifty percent of the BISs
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with terminals compared to 17% of those without terminals 
reported providing comp-5 feedback (or turnaround) in all 
three forms, viz., hard copy, CRT, and computerized tape.
Budget Transfer Forma
Appendices 41 and 4 2 contain exhibits of the budget 
transfer forms used by the budget managers of the BISs 
under study in order to effect a budget transfer. An 
examination of these exhibits reveals that only 17% of the 
BISs without terminals have such a form, in contrast to 
75% of the BISs with terminals.
None of the BISs studied have places on their 
budget transfer forms for the date the data on them are 
entered into the computer. All of the forms have at least 
one place on them for the collection of the coded data 
(e.g. , the appropriation code, the object code, the 
subobject code) needed to enter their content into the 
computer. All of the BISs with terminals, that have 
special budget transfer forms, have at least two places on 
them for the collection of coded data. All of the BISs 
without terminals with special budget transfer forms have 
only one such place.
In 17% of the BISs without terminals, budget 
transfer data are not entered into the computer 
(Appendices 41 and 42) . By way of contrast, 0% of the
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BISs with terminals do not enter them . Of those systems 
that do enter budget transfer data into the computer, 201 
of the BISs without terminals compared to 25% of the BISs 
with terminals reported that their budget managers have to 
complete a form in order to transfer funds from line-item 
to line-item within the non-personal services section of 
the same budget. Twenty percent of the BISs without
terminals compared to 751 of the BISs with terminals
require their budget managers to complete a form when 
transferring funds from a line-item in one subunit's 
budget to a line-item in that of another subunit. Eighty 
percent of the BISs without terminals compared to only 25% 
□ f those with them that enter budget transfer data into 
the computer, reported that their budget managers use 
letters {or memos), instead of special forms, in order to
effect budget transfers. in 100% of the BISs without
terminals compared to 75% of the BISs with terminals deans 
are the lowest level budget managers with the authority to 
officially request that funds be transferred from one 
subunit1e budget to that of another.
Budget Transfer Form Approval Subsystems
As mentioned earlier, only 40% of the BISs use 
forms to effect budget transfers. The rest (60%) use 
memos or letters. An inspection of the flow charts in
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Appendices 43 and 44 reveals that the average number of 
approval signatures required on the budget transfer forms 
of BISs without terminals is 4. For systems with 
terminals that use budget transfer forms, the average is 
only 1.7. Thus, in terms of the number of signatures 
required on budget transfer forms for approval, the BISs 
with terminals are more decentralised than those without 
them. This analysis is further supported if we look at 
the approval subsystems in the aforementioned appendices 
in terms of Hungate's (1954) definition of 
"decentralization." Essentially, he suggests that if only 
the budget manager's signature is required on a form for 
its approval, the approval subsystem is decentralized. 
Otherwise, it is not. Looked at in this vein, the system 
flow charts in the appendices reveal that 33% of the BISs 
with terminals have decentralized budget transfer form 
approval subsystems, in contrast to 0% of the BISs without 
terminals.
Budget Transfer Source Document Flow
The system flow charts in Appendices 43-49 show the 
journey of the budget transfer source documents of the 
BISs examined in this study through key offices. The 
charts show the flow of the source document related to the 
lowest level budget transfer that each system reported
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entering into its computer. The results of interviews 
with budget directors of the various BISs revealed that 
the most prevalent lowest level type of budget transfer 
that is entered into the computer is a budget transfer 
that involves moving funds from a line-item in one 
subunit's budget, to a line-item in another subunit's 
budget (33%). The second, third, fourth, and fifth most 
prevalent lowest level transfers are from line-item to 
line-item within the same department (22%), from a 
contingency funds account to a departmental account, from 
a division to a division (11%), and from a departmental 
account to a dean's holding account (11%), respectively.
Only 22% of the BISs that enter budget transfer 
data into the computer have contingency funds available 
during the fiscal year from which to transfer funds. Of 
this 22%, 100% are BISs with terminals. That is, none of
them are systems without terminals. This Is an 
interesting finding, in light of the fact that contingency 
funds are mentioned very often in the higher education 
administrat ion 11terature.
One-hundred percent of the BISs with terminals use 
CRTs to enter budget transfer data into the computer, in 
contrast to only 60% of the BISs without terminals. Forty 
percent of the BISs without terminals use cards and card 
readers to enter budget transfer data into the computer 
compared to 0% of the BISs with terminals.
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One-hundred percent of the Biss without terminals 
compared to only 50% of those with terminals reported that 
their budget transfer documents (forms, memos, or letters) 
have to flow through their accounting offices before they 
are entered into the computer.
Only 25% of the BISh with terminals mentioned the 
use of an intermediate coded document between the budget 
transfer source document and the entry of its content into 
the computer. For the BISs without terminals, the
percentage that mentioned this was 100%. These
percentages seem to support the contention by some writers 
that the use of more advanced computer technologies will 
eliminate some paperwork. Of course one must be cautioned
here that the fact that some BISs did not mention having
an intermediate form does not preclude the possibility
that such a form exists.
In reference to where budget transfer data are 
actually entered into the computer, an analysis of the 
flow charts in Appendices 45 and 4 6 reveals that 40% of 
the BISs without terminals, as compared with 01 of those 
with terminals, enter budget transfer form data into the 
computer in their computer centers. This is consistent 
with previously mentioned findings in this study about the 
point at which the two categories of systems enter other 
types of data into the computer. The accounting office is 
the point of entry for budget transfer data in 60% of the
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BISs without terminals, that enter budget transfers into 
the computer, compared to 50% of the BISs with terminals. 
One-hundred percent of the BISs with terminals, as 
compared with 0% of the BISs without terminals, enter 
budget transfer data into the computer from the "budget 
office." Fifty percent of the BISs with terminals 
compared to 0% of those without terminals that enter 
budget transfer data enter them into two distinct 
computers from two distinct offices, viz., accounts 
payable and the "budget office."
Of the systems that enter budget transfer data into 
their computers, One-hundred percent of the BISs without 
terminals compared to 0% of those with them enter them in 
the batch mode (Appendices 45 and 46) . One-hundred 
percent of the BISs with terminals enter budget transfer 
data into the computer in the on-line mode. These 
percentages suggest that BISs with terminals enter budget 
transfer data into the computer quicker than do BISs 
without terminals.
The differences between the two categories of 
systems are not so profound when one looks at the modes 
they use to process budget transfer data. For BISs 
without terminals that enter budget transfer data, the 
percentage that process them in the batch mode (at night) 
is 100%, For BISs with terminals the percentage using 
this "modus operand!" is 751. From an on-line, real-time
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perspective, 25% of the BISs with terminals process budget 
transfer data on-line and in real-time compared to 0% of 
the BISs without terminals.
In all except one system, the "budget office" does 
not have access to the results of entering budget transfer 
data any sooner than the day after the data are entered. 
This exception comprises 11% of the total number of 
systems that enter budget transfer data into the computer. 
As one might have expected, it is one of the BISs with 
terminals. This one system comprises 2 5% of that 
category. This is the same 25%, as mentioned earlier, 
that processes budget transfer data on-line and in 
real-time. Thus, only 25% of the BISs with terminals make 
the results of entered budget transfer data accessible to 
the "budget office" Immediately, This is in contrast to 
0% of the BISs without terminals that provide their 
"budget office" with such rapid feedback. These 
percentages suggest that BISs with terminals provide the 
"budget office" with more up-to-date computerized feedback 
information about budget transfers than do BISs without 
terminals.
An analysis of the forms in which the results of 
entering budget transfer data are made available to the 
"budget office" reveals that, overall, 0% of the BISs 
provide such feedback (or turnaround) from the computer 
via CRT only. However, only 40% of the BISs without
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terminals provide such turnaround via both CRT and hard 
copy computer print-out compared to 100% of the BISs with 
terminals. Sixty percent of the BISs without terminals 
provide the "budget office" with hard copy computer 
print-outs only compared to o% of those with terminals.
An analysis of the time between the date that 
budget transfer data are enter into the computer and the 
date that the computerized results of their entry are made 
available to budget managers reveals that the budget 
managers in BISs without terminals do not have access to 
such data until the month is over. This means that if a 
budget transfer is entered into the computer on August 1, 
budget managers of BISs without terminals will not have 
access to computerized feedback about it until after 
August 31, i.e., about 30 days later. This means that 
computerized budget transfer data that budget managers in 
BISs without terminals have access to is between 1 and 30 
days old. In 25% of the BISs with terminals, budget 
managers are made aware of the results, of entered budget 
transfer data, immediately (via CRT). In the other 75% of 
the systems with terminals, budget managers are made aware 
of such computerized budget changes via CRT, within 1 day. 
Thus, by this analysis, because they have terminals, 
budget managers of BISs with terminals have accees to more 
up-to-date computerized information about budget tranfers 
than do budget managers of BISs without terminals.
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Computerized Port Iona of the BISa
Appendices 49 and 50 contain system flow charts of 
the computer 1 zed portions of the Bias examined in this 
study. An analysis of these charts reveals that 5 0 % of 
the Bias without terminals, in contrast to 100% of those 
with terminals, have their own computerized on-campus
budget files. Hence, there appears to be a positive
relationship between a system having its own on-campus
computerized budget files and having budget manager
terminals. Fifty percent of the BISs with terminals 
compared to 0% of the BlSs without terminals have both 
on-campus computerized budget files and computerized 
budget files at a remote location in a host computer 
system. Hence, there appears, also, to be a positive 
relationship between having two sets of budget files (one 
set on campus and another set in a computer at a remote 
location) and having CRTs for budget managers.
Fifty percent of the BISs without terminals 
compared to Ot of the BISs with terminals reported that 
their own on-campus computer simply acts as a remote job 
entry device to a host computer. Essentially these 
devices communicate with the host computers and command 
that certain reports be printed at the remote location.
All of the systems mentioned that they use some
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type of password ay a  t e n  a b  a  security measure to assura 
the privacy of computerized budget information, by 
blocking unauthorized access. The degree of
decentralization of security passwords, varies from system 
to system, with some having them centralized at the 
institutional level, and others having them decentralized 
to the individual organizational member level.
Seventy percent of the BISs studied have a system 
for running and maintaining backups of computerized budget 
files. All of these systems are systems with their own 
on-campus files. One-hundred percent of the BISs with 
terminals reported performing backup operations compared 
to only 50% of those without terminals. Of the systems 
that reported running backup of budget files, 100% 
reported baeking-up any files changed during the day, 
nightly. (This is what is referred to as a "partial 
backup.") 43% of them reported backing-up all files onto 
tapes nightly. (This is what is called a "system 
backup.") The other 50% reported running system backups on 
a weekly basis.
One-hundred percent of the BISs without terminals, 
in contrast to only 75% of those with terminals, that 
reported running backups of budget-related data, mentioned 
that they keep a set of backup tapes in the computer 
center. One-hundred percent of the BISs mentioned keeping 
copies of backup tapes in remote locations, i.e., remote
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from the computer center or campus. 71% mentioned the use 
of a fireproof vault to store tapes.
In reference to the location of devices for 
entering data related to H & o budget expenditures into 
the computer, 100% of the BISs with terminals compared to 
only 501 of the BISs without terminals have such devices 
in their accounting offices. Thirty-three percent of the 
BISs without terminals compared to 100% of those with them 
have devices for entering data into the computer located 
in their "budget offices." Purchasing offices have 
devices for entering data into the computer in 75% of the 
BISs with terminals in contrast to only 33% of BISs 
without terminals. Such hardware is distributed to 
storeroom offices in 0% of the BISs with terminals 
compared to 17% of those without them. Fifty percent of 
the BISs without terminals compared to 0% of those with 
terminals reported having devices for entering data into 
the computer in their computer centers only (complete 
centralization of hardware). These percentages do not 
Include special data entry devices connected to completely 
separate computerized systems, systems that the selected 
institutions may have for local funds, federal funds, or 
other local non-state funds. Likewise, they do not 
include and terminal or terminals that may be tied into 
the State’s personnel information system.
As mentioned elsewhere in this study, 30% of the
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BISs examined use card readers to enter data into the 
computer. This 30% represents 50% of the BISa without 
terminals compared to 0% of those with them. All of the 
BISs have their own on-campus printers for printing 
monthly and other reports, even those systems that da not 
have their own on-campus computerized budget files.
Overall, there is an average of 74 budget manager 
terminals per system. Of the BISs with terminals, 75% 
mentioned that each of their budget managers has a CRT 
that enables him or her to view the status of his or her 
particular budget. The reason why one (251) of the BISs 
with terminals does not have a terminal for each of its
budget managers is that its implementation is only
partially complete. It will eventually be an on-line,
real-time system.
Thirty-three percent of the BISs without terminals 
compared to 25% of those with terminals reported sending 
tapes to a microfiche company. However, none of the 
systems reported having microfiche made for all of their 
budget managers. The microfiche copies that they do have 
made are distributed to select individuals.
Of the BISs that have their own computerized 
on-campus budget files, 57% reported using commercial
software. The others reported using proprietary software. 
One-hundred percent of the BISs without terminals compared 
to 25% of those with them that have their own on-campus
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budget files reported using software of the commercial 
variety. Thus, there appears to be a relationship between 
the type of budget information system (i.e., those with 
budget manager terminal and those without them) and the 
type of software (commercial or proprietary) that 
institutions have.
On the location of printers that are connected to 
the computerized budget files of the BISs and/or that 
print monthly reports, 100% of the systems reported that 
they have such printers located in their computer centers, 
Seventeen percent of the BISs without terminals compared 
to 25% of those with terminals have printers located in 
their accounting offices as well. Printers are 
decentralized to the budget manager level in 25% of the 
BISs with terminals, in contrast to 0% of those without 
terminals. Thus, there appears to be a relationship 
between the degree of decentralization (or distribution) 
of printing hardware and the category to which a budget 
information system belongs.
Flow of Monthly Reports
The system flow charts presented in Appendices 51 
and 52 show how monthly reports are routed from the office 
wherein they are generated to the appropriate budget 
managers. One-hundred percent of the BISs print their
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monthly1 reports on their campuses. Also, in 1001 of the 
BISs, monthly reports are generated in the computer 
center. Hence, printing of monthly reports is highly 
centralized in all of the systems.
An analysis of the system flow charts presented in 
Appendices 51 and 52 further reveals that the average 
number of offices that monthly reports flow through before 
reaching the office that distributes them is 1 to 1.2 for 
BISs without terminals, but only .8 for those with 
terminals. Hence, on the average, monthly reports of BISs 
with terminals make fewer stops after leaving the computer 
center than do those of BISs without terminals.
In 75% of the BISs with terminals compared to 50% 
of the BISs without terminals the accounts payable office 
is responsible for distributing monthly reports to budget 
managers. Thus, with respect to the office that 
distributes monthly reports, there is more standardization 
among BISs with terminals than among Bids without 
terminals. If analyzed in terms of accounting offices in 
general, i.e., accounts payable, accounts receivable, and 
general accounting, etc., the results of this study reveal 
that €7% of the BISs without terminals and 75% of those 
with terminals use their accounting offices for the 
distribution of monthly reports.
Overall, the percentage of BISs using the "budget 
office" as the distribution office for monthly reports is
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2 01. For BISs without terminals and BISs with terminals, 
the comparative percentages are 17% and 251, respectively.
In reference to the method used by the various 
systems to transport monthly budget reports from the 
computer center, 75% of the BISs with terminals reported 
relying upon the institutional mail service compared to
3 3% of the BISs without terminals. Thus, in this regard, 
BISs with terminals appear to be more standardized, as a 
group, than BISs without terminals.
Seventeen percent of the BISs without terminals
compared to 25% of those with them reported that their
monthly reports have to be put into envelopes before they 
are sent to budget managers.
One-hundred percent of the BISs with terminals, in 
contrast to only 50% of those without terminals, reported 
delivering their monthly reports to budget managers via 
institutional mall service. Hence, BISs with terminals 
appear to be more standardized than BISs without terminals 
in this respect.
Seventeen percent of the BISs without terminals
compared to 0% of those with terminals reported that they 
do not provide their budget managers with computerized 
monthly reports (Appendices 51 and 52) . The 171 consists 
of one BIS. It has its own on-campus computer, but it
only acts as a remote job entry device to a host computer 
as far as budget Information is concerned.
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An Analysis of Monthly Reports
Appendices 53-57 contain samples (reduced for 
inclusion in this study) of the monthly reports that are 
distributed to the budget managers of the systems studied. 
One-hundred percent of the systems provide their budget 
managers with some type of summary report (Appendix 53). 
Examining these summary reports, one finds that only 25% 
of the BISs with terminals, in contrast to 50% of those 
without terminals, have a column on their summary reports 
explicitly labeled "original budget."
Zero percent of the BISs without terminals, as 
compared to 25% of those with them, have a column on their 
monthly summary reports explicitly labeled "revisions" or 
"adjustments." This suggests that BISs with terminals can 
provide their budget managers with some types of 
information that those without terminals cannot provide 
theirs.
Fifty percent of the BISs without terminals in 
contrast to only 2 5% of the BISs with terminals have a 
column on their monthly reports labeled "revised" or 
"adjusted" budget. This appears to be another area where 
the more advanced systems (BISs with terminals) lag behind 
their counterparts (BISs without terminals)t although it 
might be an indication that the budget amount given on the
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reports of BISs with terminals is ths revised or adjusted 
budget, even though it is not labeled as such.
Although, it is not shown in all of the reports in 
the appendices, overall, 70% of the BISs have information 
about personal services expenditures in their reports. 
This is in spite of the fact that, at least as far as 
state funds are concerned, none of the subunit budget 
managers have control over such expenditures. Fifty 
percent of the BISs with terminals have this type of 
information in their reports, in contrast to 83% of those 
without terminals. This finding is contrary to the 
suggestion of some writers that the use of more advanced 
technologies is associated with the generation of more 
information, much of which is not useful to budget 
managers.
In 100% of the BISs without terminals, in contrast 
to only 50% of those with terminals, the last column in 
their summary reports is expressed as a percent. In the 
summary reports of the other systems, the figures in the 
last column are expressed in dollars-and-cente or dollars.
Only 20% of the BISs without terminals, as compared 
to 75% of the BISs with terminals, have an entry for each 
line item (or object or subobject code) in the last column 
of their summary reports. Thus, the BISs with terminals, 
as a group, have more information in the last column of
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their summary reports than do the systems without 
terminals. This finding, contrary to many of the other 
findings of this study, supports the point of view that 
the use of more advanced technologies is associated with 
the generation of more information.
The summary reports of BISs without terminals have 
an average of 7.2 columns of information on them. Those 
of BISs with terminals have an average of 5.8 columns. 
This means that BISs without terminals*s summary reports 
have an average of 1,4 more columns of information than do 
the summary reports of BISs with terminals. These 
findings do not lend support to the suggestion by some 
writers that organizations with more advanced technologies 
gather more information than organizations with less 
advanced ones.
Zero percent of the BISs with terminals, in 
contrast to 33% of those without terminals, have summary 
reports that contain historical information. Hence, as 
far as historical information is concerned, as is the case 
in regard to the number of columns, there does not appear 
to be any support for the suggestion of some writers that 
more advanced systems generate more information.
As can be ascertained by examining the reports in 
Appendices 54-57, 50% of the BISs without terminals in
contrast to 0% of the BISs with terminals provide their
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budget managers with a detailed open commitment status 
report. This 3 0% consists of 50% ofthe BISs without 
terminals and none of those with them. Fifty percent of 
the BISs with terminals, in contrast to 0% of those 
without terminals, provide their budget managers with a 
monthly report (separate from all other monthly reports) 
of just the details of encumbrances (Appendices 54-57). 
Fifty percent of the BISs with terminals compared to only 
3 3% of the BISs without terminals provide their budget 
managers with a separate monthly report (separate from all 
other monthly reports) containing just the details of 
monthly expenditures. Fifty percent of each of the two 
categories of BISs provide their budget managers with a 
single combination report, showing the details of both 
encumbrances and expenditures.
Since all of the systems analyzed in this study 
were not providing their budget managers with all of the 
types of reports mentioned above, in order to make the 
systems more comparable, encumbrance and expenditure 
details reports were analyzed in conjunction with (1) the 
encumbrance details reports and (2) the expenditure 
details reports. It was felt that these types of analyses 
would give a better idea of the relative types and amounts 
of information collected and generated by the two 
categories of systems.
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An examination of the encumbrance details reports 
and the encumbrance and expenditure details reports 
(Appendices 55-57) reveals that one-hundred percent of the 
BISs without terminals compared to 67% of those with 
terminals that provide such reports do not explicitly 
include requisition numbers on them. These are the same 
systems, as mentioned earlier in this study, that do not 
actually enter the requisition and/or its number into the 
computer.
In reference to purchase order numbers, 
thirty-three percent of the BISs with terminals in 
contrast to 4 0% of those without terminals that provide 
detailed encumbrance reports or encumbrance and 
expenditure details reports do not explicitly have 
purchase order numbers on them.
Sixty-seven percent of the BISs with terminals, in 
contrast to 0% of those without terminals, that have 
encumbrance details reports or encumbrance and expenditure 
details reports have both requisition numbers and purchase 
order numbers explicitly represented on them. This 
finding, contrary to some of the previously mentioned 
ones, lends support to the position of some writers that 
the use of more advanced technologies causes organizations 
to generate more information.
Sixty-seven percent of the BISs with terminals
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compared to 0% of those without terminals that have 
separate expenditures details reports or encumbrance and 
expenditure details reports, have requisition numbers 
explicitly labeled on them. No such difference is 
revealed in the reports of these systems as far as 
purchase order numbers are concerned. sixty percent of 
the systems without terminals in contrast to 67% of those 
with them that have expenditure details reports or 
encumbrance and expenditure details reports have purchase 
order numbers, explicitly labeled as such, on them. Thus, 
the two categories of systems are very similar in this 
respect.
Sixty-seven percent of the BISs with terminals, in 
comparison with 0% of those without terminals, that have 
expenditure details reports or encumbrance and expenditure 
details reports have a column on them explicitly labeled 
"voucher number." The voucher number is the number on the 
comp-5 form. It presence on a report usually signifies 
that a bill from a vendor has been sent to the central 
offices in Richmond for payment.
Overall only 25% of the BISs that have either of 
these two types of reports, i.e., an expenditure details 
report or an encumbrance and expenditure details report, 
have explicitly labeled on them columns for all three 
types of numbers, viz., requisition numbers, purchase
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order number■, end voucher numbers. One-hundred percent 
of this 25% are BISs with terminals. In other words, none 
of the BISs without terminals that have either of these 
two types of reports have ell three types of numbers on 
them. These data lend credence to the hypothesis that 
more advanced systems tend to collect/generate more 
Information than less advanced ones.
Analyzing the reports presented in the appendices 
with regard to precision, one finds that, overall, 2 0% of 
the BISs have their monetary figures in their monthly 
reports expressed to the nearest dollar. Only 17% of the 
BISs without terminals compared to 25% of those with 
terminals have their monetary figure expressed with this 
degree of precision. The monetary figures in the rest of 
the systems* reports are expressed to the nearest cent. 
This means that the majority of BISs in both categories 
express their monetary figures with the same degree of 
precision, viz., to the nearest cent.
Perceived Advantages and Disadvantages of the BISs
Seven of the ten institutions that participated in 
the first part of this study, conducted to describe the 
BISs, agreed to participate in this part, conducted to 
describe their advantages and disadvantages. In this
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part, personal interviews (27} coupled with mailed 
questionnaires (60) were used to survey the budget
managers at two of the institutions. There was a 100% 
return rate for the questionnaires of the budget managers 
surveyed via personal interviews. One-hundred-thirty 
questionnaires were mailed to the budget managers of the 
other 5 Institutions via campus mail and the U. S. 
Postal Service. This means that there were a total of 190
questionnaires that were mailed to budget managers.
One-hundred-nineteen of the 190 questionnaires were 
returned, yielding a return rate of 63% for mailed 
questionnaires. Thus, the overall return rate for mailed 
and interview questionnaires was 67%. All of the 
questionnaires were found to be usable. An analysis of 
the percentage of respondents in each response category of 
each item on the questionnaire for the mailed and 
interview questionnaires at the institutions wherein both 
techniques were used revealed that the two groups of
respondents rated most of the items similarly.
For this part of the study, questionnaires were 
divided into two categories. One category consisted of 
all of the questionnaires of the budget managers that 
indicated that they have terminals in their offices for 
viewing computerized budget related files. The other 
consisted of all of the questionnaires of those budget
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managers 'that indicated that they do not have ouch 
terminals in their offices* Responses to selected 
questionnaire items are shown in Tables 1 through 30, in 
Appendix 58, and summarized in Table Sii of this section. 
The percentages, means, and standard deviations, shown in 
the tables, were calculated using the SPSS report 
generator (Hie and Hull, 1981) . What follows is a 
comparative analysis of those responses.
A larger percentage of budget managers with 
terminals (72%) than of those without them (58%) said that 
they agreed or strongly agreed with the statement "Monthly 
reports do not take up much storage space" (item 1) . 
Also, the mean rating of budget managers with terminals 
was higher than that of those without them on this item. 
In this case, a higher rating means a higer degree of user 
satisfaction with the amount of storage space monthly 
reports need. This suggests that storage space for 
monthly reports is less of a problem for budget managers 
with terminals than for those without terminals. One 
would have expected this, since a larger percentage of 
budget managers with terminals (63%) than of those without 
them (0%) have monthly reports that are smaller than 
14-13/16" by 11".
A larger percentage of budget managers with 
terminals than without them said that they agreed or
170
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strongly agreed with the statement "The method by which I 
obtain these monthly reports is satisfactory" (item 2). 
Budget managers with terminals also had a higher mean 
rating on this item than budget managers without 
terminals. A higher rating on this item means a more 
advantageous perception of ones BISs. Thus, these data
suggest that budget managers with terminals perceive the 
method by which they obtain monthly reports as more 
satisfactory than budget managers without terminals 
perceive the method by which they obtain theirs. 
Although, as mentioned earlier in this study, there is 
some variation in the methods that BISs use to deliver
monthly reports to budget managers, a larger percentage of 
BISs with terminals than BISs without terminals use 
institutional mail. This suggests that Institutional mail 
is perhaps the best way of delivering monthly reports to
budget managers.
Nineteen percent of the budget managers without 
terminals compared to 371 of those with them strongly 
disagreed or disagreed with the statement "The monthly 
cut-off date for sending out a requisition and still 
having it included in the monthly report for the month in 
which it was sent out la satisfactory" (item 3). This 
suggests that the monthly cut-off date is more of a
problem in BISs with terminals than in BISs without 
terminals. Also the mean rating of budget managers
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without terminals was higher than that of those with them. 
A higher rating on this item means a higher degree of 
satisfaction. Thus, budget managers without terminals 
gave their BISs a more advantageous rating, in this 
respect, than did those with them. A budget manager that 
did not have a terminal remarked that
My department takes in money as well as pays it out. 
iATs (intra-agency transfers) are slow to show up on 
monthly print-outs. There is a delay in posting 
revenues.
Another budget manager with a terminal remarked that
There is a time lag while requisitions are being 
processed. For about 6 to 8 weeks, I am not sure of 
my unexpended balance.
Still another budget manager with a terminal said that 
since his BIS is new and not fully implemented, such 
delays could be expected. One budget manager with a 
terminal remarked that there is even a "lag at the end of 
the fiscal year." And that the handling of transactions 
is slow. Several budget managers with terminals placed 
the blame with the accounts payable office. One said that
Because of the accounts payable problem it (the 
monthly cut-off date) shouldn't matter as long as the 
transaction is posted within the same fiscal year 
that It occurs. If a requisition is received by the 
fifteenth of the month, it might not be paid for 
during that month. It might not be paid for until
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further down the road.
The above comments by budget managers on item 3 
were made by budget managers of the BIS mentioned earlier 
in this study that has not been fully implemented. Its 
accounts payable office has undergone considerable changes 
since the implementation of the new system. It is still 
growing and expanding as a result of those changes. 
Significantly more personnel have been added. Temporary 
information system workers have been hired from an office 
workers service. A talk with the accounts payable manager
revealed that one of the problems with the present
transitional system is that completion of purchasing
transactions up to $200 is decentralized to the budget
manager level, whereas, preparation of the comp-5 form 
associated with these same types of purchases is 
centralized in the accounts payable office. Apparently 
this has created a problem in the implementation process 
and has caused the necessary but strained growth of the 
accounts payable office. Such problems were not mentioned 
in systems with decentralized purchasing limits and 
corresponding decentralized comp-5 preparation systems (or 
more appropriately, subsystems). One budget manager 
mentioned that invoices are slow and that there are 
problems with training and retaining personnel in the 
accounts payable office,
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A budget manager without a terminal remarked that 
“l wish that the cut-off date were closer to the end of 
the month." Another budget manger without a terminal 
remarked that "It's almost impossible to tell when a 
requisition will show up on a monthly report," and that 
"because it shows up on the report does not mean that you 
will get the item requested.H One budget manager without 
a terminal said that "Time is a problem as the fiscal year 
closes because I have a day or two after the end of the 
month (to send out a requisition) rather than a week." 
Another budget manager without a terminal mentioned that 
the cut-off date was not satisfactory, but that there was 
not much that could be done about it. Still another
budget manager without a terminal said that
There is some lag time but it is not troublesome 
until the and of the year. At that time you can't 
tell which year an expenditure will be counted
against. I wish that the cut-off date could be 
closer to the end of the year.
Thus, even though a larger percentage of budget managers 
with terminals than of those without them agreed or 
strongly agreed that their monthly cut-off date for
sending out a requisition and still having it included in 
the report for the month that the requisition was sent out 
was satisfactory, the percentages reveal that both types 
were considerably dissatisfied with their BISs in this
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regard,
In response to the statement "The time between the 
date monthly reports are printed and the date I get mine 
is satisfactory" (item 4), a larger percentage of budget 
managers with terminals than without them strongly 
disagreed or disagreed with it. The mean ratings for the 
two types of budget managers, i.e., those with terminals 
and those without them, show that, as a group, budget 
managers without terminals rated their systems higher on 
this item than budget managers with terminals rated their 
systems. In this case, the higher rating means that 
budget managers without terminals were more dissatisfied 
with the aforementioned time interval than those with 
terminals. One of the few budget managers without a 
terminal, but in a BIS that provides terminals for some of 
its budget managers said that he disagreed with the 
statement because he "can go to a terminal anytime (and 
check his account). A budget manager with a terminal said 
that he disagreed that the time between printing reports 
and getting them to budget managers was not satisfactory 
because "presently, they are very much on time," Still 
another budget manager that had a terminal said that his 
monthly reports are "sometimes late."
Only 56% of the budget managers without terminals 
compared to 61% of those with them disagreed or strongly 
disagreed with the statement "The accuracy of monthly
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reports is not satisfactory" (item 5) . The mean rating of 
budget managers without terminals was slightly larger than 
that of budget managers with terminals. A larger mean 
rating, in this case, means that budget managers without 
terminals were slightly more dissatisfied with the 
accuracy of their BISs' monthly reports than budget 
managers with terminals were with the accuracy of the 
monthly reports of their BISs. Typically, both types of 
budget managers, i.e., those with and without terminals, 
commented that their monthly reports had to be checked 
against their own departmental records in order to get an 
accurate picture of where they stand. One stated that 
inaccuracies were due to human error, insufficient 
training, and a high turnover rate of data entry personnel 
in the accounts payable office.
The data in the tables also reveal that, in regard 
to the updatedness of the monthly reports that budget 
managers receive (item 6), a slightly higher percentage of 
budget managers with terminals (39%) than of budget 
managers without terminals (35%) agreed or strongly agreed 
that the information in their monthly reports is 
up-to-date when they receive them (item 6), An 
examination of the means of the two groups of budget 
managers reveals that budget managers with terminals gave 
their systems a slightly higher rating than budget 
managers without terminals gave theirs on this item.
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These data imply that there is very little difference in 
how budget managers with and without terminals perceive 
the updatedness of the Information contained in their 
monthly reports. Comments of both categories of budget 
managers on this item centered around the time lag between 
initiating a transaction and seeing it on a monthly 
report. A budget manager without a terminal commented 
that this lag may be as much as 30 to 45 days.
A smaller percentage of budget managers without 
terminals than with them strongly agreed or agreed with 
the statement "I receive monthly reports on time" (item 
7). The mean rating on this item for budget managers 
without terminals was smaller than the mean rating of
budget managers with terminals. A smaller mean rating on 
this Item suggests a smaller degree of satisfaction. 
Hence, these data suggest that a perceived advantage of 
BlSs with budget manager terminals over BISs without 
budget manager terminals is that the former provide their 
budget managers with more timely reports than the latter. 
Comments on this item centered around the reason why
monthly reports are not received on time. Typical was the
following comment made by a budget manager with a
terminalt
ffe are supposed to have monthly reports within 5
working days of the day that they are printed. The
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reason given when they ere not on time is that the
computer Is down.
The data in the tables reveal some marked 
differences between the two categories of budget managers 
in response to the statement "Monthly reports are not
useful in decision making" (item 8), Eighty-eight percent 
of the budget managers with terminals compared to only 5S% 
of those without them strongly disagreed or disagreed with 
the item. The mean rating on this item for budget
managers without terminals was higher than that of those 
with terminals. A higher rating on this item means a 
lower perceived relevance of monthly reports in decision 
making. Thus, by this analysis, monthly reports of budget 
managers without terminals are less relevant in decision 
making than the monthly reports of budget managers with 
terminals. Hence, it appears by this analysis that an 
advantage of BISs with terminals over BISs without 
terminals is the generation of monthly reports that are
perceived as more relevant in decision making. A budget 
manager with a terminal commented that "In order to make 
them useful, we must update them manually or use the 
terminal." One without a terminal said that his monthly 
reports were not useful in decision making because they 
are usually "...two weeks out-of-date and I can't guess 
the coding system."
The data in Table 9 reveal some marked differences
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between the two categories of budget managers. Forty 
percent of the budget managers without terminals compared 
to only 12% of those with them felt that monthly reports
were not easy to understand (item 9). Thus, an advantage
of BISs with terminals over BISs without terminals appears 
to be the production of monthly reports that are easier to 
understand. Typical of budget managers with terminals was 
a comment by one of them to the effect that monthly 
reports are easy for him and his assistant to understand, 
"but a new person needs training." They described their 
reports as "user friendly." Some budget managers without 
terminals, on the other hand, described their reports as 
"user unfriendly."
Eleven percent fewer budget managers without
terminals than with them said that they agreed or strongly
agreed with the statement "Monthly reports contain the
right kind of information." Budget managers without
terminals also had a smaller mean rating than did those
with terminals. This means that budget managers with
terminals perceive that their systems provide the right
kind of information to a greater degree than budget
managers without terminals perceive that theirs do. A
budget manager without a terminal commented that
My concern with the present automated system lies in 
the format and lack of a detailed base line against 
which monthly expenditures can be tracked by line 
item. For example, the telephone cost line for
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budgeted amount has never shown the $4,500 budgeted. 
Inetead, each month the budgeted amount lieted is the 
current to-date expenditures. Consequently, I have 
to refer back to my initial budget each month for 
each item to track the progress of my expenditures. 
Truly an unsatisfactory report for anything but 
totals, and therefore not a management tool, but 
instead an updated line item expenditure listing, 
which I must use as step one of several steps to 
analyze my expenditures and where I am in my 
expenditure program.
It appears from the data in Table 11 that neither 
of the categories of budget managers (those with and those 
without budget manager terminals) has any problem with the 
precision of the figures in their monthly reports (item 
11). However, even on this item, budget managers with 
terminals rated their systems higher than budget managers 
without terminals rated theirs. The mean of the ratings 
that budget managers with terminals gave their BISs' 
monthly reports on this item was more than the mean of the 
ratings that budget managers without terminals gave the 
monthly reports of their BISs. The percentage of budget 
managers with terminals that agreed with the statement, 
"The degree of precision of figures in my monthly reports 
is adequate," was five percentage points more than the 
percentage of budget managers without terminals that 
responded thusly. Hence, budget managers with terminals 
perceive that their systems meet their needs as far as 
precision is concerned better than budget managers without 
terminals perceive that their systems meet their needs.
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In response to item 12, viz., "Monthly reports have 
too many pages," a larger percentage of budget manager 
with terminals than of budget managers without them said 
that they strongly disagreed or disagreed with it. This 
means that budget managers with terminals are more 
satisfied with the number of pages of their monthly 
reports than budget managers without terminals. A typical 
comment was that made by a budget manager with a terminal. 
He simply stated that the pages of his monthly reports are 
"appropriate."
There were some marked differences in the responses 
of the two categories of budget managers to the statement 
"Monthly reports are not effective in meeting my 
information needs (item 13)." For example, 67% of the 
budget managers with terminals compared to only 41% of 
those without them said that their monthly reports were 
effective in meeting their information needs (i.e., they 
strongly disagreed or disagreed with the item). Budget 
managers with terminals also rated their systems' monthly 
reports lower on this item than budget managers without 
terminals rated their systems. A lower rating on this 
item means a more satisfactory perception. Thus, budget 
managers with terminals perceive their monthly reports as 
more effective in meeting their information needs than 
budget managers without terminals perceive theirs. A 
typical comment on this item was that of a budget manager
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without a terminal. Ha stated that monthly reports are 
"not aa good as they should he" in meeting his Information 
needs. Another budget manager without a terminal stated 
that "If I could call up (my budgetary expenditure 
records) through the computer, it would be better, 
although the present system works and is effective."
A larger percentage of budget managers with 
terminals (76%) than of budget managers without terminals 
(66%) said that they found their monthly reports useful in 
keeping track of their expenditures (item 14). Budget 
managers with terminals also gave their monthly reports a 
higher mean rating on this item than did budget managers 
without terminals. This means that budget managers with 
terminals perceived their BISs* monthly reports as more 
useful in keeping track of expenditures than budget 
managers without terminals perceived theirs. This further 
suggests that another advantage of BISs with terminals 
over BISs without terminals is the production of monthly 
reports that are more useful in helping budget managers 
keep track of their expenditures. The following comment 
is indicative of those made by many of the budget managers 
interviewed:
Monthly reports are useful in keeping track of my 
expenditures up until the last part of the year, when 
we reach the pre-end-of-the-year cut-off date. 
Expenditures are difficult to track using monthly
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reports. The last month before this deadline it's 
difficult to know what has been purchased. I put the 
figures in my computer the month before the 
pre-end-of-the-year cut-off date and track 
expenditures using it.
In response to the question "Should some 
information be eliminated from monthly reports" (item 16)7 
a larger percentage of budget managers without terminals 
than with them said "Yes." This suggests that BISs 
without terminals may be providing their budget managers 
with more information than is necessary. In regard to 
what should be eliminated from monthly reports the 
following comment is exemplary of how many of the budget 
managers felt: "Things that are fixed and that budget
managers have no control over, for example personnel 
(data), should be eliminated."
A larger percentage of budget managers with 
terminals than without them said "Yes" to the question "Do 
you keep your own set of detailed records aside from the 
records with which you are provided by your institution?" 
This phenomenon seems rather ironic. However, when one 
remembers that one of the BISs with terminals is still in 
its implementation stage and that Wolotkiewlcz (1930) said 
budget managers of partially implemented BISs should keep 
their own records until their systems are fully 
implemented and their reports are timely and accurate, the 
reason for this phenomenon becomes clear. Typical of the
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budget managers without terminals was a comment made by 
one such budget manager. He stated that he keeps his own 
set of records because the monthly reports are not 
"effective in helping make decisions." He vent on to say 
that "all of the current system is batch. It should be
on-line. There should be a way for me to punch up my
account on a computer and see what my balance is."
In response to questionnaire item 18, via., "Are
your own books hand posted or computerized?" twenty-one
percent more budget managers with terminals than without 
them said that their books are computerized. seven 
percent more budget managers with than without terminals 
said that they have both hand posted and computerized 
"books," Thus, in this respect, budget managers with 
terminals are decidedly more computerized than those 
without them.
Thirty-eight percent more budget managers without 
terminals than budget managers with them said that they 
were not happy with the distribution of hardware of their 
BISs (item 21). Thus, dissatisfaction with the 
distribution of BIS hardware appears to be more a 
characteristic of budget managers without terminals than 
of those with them, Typical of the remarks made by budget 
managers without terminals was the following;
We should have on-line accessibility to accounting
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and budget information. Deans and department 
chairmen should have on-line accessibility to budget 
related data. The comptroller's office should have 
on-lina access to accounting data.
A budget manager with a terminal remarked that
While we have an adequate number of terminals, the 
total overload in the system creates problems when 
ready access to data on the IMS (Integrated 
Management system) is required.
In regard to whether or not budget managers are 
satisfied with their overall BISs (questionnaire item 22), 
Only 6% more budget managers with terminals than without 
them said "Yes." Thus, a slight advantage of BISs with 
terminals over BISs without terminala appears be a greater 
degree of satisfaction of users of the overall BIS. A 
budget manager without a terminal remarked thusly, 
concerning his institution's BIS: "The system has some
problems. Some of the information on the print-outs has 
mistakes. Such mistakes are difficult to correct." 
Another without a terminal said of his BIS, it ,.has 
outgrown itself. We need to update the system and to get 
more information." One with a terminal had this to say 
about his system: "The system could be more efficient in
accounts payable. It's not fast enough. Sometimes the 
accounts payable office has a backlog of one month or more 
transactions."
Requisition items (questionnaire items 23 through
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31) were also analyzed with regard to the two categories 
of budget managers (Appendix SB). An inspection of the 
tables reveals no marked differences in the perceptions of 
the two categories of budget managers on all except two 
items. One was item 29. Fifteen percent more budget 
managers with terminals than without them agreed or 
strongly agreed that they find it easy to control their 
expenditures (item 29). This suggests that budget 
managers with terminals can control their expenditures 
better than those without them. The other exception was 
item 30. Fifteen percent more budget managers with 
terminals than without them said that they were the final 
approving authority on their requisitions, This suggests, 
among other things, that decision making is more 
decentralized in BISs with terminals than BISs without 
terminals.
Table S12 summarizes some of the salient results of 
this section. In it the perceptual questionnaire items 
have been classified into five categories of variables, 
viz., Physical/Logistical Variables (questionnaire items 
1, 2, and 12), Time Element Variables (items 3, 4, and 7), 
Quality of Information Variables (items 5, 6, 10, 11, and 
9), Usefulness Variables (items B, 13, and 14), and 
Requisition Variables (items 23 through 29). The 
advantages and disadvantages, listed in the table, were 
determined by an examination of the percentage
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Table S12
Summary Table: Advantage* 4 Disadvantage* of BIS*
Questionnaire w/o w/
Item Characteristic* Terminals Terminal:
PHYSICAL/LOGISTICAL VARIABLES 
Item 1 storage apace + ++
Item 2 delivery method + ++
Item 12 no. of pages + ++
TIME ELEMENT VARIABLES 
Item 3 end of mo. cut-off + 0
Item 4 time between printing a receiving
Item 7 reports received vhen due + ++
QUALITY OF INFORMATION VARIABLES 
Item 5 accuracy + ++
Item 6 updatedness 0 0
Item 10 contain right Kind of info + ++
Item 11 precision of figures + ++
Item 9 understandability 0 +
USEFULNESS (USABILITY) VARIABLES 
Item s usefulness in making decisions + ++
Item 13 effectiveness in mtg info needs + ++
Item 14 usefulness in tracking expenditures + ++
REQUISITION VARIABLES 
Item 23 delivery method + +
Item 24 no. of signatures required + +
Item 25 time required for acquiring signatures + +
Item 26 method for acquring signatures ♦ +
Item 27 red tape + +
Item 28 ease of tranefarlng fund* + +
Item 29 ease of controlling expenditures 0 +
+ a perceived advantage ~
- a perceived disadvantages 
++ more of a perceived advantage 
—  more of a perceived disadvantage 
o neither an advantage or disadvantage
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distributions and naan rating of the two categories of 
budget managers on each of the questionnaire items.
On Requisition variables, there appears to be 
almost no advantage to having a terminal or not having 
one. On Physical/Logistical variables, and Usefulness 
variables there appears to be a clear advantage of having 
a terminal over not having a terminal. On the other hand, 
there appears to be a clear advantage of not having 
terminals over having them on one of the Time Element 
variables, viz., the time between printing and receiving 
reports. This is the only questionnaire item that budget 
managers without terminals rated more advantageous than 
budget managers with terminals.
Testing of Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1: Budget managers with terminals will
perceive their budget informations systems as more 
advantageous than budget managers without them will 
perceive theirs.
This hypothesis was tested using two t-tests. The t-teats 
were performed using the SPSS T-TEST procedure for 
independent groups (Hie et al., 1975). The first t-test 
was designed to determine whether or not budget managers 
of BISs without terminals and budget managers of BISs with
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terminals differed significantly on the sum of the ratings 
they gave their BISs on perceptual monthly reports items 
(items 1 through 14), requisition approval subsystems 
items (items 2 3 through 29 and 31), and the overall BIS 
item (item 22). The second t-test was designed to 
determine whether or not budget managers with and without 
terminals regardless of the type of BISs they had at their 
respective institutions differed significantly on how they 
rated their systems on the same sets of items mentioned 
above. Modified copies (modified for inclusion in this 
study) of the computer print-outs that were generated by 
the SPSS system for this runs are shown in Figures 2 and 3 
of Appendix 60. What follows is a detailed analysis of 
the t-test results and of their implications in regard to 
the testing of Hypothesis 1.
An inspection of the results of the t-test reveals 
that the two categories of budget managers (those in BISs 
with terminals and those in BISs without them) differed 
significantly in their overall perceptions of monthly 
reports, requisition approval subsystems, and the overall 
BISs item combined (P-.034). An examination of the means 
reveals that budget managers of BISs with terminals rated 
their BISs higher (M-75.76) or as more advantageous than 
budget managers of BISs without terminals rated theirs
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Table Rl. Results of First T-Test (Hypothesis 1).
Budget Managers O f  BISs
w/o Terminals w/ Terminals
MEAN (All Items Combined) 71.04 75.76 *
n 78 68
* significant difference, p - .034
Table R2. Results of Second T-Test (Hypothesis 1) .
Budget Managers
w/o Terminals w/ Terminals
MEAN (All Items combined) 70.94 76.92 **
n 89 57
** significant difference, p - .008
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(M-71.04).
Eleven of the budget managers reported that they 
did not have terminals, although their institutions have 
BISs with terminals. Therefore, the second set of t-tests 
was run. This time, the two groups were budget managers 
with terminals and budget managers without terminals. 
This t-test revealed that the budget managers with 
terminals and the budget managers without terminals rated 
their systems significantly different on all of the system 
variables combined (p-.OOB). An examination of the group 
means (M-70.94, for budget managers without terminals and 
M*76■82 for budget managers with terminals) reveals that 
budget managers with terminals rated their systems as more 
advantageous. In summary, the t-tests revealed that 
whether grouped according to the category of BIS to which 
they belong or according to whether or not they have 
terminals, budget managers of BISs with terminals rated 
their systems as more advantageous than those of BISs 
without terminals.
To further delineate the differences between the 
ratings that the two types of budget managers gave their 
systems, four discriminant analyses were performed, using 
the questionnaire data. All of the discriminant analyses 
were done using the Statistical Package for the Social 
Sciences (SPSS) (Hie, et al., 1975).
First, the questionnaires were sorted with respect
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to the category of BISs to which each respondent belonged. 
The first discriminant analysis was designed to determine 
which of the aforemention questionnaire item (1-14, 22,
and 31) budget managers of BISs without terminals and 
budget managers of BISs with terminals rated differently. 
As indicated in Figure 4, there were only two variables 
(or items on the questionnaire) that the two categories of 
budget managers rated significantly different. They were 
item 9, "Monthly reports are easy to understand," and item 
6, "The Information in monthly reports is up-to-date when 
I receive them." Item 9 entered the analysis at step 1 of 
the discriminant analysis because it had the highest 
univariate F-ratio (9.865) and the smallest Wilks' Lambda 
(.93 589). This means that it was the most discriminating 
of all the variables used in this discriminant analysis. 
The probability associated with the aforestated F-ratio 
was .0020 (Figure 4). This means that item 9 accounts for 
more of the variance between the two categories of budget 
managers than any of the other variables.
At step 2 of the analysis item 6, "The information 
in my monthly reports are up-to-date when I receive them," 
was brought into the discriminant function. By looking at 
the univariate F-ratios one would have thought that item 
10, followed by items 2, 14, 31, 1, 13, and 3 (in that 
order) would have been brought into the analysis before 
item 6, since they have the second, third, fourth, fifth,
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sixth, seventh, and eighth largest Univariate F-ratios. 
But, apparently item 9 and these items had quite a hit of 
overlap, or commonality. This was borne out by an 
examination of the correlation matrix that was also 
generated by using one of the options with the SPSS 
DISCRIMINANT procedure. Item 9 accounted for most of the 
variance that was attributed to these items by the 
univariate F-ratios. Excluding these items (items 10, 2,
14, 31, 1, 13, and 3), item 6 had the next highest F-ratio 
to item 9. Wilks' Lambda for item 6 after Step 1 of the 
analysis was .9064369. This Wilks' Lambda is equivalent 
to a univariate F-ratio of 7.38 (p»,0009). No other items 
were significant enough to enter the analysis. Based on 
this analysis, one may conclude that there is a difference 
between how budget managers of BISs with and without 
terminals perceive thel^ respective BISs with regard to 
updatedness and understandability.
The group means of the ratings of budget managers 
of BISs with and without terminals on items 6 and 9, as 
well as on the other items, were generated via the SPSS 
DISCRIMINANT procedure. They are shown in Figure 4. An 
examination of these means reveals that the mean of the 
ratings of budget managers of BISs with terminals on Item 
6, via., "The Information in my monthly reports is 
up-to-date when I receive them," was 2.64, while that of 
the ratings of budget managers of BISs without terminals
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was 2.92. On this item, a higher rating means a higher 
degree of user satisfaction with the updatedness of his or 
her BIS's monthly reports. This means that, since the 
budget managers of the BISs with terminals had a lower 
mean rating, they rated their systems as lass advantageous 
in this area than budget managers of BISs without 
terminals rated theirs.
Similarly the mean rating of budget managers of the 
BISs with terminals on item 9, viz., "Monthly reports are 
easy to understand," was 3.51, while that of budget 
managers ot the BISs without terminals was only 2.93. A 
higher rating on this item means a more advantageous 
rating in this area also. Thus, this time, the budget 
managers of BISs with terminals rated their systems higher 
(or more advantageous) in the area of understandability of 
monthly reports.
An examination of the classification results 
(Figure 4) reveals that the resulting canonical 
discriminant function correctly classified only 63.01% of 
the budget managers into their respective categories, 
i.e., those without terminals and those with them. Hence, 
while the aforementioned variables significantly 
discriminate between the two categories of budget 
managers, their predictive (or classification) ability is 
weak.
A discriminant analysis was also done using the
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above items plus items 23 through 29. This discriminant 
analysis yielded essentially the same results. The same 
two variables entered the analysis at the same steps. The 
resulting canonical and unstandardized discriminant 
functions correctly classified about the same percentage 
of cases (64.01%). The results from a comparison of the 
means were identical to those mentioned above.
Next, a discriminant analysis was performed to see 
which items budget managers with terminals and without 
terminals, regardless of which BIS category they were a 
member, rated differently. Questionnaire items 1 through 
14, 22, and 31 were identified for possible inclusion in 
the analysis. The first and only item to enter the 
analysis was item 9, viz., "Monthly reports are easy to 
understand." It had a univariate F-ratio before entering 
the analysis of 16.32, a Wilks' Lambda of .38711. As in 
the cases of the two discriminant analyses done above, the 
resulting discriminant functions correctly classified 
63.01% of the budget managers. An examination of the 
means revealed that budget managers with terminals rated 
their systems higher (M-3,51) than those without terminals 
rated theirs (M-2.93). Next, the same analysis was done 
using requisition (items 23 through 31), as well as 
monthly report variables (items 1 through 14 and 22). The 
results were virtually the same.
In summary, in all four discriminant analyses,
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budget managers of BISs with terminals rated their eyeterns 
as significantly more advantageous than budget managers of 
BISs without terminals rated theirs in the area of 
understandability of reports, whereas budget managers of 
more centralized ones rated their BISs as more 
advantageous in the area of updateness of monthly reports. 
Hence, hypothesis 1 is accepted.
Hypothesis 2: Budget managers of decentralized
requisition approval subsystems (subsystems wherein 
they are the final approving authority on their 
requisitions) will perceive their subsystems as more 
advantageous than budget managers of less 
decentralized requisition approval subsystems 
(eubsystems wherein they are not the final approving 
authority on their requisitions) will perceive 
theirs.
This hypothesis was also tested using discriminant 
analysis. The researcher sought to ascertain which 
requisition approval subsystem variables (items 2 3 through 
29 and 31 on the questionnaire) budget managers of 
decentralized and less decentralized requisition approval 
subsystems scored differently. The results of this 
discriminant analysis is shown in Figure 6.
An inspection of the univariate F-ratios and the 
Wilks1 Lambdas reveals that, before step 1, item 26 had 
the largest univariate F-ratio and the smallest Wilks' 
Lambda. Hence, although two other items had the same 
level of significance (p - .0003), it entered the analysis
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first. In this item budget managers were asked to respond 
to the question "The method for getting signatures on 
requisitions is satisfactory." A higher rating on this 
item means a more advantageous perception of ones system. 
A comparison of the mean rating of budget managers of 
decentralized subsystems {subsystem wherein budget 
managers are the final approving authority on their 
requisitions) with the mean rating of those that are of 
less decentralized requisition approval subsystems 
{subsystem wherein budget managers are not the final 
approving authority on their requisitions) reveals that 
the former rated their subsystems higher (or more 
advantageous) (M-3.53) than the latter rated theirs 
(M-2.96) on this item. Thus, this part of the analysis, 
lends weak support to the hypothesis that budget managers 
of decentralized requisition approval subsystems (those 
with final approving authority) will rate their 
requisition approval subsystems as more advantageous than 
budget managers of less decentralized subsystems {those 
without final approving authority) will rate theirs.
The second and last variable to enter the 
discriminant analysis was item 31, viz., "Are you happy 
with the present requisition approval system." Before it 
entered the analysis, i.e., after step 1 and before step 
2, it had a Wilks' Lambda (.6B43472) lower than any of the 
remaining variables (or items) that were not in the
2 DO
analysis after step 1. Its significance level analysis 
was .0002. An inspection of the means of the ratings of 
the two groups (those with and without final approving 
authority) on item 31 reveals that budget managers of 
decentralized requisition approval subsystems rated their 
systems higher (or more advantageous) than budget managers 
of less decentralized subsystems rated theirs. A higher 
rating in this case means that a requisition approval 
subsystem is viewed as more advantageous. Thus, budget 
managers of decentralized requisition approval subsystems 
viewed their overall subsystems as more advantageous than 
budget managers of less decentralized requisition approval 
subsystems viewed theirs. This finding lends support to 
Hypothesis 2.
In summary, on both of the variables that were 
significant in discriminating botween budget managers of 
decentralized and less decentralized requisition approval 
subsystems, the former rated their subsystems as more 
advantageous than the latter rated theirs. Hence, based 
on this analysis, Hypothesis 2 is accepted.
Hypothesis 3: Budget managers that keep detailed
records (in addition to those provided routinely by 
the BIB) will perceive their BISs as less accurate 
than budget managers that do not keep such records 
will perceive theirs.
This hypothesis was tested by comparing the percentages of
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budget managers that keep detailed records with the 
percentages that do not keep them in the various response 
categories of the accuracy measure on the questionnaire 
(item number 5). Consideration was also given for the 
mean rating that each of these two groups gave their 
systems on accuracy. The data summarizing the responses 
of budget managers that do and do not keep their own set 
of detailed records aside from those that are provided by 
their institutional BISs is shown in Table H3, of this 
section. As can be ascertained from the table, 3% more of 
the budget managers that do not keep their own detailed 
records, than of the ones that do, strongly disagreed or 
disagreed with the statement "The accuracy of my monthly 
reports is not satisfactory." Thus, a larger percentage 
of budget managers that do not keep detailed records than 
of those that do rated their systems lower on this 
questionnaire item. An examination of the means of the 
ratings of budget managers that keep detailed records and 
those that do not reveals that the mean rating of those 
that keep records is 2.62, while that of those that do 
keep detailed records is 2.55. A lower rating for this 
questionnaire item means a stronger degree of disagreement 
with the statement "The accuracy of my monthly reports is 
not adequate," and thus, a higher rating of the perceived 
accuracy of the reports. Thus, budget managers that do 
not keep detailed records had a lower mean rating than did
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Table H3
The accuracy of my monthly reports is not sat is factory 
(item 5)-
Budget Managers That
Response
Category (rating)
Do Not Keep 
Detailed Records
Keep 
Detailed Records
Strongly Disagree(l) 20% 12%
Disagree(2) 40% 45%
Neutral(3) 13% 15%
Agree(4) 20% 25%
Strongly Agree(5) 6% 3%
n — 40 104
MEAN OF RATINGS - 2.55 2.62
S.D. OF RATINGS - 1.24 1.07
Note. Percentages might not add to 100% due to 
rounding,
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budget managers that do keep detailed records. This means 
that they perceived the accuracy of their reports as more 
satisfactory than budget managers that keep detailed 
records perceived theirs. Hence, based on the foregoing 
analysis of both percentages and mean ratings, Hypothesis 
3 is accepted.
Hypothesis 4: Information used by budget directors
and budget managers of BISs without terminals to make 
a set of decisions will be different from that used 
by budget directors and budget managers of BISs with 
terminals to make that same set of decisions.
To test this hypothesis, the researcher conducted personal 
interviews with all of the budget directors of the 
selected institutions (n-10). In addition, a selected 
group of budget managers were interviewed. The sample of 
budget managers from two institutions consisted of 11 
budget managers of a BIS with terminals and 15 from a BIS 
without terminals. What follows is the results of those 
interviews.
Budget directors were asked to respond to the 
question "What information do you use to decide whether or 
not you need to contact a budget manager about his 
expenditures?" Personal interviews with all of the budget 
directors revealed that only 40% of them were vested with 
the responsibility of calling budget managers about their 
expenditures. 50% of this 40% were budget directors of
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BISs without terminals and 50% were budget directors of 
BISs with terminals. One of the budget directors of a Bis 
without terminals reported using hard copies of summary 
reports of budget managers1 budgets in order to make the 
aforementioned decision. This same director also reported 
monitoring budget managers' budgets by the bottom line, or 
total amount, in stead of by each individual line-item. 
This budget director was not concerned with the line-item 
figures in making this decision. If it appeared that 
budget managers would not have sufficient funds to last 
them for the rest of the year they were called and 
appraised of the situation. The other budget director of 
a BISs without terminals reported using monthly summary 
reports to monitor the budgets of budget managers too, but 
instead of using hard copies of those reports, microfische 
copies are used. Thus, even though these two budget 
managers have the same type of BISs, there is variation in 
the type of medium they use to monitor the budgets of 
their respective budget managers.
One of the budget directors of BISs with terminals 
reported using Information about current operating data 
displayed on the screen of a CRT. This budget director 
reported monitoring budget managers' budgets by line-item. 
Similarly, the budget director of the other BIS with 
terminals that Is vested with the responsibility for 
contacting budget managers about their budgets also
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reported monitoring those budgets by line-item. However, 
instead of using data displayed on a CRT, this budget 
director reported using hard copies of budget managers1 
summary reports. Thus, even among the two budget 
directors of the BISs with terminals, there is variation 
in the type of Information that they use to make 
essentially the same decision.
Budget managers that participated in the testing of 
hypothesis 4 of this study were asked to respond to three 
questions. The first one was "What information do you use 
to decide whether or not you need to decrease your rate of 
expenditure." In response to this question, 60% of budget 
managers without terminals compared with only 36% of those 
with terminals explicitly mentioned that they use their 
monthly reports. Thirty-three percent of the budget 
managers without terminals compared to only 9% of those 
with terminals said that they use their own set of books 
as a basis or partial basis for making the aforestated 
decision. Thirty-six percent of the budget managers with 
terminals reported using their original budgets in 
deciding whether or not they needed to reduce their rates 
of expenditure. By way of contrast, only 7% of the budget 
managers without terminals reported using this 
information. At least 7% of the budget managers in each 
of the categories of BISs reported using about 6 other 
types of information. Thue, there is quite a variety of
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information being used by budget managers within the same 
system, as well as from system to system to decide whether 
or not they need to reduce their rate of expenditure.
Budget managers were then asked to respond to the 
question "If you do need to decrease your rate of 
expenditure, what information do you usually use to decide 
where the reduction will be made." In response to this 
question, only 13% of the budget managers without 
terminals compared to 91 of the budget managers with 
terminals explicitly mentioned that they use monthly 
reports in this decision. Sixty percent of the budget 
managers without terminals compared to only 3 6% of those 
with terminals reported using some type of priorities list 
as part of a basis for making this decision. Thus, in the 
case of this budget manager decision, as in the case of 
the previous one, variation exists within and between the 
two groups of BISs. It is interesting to note here that, 
unlike budget manager decision #1 (the decision of whether 
or not a decrease in expenditures is needed), monthly 
reports were not a significant factor in the decision 
called for in budget manager decision #2 (the decision of 
where the decrease will be made, if one is needed) for 
either of the two categories.
Lastly, budget managers were asked to respond to 
the question "What information do you usually use to 
decide whether or not your unit can afford to make a
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particular expenditure?" In response to this question, 
27t of the budget managers without terminals said that 
they use their monthly reports. By way of contrast, 3 6% 
of the budget managers with terminals said that they use 
theirs. This time priorities lists were mentioned by 27%
of the budget managers without terminals, but by only 9%
of those with terminals, only 1B% of the budget managers 
with terminals explicitly mentioned using information from 
their own set of detailed records. Thus, the information 
used by budget managers to make this decision varies.
In summary, personal interviews revealed that 
different budget directors use different information to 
decide which budget managers they need to contact about 
their expenditures. Similarly, personal interviews 
revealed that different budget managers of the same and 
different BISs use different information to decide (l)
whether or not they need to decrease their rates of
expenditure, (2) where a reduction will be made (if one is 
needed), and (3) whether or not a particular expenditure 
should be made. Thus, based on this analysis, Hypothesis 
4 is accepted.
Summary
Budget managers with terminals almost always rated 
their systems higher than budget managers without
2 08
terminals rated their systems on the questionnaire items 
related to BISs. support was found for the hypothesis 
that budget managers with terminals perceive their BISs as 
more advantageous than budget managers without terminals 
perceive theirs. Only weak support was found for the 
hypothesis that budget managers that keep detailed records 
will perceive their BISs as less accurate than those that 
do not.
There was virtually no difference in how the two 
categories of budget managers (those with and without 
terminals) rated the requisition subsystems of their BISs. 
Budget managers with final approval authority on most of 
their requisitions were more satisfied with their 
requisition approval subsystems than budget mangers who 
did not have such authority.
Each of the BISs studied had one or more 
characteristic that made It unique from all of the other 
BISs studied. Points of uniqueness ranged from 
differences in the forme used to collect data to 
differences used to in the media used to feed collected 
data back to budget managers.
Only one institution studied processed some of its 
data in the on-line, real-time mode. Even at this 
institution such data processing was restricted to data 
related to budget transfers. All other data were 
processed in the batch mode. Hence, none of the colleges
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and universities in the sample analyzed in this study 
provide their budget managers with truely up-to-date 
information about all, or even most, of the transactions 
that affect their budgets during the fiscal year.
Budget managers with terminals perceived that their 
monthly reports were not significantly more up-to-date 
than those of budget managers without terminals. Because 
so much of the data in both types of BISs (those with and 
without budget manager terminals) are entered into the 
computer in the batch mode, there is very little 
difference in the updatedness of much of the information 
with which budget managers with and without terminals are 
provided.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSIONS, AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Introduction
In chapter one, the purpose of the study, the 
research questions, and the hypotheses were presented. In 
chapter two, the study was placed in its proper context 
via a review of the related literature. Chapter three was 
a delineation of how the study was carried out. Chapter 
four represented the accomplishment of the objectives 
outlined in chapter one. It included a comparative 
description of the BISs and of their advantages and
disadvantages as perceived by budget managers. It also 
included the tests of the hypotheses of the study.
In the present chapter, the answers to the research 
questions and some of the pertinent findings are
summarized. These and other findings are discussed in 
light of the literature presented in chapter two and in 
light of their present implications for colleges and 
universities. Finally, in this chapter, in light of what 
was or was not found during the course of this study, and 
in light of the present needs of colleges and
universities, recommendations are presented for further
211
research.
The purpose of this study was to describe the 
budget information systems of selected colleges and 
universities in the Commonwealth of Virginia along with 
their advantages and disadvantages as perceived by budget 
managers. Answers to the following questions were sought 
in regard to the schools selected: (1) What are the
various types of budget information systems being used in 
the institutions of higher education in Virginia? (2) 
What are the advantages of the types of budget information 
systems being used? and (3) What are their disadvantages? 
In support of these questions, four hypotheses were 
tested.
Ten of Virginia's public institutions of higher 
education were selected to participate in the study. Data 
to describe the budget information systems (BISs) were 
collected via personal interviews with budget directors, 
accounting managers, purchasing and stores directors, 
computer center directors, and other key budget 
information system (BIS) personnel. Data to describe the 
advantages and disadvantages of the budget Information 
systems (BISs) as perceived by budget managers were 
collected via personal interviews and mailed 
questionnaires. A return rate of 67% was obtained from 
mailed and interview questionnaires combined.
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Types of Budget Information Systems
It was found that each institution has its own 
unique budget information system. Albeit each of them 
could be conveniently classified into two categories. The 
first category consists of BISs without terminals. It 
includes all BISs that do not have visual display 
terminals set aside specifically for budget managers to 
view the computerized files related to their budgets. The 
second category consists of BISs with terminals. It 
includes all those BISs that do have such terminals set 
aside for all or some of their budget managers.
Advantages and Disadvantages
None of the BISs have computerized forms, i.e. none of 
the forms of the BISs studied can be routinely tranferred 
from one office to another via electronic mail. None of 
the systems enter data related to storeroom transactions 
in the on-line mode or process it in real time. Hence, 
none of the systems provide their budget managers with 
computerized feedback information that is truely 
up-to-date. BISs without terminals are more on-line than 
BISs with terminals in regard to the entry of data 
pertaining to storeroom transactions. BISs with terminals 
provide their budget managers with more up-to-date
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information about budget transfers than do BISs without 
terminals. BISs without terminals provide their budget 
managers with monthly reports that are perceived as more 
up-to-date than those provided by BISs with terminals. 
Budget managers of BISs with terminals perceived their 
monthly reports aa easier to understand than budget 
managers of BISs without terminals perceived theirs.
Discussions
Although hypothesis 1, viz., "Budget managers of 
less centralized budget information systems will perceive 
their systems as more advantageous than budget managers of 
more centralized budget information systems will perceive 
theirs," was accepted at the .034 level of significance, 
it is felt by the researcher that, since the difference 
between the mean ratings of the two groups on the overall 
instrument is so small (only 5.6808), the statistically
significant difference might be just due to the large 
sample size (n-146). The weak Wilk's Lambdas associated 
with the discriminant analyses performed in this study
tend to support this position. For similar reasons, the
finding that budget managers of BISs with terminals rated 
their BISs higher than budget managers of BISs without 
terminals rated theirs on "under stand ability," is not very 
cogent■
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Interviews revealed that both categories of budget 
managers were concerned about the understandability of 
their monthly reports. However, they did not reveal that 
budget managers with terminals were significantly more 
satisfied with the understandability of their reports than 
budget managers without terminals were of theirs, on the 
other hand, in regard to budget managers' satisfaction 
with their overall BISs, interviews did reveal that budget 
managers with terminals were more satisfied than those 
without them. Generally, budget managers with terminals 
felt that their Institutions were heading in the right 
direction. Budget managers without terminals, on the 
contrary, generally felt that their systems were very poor 
and outdated. Albeit, some budget managers without 
terminals felt that there was little or nothing that could 
be done about improving their systems, at the present 
time, due to budget restraints.
A law of cybernetics suggests that in order for one 
machine (or system) to control another, the system that is 
supposed to do the controlling must have access to 
superior information than that possessed by the machine or 
system that is being controlled. This law was b o m s  out 
by the findings of this study. All of the budget offices 
(the system controlling the budget for the overall 
Institution) had access to information superior to that 
provided to individual budget managers.
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Hungate (1954) remarked that information and 
understanding are key elementa of expenditure control. 
The findings of thie study support hie remark. The 
understandability of monthly reports was found to be a 
perceived advantage of BISs with terminals over BISs 
without terminals. Unstructured interviews with some of 
the top administrators at the selected institutions 
revealed that the lack of understandability of reports 
generated by a State of Virginia information system was 
one of the reasons they had to develop their own in-house 
budget information systems.
Departments and divisions of colleges and 
universities are designed to be homeostatic system, i.e., 
self-regulating. They are supposed to be able to control 
their own expenditures based upon the feedback information 
that they receive. Hence, each of them along with the 
information feedback mechanism form a control system. 
Albeit, the theory base of this study suggests that no 
system can control itself, if the controller is within the 
system. In essence, the theory supports the need for a 
budget office outside of the department or division.
The findings of this study revealed that, based on 
the sample of colleges and universities selected for 
participation in this study, Virginia's colleges and 
universities have a long way to go if they are to provide 
their budget managers with truly up-to-date budget
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information. Improvements in the present ay stems, if the 
institutions in this study are at all representative of 
the rest of the institutions in Virginia, will most 
assuredly require the hiring of additional budget 
information system (BIS) personnel, especially in the area 
of data entry. Decisions pertaining to the design of 
improvements in the present systems should be made at the 
institutional level, since the results of this study 
revealed that BISs with proprietary hardware and their own 
on-campus budget files were rated as more advantageous by 
budget managers.
The size of the forms might be an important 
consideration in some systems. Old forms might be 
irregular in size, hard to store, or cumbersome to
retrieve. They may not have places on them for collecting 
the information needed to enter their content into the 
computer. Unless the old form is revised or a totally new
one created, college and university administrators may
find that upon implementing more advanced systems, they
have to create intermediate forms in order to interface 
the old forms with the computer.
The Introduction of forms with coded information 
may necessitate the education of budget managers as to 
what the coded information means. Thus, it would 
necessitate the freer flow of such information in the 
institution. For institutions where information already
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flows freely, this won't present any problem, but for 
those where certain types of information are highly 
restricted, the need of budget managers to have access to 
such Information may pose a threat to some Individuals. 
BIS implementors and designers should be aware of this and 
take action accordingly.
Also, concerning forms, the designers of the BIS 
will want to make sure that there are an ample number of 
copies of each form to meet the requirements of the new or 
improved system. This may mean an addition or reduction 
of the number of copies depending upon the system. By 
this research, it is likely that the introduction of more 
advanced BISs will allow a reduction, not only in the 
number of copies needed of certain types of forms, but 
also, in some cases, a reduction in the number of forms 
themselves.
It was discovered during the conducting of this 
study that institutions had more advanced BISs when the 
computer center came under the purview of the chief 
financial/busineee officer. When it came under the 
purview of the chief academic officer, the institutions 
had very well developed academic computing operations but 
mediocre BISs. Hence, there appears to be credence to the 
position that the development of an institution's BIS 
depends, at least in part, on whether the computer or data 
processing center is under the chief financial/business
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officer or the chief academic officer. Which mode of 
operation an institution uses is probably the result of, 
among other things, its tradition and its present 
administration's desires. It is clear though, by this 
study, that the best place for the computing function, if 
an institution is to have a well developed BIS, is under 
the chief financial/business officer, not the chief 
academic officer. This is not to say that the chief 
academic officer is a poorer manager than the chief 
financial/business officer, but simply to say that 
differences do exist. The reason for these differences is 
probably due to the fact that the chief academic officer 
and chief financial/busines officer emphasize different 
types of computerized systems, and which ever one has 
control over the center will also have control, to a large 
extent, over the types of systems that are developed, 
implemented, and maintained at the institution. The chief 
academic officer emphasizes academic computerized systems 
and the chief financial/business officer emphasizes 
business-related systems.
It was surprising to learn that the feedback 
information to which budget managers with terminals have 
access is not much more up-to-date than that with which 
budget managers without terminals are provided. The 
reason for this is that data entry in both systems is 
mainly batch-oriented. This means that even though budget
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managers with terminals have the potential for receiving 
significantly more up-to-date information than budget 
managers without terminals, they do not, in most 
instances. This statement is based on the on-site 
interviews with budget managers and key BISs personnel, 
not on the perceptions of the budget managers. This means 
that many institutions are not using the full potential of 
their BISs.
Just the entry of budget-related data on a more 
frequent basis (perhaps weekly or daily) would be an 
improvement in BISs with terminals that presently enter 
data monthly. Of course, the entry of such data on a more 
frequent basis would probably require the hiring of 
additional data entry personnel. Some institutions may 
not have the funds required for additional personnel. 
Some institutions might be handicapped, in this area, by 
budget restraints. This means that even though this is a 
method for Improving some of the BISs with terminals, some 
of them will not be able to take advantage of it.
Data entry and data processing go hand-in-hand. In 
BISs without terminals, even if they tried entering data 
on a more frequent basis, it would probably not 
significantly Improve them, unless the entered data were 
processed and fed back to the budget managers on a more 
frequent basis. This might not be feasible in some BISs 
without terminals. If it is feasible, theoretically, it
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will take the same amount of effort as far ae data entry 
is concerned, that is, whether the data are entered once a 
month or two or three times a month, they are the same 
amount of data. The effort for data processing, on the 
other hand, will, at least theoretically, double (if data 
are processed twice a month instead of once), triple ( if 
they are processed three times a month), or quadruple (if 
they are processed four times a month).
This means that the cost of processing data will 
also increase similarly. The added costs must be weighed 
against any benefits that may accrue as a result of any 
improvements, not only tangible benefits, such as savings 
in money, but also intangible benefits, such as an 
increase in the feelings of certainty and security on the 
part of budget managers. Such intangible benefits might 
outweigh the tangible benefits when looked at in terms of 
the psychological health of the faculty and staff and of 
the institution as a whole. Many budget managers of 
systems without terminals expressed a high degree of 
uncertainty and insecurity regarding the status of their 
budgets, especially near the end of the year. Such 
feelings can create tension and animosity within the 
institution. Such feelings may be directed from one 
budget manager to another or from budget managers toward 
administrative and/or administrative support personnel.
The BISs without terminals could also be improved
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by installing terminals for budget managers, in some of 
them, the budget directors do not have a terminal either. 
These could be improved simply by providing the budget 
directors with terminals, of course the software package 
will probably have to be changed, or another program 
written in order to send the computerized reports to the 
visual display terminals instead of to a printer. The 
present programs in some cases will have to be altered so 
that the budget manager can access the formatted data base 
and command that they be displayed on his or her screen. 
If the budget directors acquired terminals in thoBe 
systems wherein they do not have them, this could be quite 
an improvement in the management of institutional budgets 
and funds. Based on the personal interviews, at the time 
of this study, some budget managers in these systems were 
more concerned about their budget directors getting direct 
access terminals than about getting them for themselves. 
They were appalled at the fact that their institutional 
budget directors did not have access to any better 
information than they did.
Of course, there is a cost associated with the 
acquisition of such terminals. Albeit, some budget 
directors without terminals indicated that the 
installation of such a terminal would be a simple matter. 
Some indicated that it could be connected through the 
telephone line.
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The process of stringing the wiring for visual 
display terminals will be simpler and probably cheaper at 
some institutions than at others. Administrative offices 
are more spreadout across some campuses than across 
others. At some campuses, connecting the budget office or 
accounting office to the the computer center will be just 
a matter of stringing wiring a few yards, while at others, 
wiring might have to be strung out over a distance of one 
or more miles. The degree to which administrative offices 
are spreadout, and, hence, the cost of installing direct 
access visual display terminals in them will be, at least 
partially, dependent upon the history of the institution. 
It was discovered during the course of this study that, 
generally, older institutions tend to have their 
administrative offices more spreadout than newer ones.
BISs without their own on-campus computers could be 
upgraded simply by providing them with them along with 
adequate and appropriate BIS software. This could be a 
first step toward enabling these BISs to provide their 
budget managers with direct access visual display 
terminals, since, as the results of this study Indicate 
there is a positive correlation between BISs having their 
own on-campus computers and budget managers having 
terminals.
Some institutions reported that they had their own 
on-campus computers, but these only acted as remote job
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entry devices to host computers. All that would be needed 
to upgrade these BIS* would be for them to acquire their 
own BIS software packages. Aa mentioned earlier in this 
study, many institutions expressed dissatisfaction with 
the computerized reports that come off of the State's BIS. 
Some even vent so far as to say that the inadequacies in 
the reports generated by the State's systems was one of 
the reasons why they had to acquire their own software and 
hardware. If these institutions acquire their own 
software package, it and the computerized reports that it 
generates could be tailored to the needs of their 
particular budget managers.
There were plans in one of the BISs with terminals 
to create a program wherein budget managers will be able 
to encumber their own funds electronically. It was 
mentioned that a system like this was tried earlier but it 
failed because many budget managers failed to unencumber 
funds for requisitions and purchase orders that had been 
cancelled. It was said that a system would have to be 
created wherein the computerized encumbrance system of the 
budget manager would be totally Independent of that of the 
accounting office, budget office, or other office. The 
budget managers encumbrance file would be similar to a 
scratch file, i.e., a file that is erased at the end of a 
certain period. Some budget managers in this same system 
were already using electronic mail and computerized
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calendars. The indication was that the u«« of thass two 
programs was widespread on that campus.
Using electronic mail is just a "stone throw" away 
from sending computerized forms from office to office on 
campus electronically. In fact, the systems analyst of 
this very same BIS indicated that he does just that, i.e., 
sends requisitions to the purchasing office via the 
computer. He indicated that he was the only person able 
to do this at the present time. Although this system was 
not considered the moat advanced of the BISs with
terminals at the time of this study, it was well on its 
way to becoming just that, i.e., the most advanced BIS 
with terminals.
The system that was considered the most advanced of 
the BISs with terminals at the time of the study did not 
have terminals for all of its budget managers. 
Apparently, it had run into difficulty trying to get the 
right-of-way to run the necessary wiring across a street
to a certain part of the campus. Some of the budget
managers in this system did not have terminals because
they were damaged in an unforeseen and unavoidable mishap. 
It is felt that with better planning and the exercise of 
more caution, implementera of visual display terminals in 
other BISs may be able to ward off such occurences that 
tend to impede the implementation process.
This same system apparently had not anticipated the
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growth of its accounts payable office. Unexpectedly, it 
appeared, the accounts payable office began to grow, Meet 
of the growth was due to an increase in data entry 
positions. This growth was not totally a result of the 
implementation of the new BIS. It was due, at least 
partially, to the fact that purchasing had become more 
decentralized, but the preparation of the corresponding 
comp-5 form associated with a particular purchase had not. 
Other systems should take note here, and try to avoid this 
problem as they progress.
The finding associated with this analysis suggests 
that there should be a parallel between degree of 
centralization/decentralization of purchasing and degree 
of centralization/decentralization of the preparation of 
comp-5 forms. In other words, if purchasing is 
decentralized, then preparation of comp-5 forms should be 
decentralized. Likewise, if purchasing is centralized, 
then the preparation of comp-5 forme should be 
centralized.
"On-line" is a very vague term. Some budget 
managers feel that they are "on-line" if they simply have 
a visual display terminal. In most cases, they probably 
are, in regard to data retrieval. But as far as data 
entry and data processing is concerned, they may be far 
from on-line. All of the budget managers with terminals 
surveyed in this study were on-line with respect to
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information retrieval, but none of them were on-line as 
far ae data entry and data processing are concerned,
except those that were budget managers for the offices
that, coincidentally, were responsible for entering or 
processing institutionwide data.
Information retrieval is the simplest type of 
on-line implementation. Most organizations have this
type, even if they do not have any of the others mentioned 
here. In fact, as far as on-lineness goes, the trend 
seems to be toward providing budget managers with 
information retrieval capability first, and then add data 
entry and finally data processing later.
on-line data entry, data processing, and 
information retrieval are fine, but the real test of 
whether a BIS is providing its budget managers with 
up-to-date information lies in whether or not the files 
are updated in real-time. If the files are not updated in 
real-time and the budget manager has a terminal, the 
degree of updateness of the information that he receives 
is largely a function of how often data are entered and 
processed. The mors often data are entered and processed 
the more up-to-date the budget information is that he 
receives.
If data are entered and processed less often, the 
budget Information that budget managers with terminals, 
that do not have real-time systems, will be less
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up-to-date. On tha other hand, if budget files era 
updated in real-time, budget managers with terminals will 
have truly up-to-date information, that is, assuming that 
data are being entered into the system at their point of
creation. The point of creation of the stores form data
is usually the budget manager's office. The point of
creation of the requisition is also usually the budget 
manager's office. The point of creation of the agency
purchase order is usually the purchasing office. The 
point of creation of the comp-5 form is usually the budget 
manager's office or the accounts payable office. The
point of creation of budget transfers is usually the
budget manager's office. This means that for a truly
on-line system, these offices must have data entry
capability. For a real-time, on-line BIS, they must also 
have the authority and ability to process data and the
results of processed data must be available to them
immediately. This further means that the software must be 
written so that files can be saved and retrieved
immediately.
The software must be real-time software, not batch. 
Most of today's computers can run either type of software, 
i e., real-time or batch. The person or persons {if a
committee is used) charged with the responsibility of 
buying or selecting the software must take care to make 
sure that the software that is selected is indeed
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real-time software. This can usually be determined by 
asking the software salesman or developer (if the 
institution develops its own software) questions and by 
requiring that the software be demonstrated.
The software selector will also want to make sure 
that the software package can accomodate at least as many 
users as there are budget managers at his or her 
institution virtually simultaneously. Software that can 
accomodate only one user at a time is of little use in a 
BIS where each budget manager has his or her own terminal.
In 1986, software consideration are just as 
important, if not more so, as hardware consider at ions. 
The software selector/analyst should also make sure that 
the software is easy to use, i.e., that it is user 
friendly. This was a complaint of some budget managers 
about their present software systems, i.e., that they are 
not user friendly. The software selector/analyst should 
make every effort to assure that this complaint will not 
be lodged against the software that he or she chooses.
Hot only should software be user friendly, but it 
should also have a password system to protect the budget 
files of individual budget managers, and those of the 
institution at-large, from unauthorized access. Reports 
generated by the software should also be analyzed to make 
sure that they contain the type and quantity of 
information that budget managers need. Finally, the
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software selector should sake sure that a backup copy of 
the software program is provided and that the software 
house or developer will stand behind it, i.e., will 
provide service for it when necessary. This should be 
done even if the institution has to pay extra for the 
backup copy and maintenance contract. When something goes 
wrong with a software program, unless service is swift and 
effective, the program might be more of a problem than a 
solution to a problem.
Most of the BISs analyzed in this study already had 
their own on-campus computers. Hence, computer hardware 
is not a serious question, except for those BISs that 
would like to replace their old hardware. The key to 
purchasing hardware is to make sure that it is purchased 
from a company that offers good maintenance and will be 
around for a while. otherwise, a BIS’s hardware system 
could become obsolete in a matter of one or two years. If 
the hardware system breaks down, and there is no 
satisfactory maintenance agreement or the company from 
which it was purchased goes out of business, it may become 
useless. Hardware selection criteria should also include, 
among many other things, analyses of (l)the amount of 
primary storage apace, (2) the capabilities of the 
terminals with which budget managers will be provided, (3) 
the number of disk drives needed, (4) the number of 
terminals needed, (5) the number of disks needed, (fi) the
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amount of peripheral storage needed, (7) the number of 
printers needed, (8) the type of printers needed, and (9) 
the cost of the entire hardware system installed and 
operating.
Personnel questions abound when it comes to 
implementing a new or improving an old SIS, especially in 
institutions where budget managers do not presently have 
terminals. This is true because, any changes that are 
made in these systems will have an effect on a large 
number of university employees. Should old personnel be 
laid-off or fired and new (already trained) personnel be 
hired, or should old personnel be retrained to operate the 
newly implemented or improved system? This is a question 
that employers have had to grapple with for years.
It behooves the university, as it does any 
organization to retrain its old workers, if possible, 
instead of going out and hiring all new workers already 
trained. Of course, it probably will have to and should 
hire some new workers, but the bulk of the workers in the 
new BIS should come from within. In the long run, this 
will probably be the most cost-effective and fairest way 
for the university to operate. Old employees should be 
given time off to attend classes, at the institution's 
expense, during regular work hours. If this is not 
feasible, instructors should be brought to the campus, if 
they are not already on the faculty, to Instruct workers
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on how to use and operate the new or improved system. 
Staff development sessions should be held for those 
individuals that will be directly affected by the system. 
Every effort should be made to introduce the new system in 
a positive light. At first, one should not be too much 
concerned with the technical aspects of the BIS but with 
getting personnel to use the system.
Some individuals have a fear of computers. 
Everything within reason should be done to placate such 
fears. Attempts should be made at finding satisfactory 
positions within the university structure, if possible, 
for those individuals that do not want to undergo 
retraining. Some of these Individuals may be near 
retirement age and may be given the option of early 
retirement.
Another aspect of some of the BISs that could be 
Improved is their schedule for running backup. Some BISs 
reported backing up their entire systems nightly. Others 
reported backing up only those files that are changed 
during the day nightly, and backing up their entire 
systems weekly. Clearly, all other things being equal, 
the latter of these two modes of maintaining backup is 
preferable, mainly because it is less time consuming. The 
system is down while backup is being run, in most cases 
not only the BIS, but also all other systems, e.g., the 
academic computing system, as well are down. This means
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that during that time, data can naithar be entered, 
processed, or retreived via a visual display terminal. 
This can creates problems for students as veil as for 
faculty and administrators, especially at large
universities with large numbers of users. Backing up the 
whole system at night just seems like such an unnecessary 
waste of time.
One central computer center still seems to bs in 
vogue, at least in the sample of institutions of this 
study. It is unclear though as to whether or not this is 
the herald of what's to come in the future. One system 
had essentially a computer center for the BIS and a 
separate one for all other types of computing. It was a 
BIS with terminals (the more advanced of the two 
categories of BISs). The controller's office had its own 
computer, ran its own backup, printed its own reports, 
etc. The controller's office, essentially, exercised a 
great deal of control over the computerized portion of his 
inst itut ion's BIS.
It must be reiterated here that it is imperative 
that BIS personnel receive adequate training, especially 
in the areas of data collection and data entry. If the 
correct data are collected and entered into the computer, 
the information that will be fed back to budget managers 
and other individuals will be completely reliable and 
correct. The data is processed by the computer, so the
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chance of errors in data processing is essentially zero.
Concerning BIS reports, some budget managers 
complained that they were not detailed enough, i.e., that 
the description of the line items in the reports does not 
convey what the item actually purchased was. Others 
complained that the use of an accounting reference number 
in reports rather than a purchase order or requisition 
number was valueless. Thus systems that received these 
two complaints could be improved by replacing some of the 
information contained in their reports with information 
that budget managers feel would be more helpful to them.
Recommendations for Further Research
Based on their present inadequate or nonexistent 
treatment in the higher education literature or on the 
findings of this study, further research is needed in the 
following areas: (1) the reconciliation process that
takes place between state-level BISs and the various 
institutional BISs, to determine differences and 
similarities among institutions in reconciliation of state 
and institutional budget-related records; (2) the types 
of information that budget directors of the various BISs 
receive from 5CHEV, the Department of Planning and Budget 
(in Richmond), and other pertinent entities, to determine 
the schedule of receipt of this information and its uses
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in the institutions and its final storage or destruction 
places; (3) the budget planning and development processes 
used within colleges and universities in the Commonwealth, 
to determine differences and similarities of these 
processes among institutions; (4) the other types of 
forms that are used by institutional BISs to collect data 
related to other types of expenditures not covered in this 
study, to determine differences and similarities of the 
processing of these other forms among institutions and to 
determine differences and similarities of the processing 
of these other forms with the forms examined in this 
study; (5) the comparative quality of BISs that come 
under the purview of the chief business officer and those 
that come under the purview of the chief academic officer, 
to develop more cogent evidence as to whether or not the 
location of the computer center or data processing 
function within the organizational structure affects the 
quality of an institution's BIS; (6) the time that is 
involved in (a) transferring monthly reports from place to 
place and (b) separating and stuffing them into envelopes, 
to get some idea of the opportunity cost involved in not 
providing budget managers with truly on-line budget 
information retrieval; (7} the degree of batchness with 
which comp-5 data are entered into the computer at 
Virginia's colleges and universities, to determine 
differences and similarities at the various institutions
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(8) the frequency with which colleges end universities in 
the Commonwealth send comp-5 data to Richmond, to 
determine differences and similarities at various 
institutions; (9) the existence and use of contingency 
funds in Commonwealth institution of higher education, to 
determine differences and similarities at various 
institutions (10) the types of systems that colleges and 
universities in Virginia use to collect, store, process, 
and disseminate budget information related to the 
expenditure of local funds, federal funds, as well as 
other types of funds, to determine differences and 
similarities between the systems used to handle these 
types of funds and those used to handle state funds; (11) 
the comparative performance of BISs without terminals and 
BISs with terminals in controlling expenditures, to 
determine which type of system is better in this respect; 
and (12) the similarities and differences between the BISs 
of Commonwealth colleges and universities and those of 
private and out-of-state colleges and universities, to try 
to find other BIS models that are perhaps more advanced, 
more effective, and or more efficient than the ones 
currently being used in Virginia's public institutions, 
model which future changes should be aimed at helping the 
BISs of Commonwsalth institutions become.
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Purchasing and Stores Organization Chart 4. College V
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(Part-time)
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Purchasing and Stores Organization Chart 5. Collage U
Director of Purchases {Reports to v 
and Stores for Admin.)
I
I
information
Processing
Manager
r e ­
purchase & 
Stores 
Director A
Stores £ 
Material 
Manager
I
Data Entry 
Supervisor
|2-Data Entry 
jOperators,
I 3-Clerk 
jTypists 
I______________
I
Buyers (7)
Information
Processing
Supervisor
11-Information 
jProcessing 
j Specialist, 
j 2 -C1 erk Typi st» 
I__________________
11-Storekeeper 
jForeman 
|1-Clerk Typlet 
j4-Storekeeper 
| Assistants 
j 2-Storekeeper 
j Helpers
I_________________
Purchasing and Stores Organization Chart 6. Collage T
Director of Purchases 
and Stores
I
1
1
Purchasing- - 
Agent
1 1 
1 1 
- Storekeeper | 
Supervisor j
1
1
1
Duplicating 
Services Supv.
i
| Asst.
I Purchasing 
j Agent 
1
1 1 
1 1 
storekeeper ( 
Foreman j 
1
I
| Clerk 
| Typists (3) 
1
j 1 
Storekeeper | 
Helper j 
1 
1 
1
3 Property 
Control 
Workers
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Purchasing and Stores Organization Chart 7. College R
(a.)
Purchasing and Stores 
Supervisor
I 
I
Information 
Processing Specialist (1)
tb.)
Storekeeper Supervisor
i I
Warehouse Mall 
Storekeeper Storekeeper
Clerk-
Meesenger
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Accounting Organization Chart 1, College Q
Director of Purchases & 
Stores £ Accounts Payable
I
| Clerk Steno C
I 
I
Voucher Payment 
Audit Supervisor
voucher & 
Batch Clerk
I
Voucher Payment 
Clerk
Voucher Payment 
Clerk
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Accounting Organization Chart 2. College S
Comptroller
Secretary
| General j j- Accounting j | Cash Management i 
| Accounting j j Services j j student Accounts
| Supervisor [ j Coordinator j j Supervisor
I I I_______________ I I___________________
j Fiscal Technician Fiscal Technician
I______________________  ____________________
I
| Fiscal Technician Fiscal Technician
I 
I
Part-time Clerk Cashier
Data Entry Operator Cashier
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Accounting Organization Chart 3. College X
Director of 
Grants Fiecal_ _ _ General Accounting 
Administration
I
| Administration
J Fiscal Technician 
I
I , I
General Accounting J
Manager Report Accountant
j
I
Data Control 
Technician
Miscellaneous 
Receivables 
Fiscal Technician
I
Payroll
Supervisor
Accountant
Accountants 
Payable 
Fiscal Tech.
I
Univ. Funds 
Fiscal Tech.
Payroll 
Fiscal Tech.
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Accounting Organization Chart 4. College Z
Manager 
Accounting Dept.
I
I
I
Clerk 
Typist B
I
I
General Accounting 
Supervisor
I
Accounts Payable 
Supervisor
I J
I
Accountant
I
Clerk 
Typist c 
Accountant
Accountant
I
Clerk 
Typists C 
(3)
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Accounting Organization Chart: 5. College V
Business Manager
I I I
I f  I
I I I
Accountants 1 Accounting 4 Clerical
Technician Workers
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Accounting Organization Chart 6. Collage U
Controller
I
Secretaries--|-
(2) |
- -T 6 R Admin.
Assistant 
Controller for 
Acct, Operations 
(vacant)
I
I
Asst, Con­
troller For 
Reporting 
ft Control 
(vacant)
I
Syst. Acct. 
(vacant)
I
Director 
of Systems 
Support
~i
I I I I I
_____________        I
| Mgr. Acct.| |Mgr. A/R | |Mgr. Rep. | |Mgr. Cost | j
j Services j | Problem | jfi Cont, | |Acct. £ j j
j j j  Resolutionj f  j |Mgmt. Rept. |  j
I_____________ I I_____________ I I____________ I I______________I I
Software 
Maint. 
Analyst
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Accounting Organization Chart 7. College T
Asst. Controller 
Accounts Payable
I
Assistant 
Accounts Payable 
Manager
I
Payroll
Supervisor
* 1
Voucher/ j 
Check * j
i
| Correap i j 
f problem j 
| Resolution! 
! 1
I Petty | 
j Cash |
1 f 
1 1
| Travel | 
1 1 
1 I 
1 1
1
Accounts |
! 1 
1 Accounts |
1 1 
|Accounts |
1 1 
I Accounts J
Payable | | Payable | |Payable | | Payable j
Processors! | Processors| |Processors| | Processors|
(9) 1 (3) 1 
1 1
f O )  1 
i 1
1 (2) | 
1 1
Accounts
Payable
Researchers
Accounts Payable 
File Maintenance 
Clerk
Student fr Hourly Staff
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Accounting Organization Chart 8. college R
Accounts
Payable
Supervisor
Assistant
Accounts
Payable
Supervisor
I
I
I
I
Accounting 
Tech . (3)
Accounting 
Dept. Manager
I 
I
I
Federal Grants 
Supervisor
I
I
I
|Accountant
I____________
I
|Part-time 
j Programmer
I
I __
I
I
Fiscal Accounting 
Tech. (1)
Payroll
Supervisor
I
Accountant
Fiscal
Technician
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Computer Center Organization Chart 1. Collage Q
Director
Computer Systems 
Engineer _ _
I
Computer Systems | 
Engineer _ j
Clerk Steno C
Senior Operations
Programmer/ Supervisor
Analyst ___________
1 Computer
Operator
1
1
| Computer 
j Operator 
1
1 1Administrative
I
Academic |
Programmer Programmer | 
1
Computer
Operator
| Computer 
I Operator
Programmer (P/T) 
Programmer (P/T)
Production 
Control 
Lead Tech.
1
1
| Computer 
| Lead 
j Operator
1
I
Production
Control
Technician
P/T - part-time
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Computer Center Organization Chart 2. College S
Director
Secretary
I I I
I I I
3 Operator* 1 Academic 3 Administrative
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Computer Center Organization Chart 3. College W
Director
I
Programmer (1)
Production
Control
Technician
P/T
I
Student (1) 
P/T
(1)
P/T - part-time
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Computer Center Organization Chart 4. College X
Computer Center 
Director
j clerk Stenographer D
I
Production Hanager
3 Key-Punchers 3 Technician
200
Computer Center Organization Chart 5, College Y
I
I
Data
Entry
Operator
Data Processing Manager
I
I
Operator (1)
(1)
231
Computer Center Organization Chart S. College Z
Computer Center 
Director
I
Assistant 
Computer Center 
Director
I I
I I
Operations Data Entry 
(2) {2)
I
I
Programming
(5)
I
Academic
(1)
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2fl3
Computer Center Organization Chart 7. College V
Computer Center 
Director
I
|— Secretary
I
Programmer/
Analyst
I 
I 
I
— Computer 
Programmer
— Computer 
Programmer
Computer— | 
Operator |
Computer— | 
Operator
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Computer Center Organization Chart 8, College R
Director of Data 
Processing
I
I
— Senior
Programmer/
Analyst
— System 
Engineer
— System 
Engineer
Programmer/— | 
Analyst |
1
Lead Operator — |
I I
Computer |
Operators j
( 3 )  |
Secretary |
________________I
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Stores Forma Exhibit 1* College Q
___ _______Cfmfui
Ktovar ran ium its on rovirutttT
fflOM:______ .______ „ „ ______ DATE' ,_______
VI*: ______,__________________ __ *«X<*Y»<} __
°  1 ■“ " " ■ ■ ■ '  D n if ip H H r i
VI*:  ____ ________ ____ __________ Ai^ rdrtd___
*““ * - PiipppnirtJ
TO: C ENTRAL (1 0 R E R O O **   C A«**U S IT  OR E ROOM _
Rxtu«t Hw loltawnf Im touad: Q] SuppHtt | i^ilRmnl
klMT OUawritT kHHT EBT TDf4L CCST
!
m   IN i ■ 4
*■■■ 4 •» !■ I IIIMII I W* m I ■ * hlT#t»tiTW
- Ara-nftr 111 ipfc ■■!■
I - N p w l 1^  H  N » a  - I *  ■  M P R I
- IIEMI^  |> tawi
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Store* Fbrme Sehiblt 2. College S
STORES REQUISITION
w n — i
t b i v w  I B
W BUT
208
3tor«a Forma Exhibit 3* College V
MIBI DCFAI7M1NTA1 tfOUKHlON K *  tUmitt
To i Mfcji iiii F*¥ £) other □  G k w a i
DO WOT WHITE IN THJS SPACE 
EW»
ML
l— t fc} 
**■--
2 9 S
Stores Forms Exhibit College X
If? 49005 STORES REQUISIT ION
hr wm h bit
m
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Stores Forms Exhibit 5, College Y (This is also its
requisition form*J
tDUMnni ratmtt uquitmdKi
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
k*u Tl|i I  t(
h l l m  T *
cuut »
1.  _
 mpruti
 wou
2. WLiro TO 
TTATT _________
uomnr 
man m u ua
, urun
U lK T O D C T lf ll
*** ** ************* 
*»«******»*»»« 
* * * * * * * * * * * *
3, e m i m M  i W**TTTT m a  ( mhhit
i I1 1tI
[
I
I
1
I
}
I iftDTD
HAI or
291
3toi*aa Pom i  Exhibit 6 Collage Z
■ **m vi <•
hart* fc**uWih*n
.fW I
. fitry. coof ,
ttuWI *"     - **»r
------------ *■ - ■S3 4. —
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St
or
e 
a 
F
o
m
a
 
Ex
hi
bi
t 
7-
 
C
o
l
l
e
g
e
«
i  I!
t s
I  |
s e
I i i
1 i Su
1 I  1
I
I
\
i
i
«
V
K
I
1
I
«P4
E
■ l
E
VV
!
*-
I
b
I
i;
i
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H
U
S
'
Stores Forms Exhibit B. College T
WAREHOUSE REQUISITION
n o .29071
D A T E .
D IP T , .
t f P S O V t D  I T . Mmiubrituaimi
ftU lJNEII OFf IC t
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Stores Forms Exhibit 9> College U
VTMO AE0U4JTIC4
to-
WltWlflTO-
C A fs iM  “ 9 t s iA L e « D u m r t iM / □UAHTTTr'B W W d biWTirTr WFT DO NOTW RITI M  *M.CEI BELOW
T ►*1 T - M 4 1
HBSWL
S70HES
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system Flow Chart 1. College Q: Stores Form Approval
Subsystem
College Q
| Stores| 
J Farm f 
I (4) __|
I / 
I
v
/Budget Manager\
\ /
I
v
|Stores 
| Form 
I (4) _
i__
i
V
/Campus Bus, Manager\
\ /
I
v
|Approved| 
j Stores j 
|Form j
I (4) ___ |
I /
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System Flow Chart 2. Stores Form Approval Subsystem:
College S
College S
| Stores 
| Form
I (4) _
I /
I
v
/ Budget Manager \
\ /
I
v
| Approved | 
j Stores Form| 
I (4)  I
I /
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System Flow Chart 3, Stores Form Approval
Subsystem: College W
/Budget Manager\
\ /
I
v
/Dean, Fin. St Admin.\
 . „  _ /
SF ~ | Approved 
(4)_|
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System Flow Chart 4. Stores Form Approval Subsystems:
College X
College X
j Stores |
| Form I
I (4)  |
I /
I
/ Budget Manager \
\ /
I
v
| Approved | 
j Stores Formj 
I (4)  |
! /
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System Flow Chart 5. Stores Form Approval
Subsystems: College Y
College V
| Stores |
f Form j
I (4>  I
I /
I
/ Budget Manager \
\   _ /
I
v
| Approved I 
[ Stores Form |
I (4)  I
I  /
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System Flow Chart 6. Stores Form Approval
Subsystems: College Z
College Z
| Stores |
| Form j
I (4)   _ J
I / 
I
/ Budget Manager \
\ /
I
v
I Approved |
| Stores Formj
I (4)  J
I 7
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System Flow Chart 7* Stores Form Approval
Subsystem: College T
| stores |   | Approved
j Form | ->/ Budget Manager \->|Stores
I (4) ____| \__________________/ I Form
I  /  j ( * )  _
I  /
3 05
System Flow Chart B. Stores Form Approval Subsystem:
College U
| Stores |_____________________  |Approved|
j Form |->/ Budget Manager \->j Stores j
I ( 4 } ___I \__________________ / I Form - j
f  /  i ( 4 )  _ |
I /
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System Flow Chart 9. College R (Stores Form Approval
Subsystem)
I Stores | _______|Approved J
/ Budget Manager\->| Form j->/ Provost \— > j stores j
\_________________ / I ___ I \__________ / I Form 1
I  /  I /
3 07
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System Flow Chart 11. College Q: Store Form Flow
l\
I 4 |--- >| | _
I -  I I__
________________ | | stores | | j _
/ Budget Manager \— > j _ J  Form f \ j _ _
V
I
v
J
V
I (3) 
l _ V  
I
V
\
Campus Storeroom
Campus 
\  Bus. Office
J
W _____   \
| | Materials[
J  I  *  I 
| | Supplies |
\!___________ I
H
I
I H
V
I
I
V
I Approv.| 
j Stores j 
I Form |
J
I
/ Budget Manager \
/
Note. Supplies and material from the storeroom are not 
charged to individual budget managers1 budgets,
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System Flow Chart 12. Stores Form Flow: College Y
I
/ Budget Manager \— >
J
\ Stores 
j Form
I O )  _  
I /
l\ , 
 >1 I
I I.
I 1 I
J  M .  
I
A
V
Campus Storeroom
Campus 
\ Bus. Office
J
\
v
Materials|
I  J  *  I 
| | Supplies \
M _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ i
I ___
\
H I 
v
I H 
v
I 
I
V
Approv.f 
Stores | 
Fora j
J
/ Budget Manager \
\  /
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System Flow Chart 13. Flow of Stores Form:
College S
H
/ Budget Manager \-
\  /
| Stores |________________
j Form | ->/ Storeroom \.
I (4)  I \ ____________ /
I /
I
v
l \   a \
| | Materials! 
II ft I 
I ; supplies |
\l___________ I
I
I
I
v
H
I
H
| Stores | 
j Form j
I (4) ___ |
.1 / _
/ Budget Manager \— >
\ /
IV^\
 > |SF - I —
IC3) _ |  |
v_\ |-|<- 
. 1-1 
,\l_l
| SF -
I
■ > L  /
|->/Store-\ 
j \rooi /
I Bill 
I __
M _ l  < ■
I
v
| SF
J
  ea. mo. _ | SF ~ |
- |<------- / Purchasing\<-|(2)  j
B \____________ / I____/
I__________________
| SF
J
I
l_ 
' I 
I
ea■ mo < I
v
|IAT - | | IAT |
Phone Call Update
I _____  I \<"|  B< -/ A/P \<-| _ B
\ _ /  COMPUTER \<-\ \ |___ / \_____ / |___ /
\ / |CRT|
I I
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System Flow Chart 14. stores Form Flow:
College W
________      |Bp - I
| SF “ |->/Purchasing-A/P\->| (4)  j
(4)
J
I V J  I . yi
V
I
V
I
V
I
V
I.
T o H g T T
I
V
(copy)
/Bdgt Mngr \
\ /
I
♦Quarterly (ATV)
I
v
I (copy) I 
l _ l  
I /
(copy)
I
Extra
/CARDS |\
 I I
/Bookstore/Storeroom \
\ /
V
/HOST COMPUTER\
/
I
I
V
I
/COMPUTER \ |^_
( CENTER )(|Item
V J M
SF -
J
/CARD READER \ |
V  __________ /<—
I,
Transactions like these are 
recordeded on Agency Tranfer 
Vouchers before they are entered 
into the computer. After that, 
a copy of the ATV Is sent to 
Richmond (DA).
/ Budget Manager \
\ /
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System Flow Chart 15. Stores Form Flow:
College X
IM | Stores |
/ Budget Manager \— > | Form |— >/ Storeroom \--
\__________________ / I (4) ___ |____ \____________ / I
I  /    I
l \  \ < —  I
-  1 I Item | | |
| Stores | _________________ |___ \|_____| |<--
|Form |<-l/ Budget Manager\<— | _______ j
I \ ____________  /  I | S t o r e s  | <—
I / _ 2 j j Form |
I I V S  I — 1(4)
- > l l “ l v _______________ )____/
I l-l
\J_f 1 Stores |________________  | Stores
I Form j — >/storeroom \— > j Form
1(3) _ |  \___________ / |(2) _
I / I /I
v
|Intragency |<— / Purchasing \
__________________  |Trans. Invoice) \______________/
/Accounts payable\<— | (IAT) jea. mo.
S__________________ / I (3 ) ______ |
I_____________I________ /
V
/  I S
| IAT |— >/ COMPUTER CENTER \— >| CARDS j | —
I O )  I \____________________ / I_______I I I
l _ /  \ I I
/COMPUTER \ |\_________________
\__________ /\ | V  CARD READER \<---
S I  S _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ /
Budget managers get monthly bills.
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System Flow Chert 16. Stores Form Flow:
College Z
_ j Stores 
I\_\ | Form
I M  <-1________
ll-l I____ /
N l _ l A
I
/ Budget Manager \— >
\ ___________/ IM
| Stores | ____________
I Form j— >/ Storeroom \—
I (3) __ ! \____________ / |
!____ / I
|Stores| _________________
jForm |<-1/ Budget Manager\<— j
l\ \<—  I
 |litem) | |
I M  I l<—
I /
 I V
I V N  
->! M  
I l-l 
N i l
2
I
v
J  \ |Stores|<—
I jForm j burned extra 
—  I (4)  | copy
|Stores | ___________
I Form j — >/Storeroom \-
1(3) _ l  V
I J
J
ea. mo.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _  I N
/ COMPUTER \<— | \<—
V
I
I
 /  I N
------- > j CRT
INIGHTLY |
BIN CARD
J
in Storeroom
I
I
jMonthly 
I
v
| Bill
I
I_____ J
I
V
/Budget Manager \
N _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ /
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System Flow Chart 17. Stores Form Flow: College V
I
v
l\ \
I \ \
I N_______
i I Materials |
\ I ^ I 
\ | Supplies |
\l___________ I
J
I I i j
I M | | N |
I I I I
/Budget Manager\
\ /
1
V
tInformal- | (no stores
J Request | hence, no
1 1 subsystem)
1_____ /j1
V
/ \
j  storeroom \
\ /
\ J
1
V
11 2\1
| | Stores 1|
| ) Form 1
1
1
1 / 
1
1
1
V
I
V
I I
I I
I (copy) |
I
Stores | 
Form j 
(orig.) | 
_ l
 /
I I
I 0 |
I. I
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System Flow Chart 17. Stores Form Flow (Continued):
College V
I M
I I I
I I N |
I I____I
I
O |
/ \ 
/Budget Manager \
\
V
(copy)
 r
I
I
I
v
|\Dept.
I \_____
I I 
I I, 
\ I
A
/
/
/
/
\
/
\
/
\
/
Bueineaa
Office
V
/
I
I / I  
v/ |
/ I
I
CRT I
/
/
/
COMPUTER CENTER 
(HOST)
V
\
\
/
/
\
/
\
\
/
/
I
I
V
Stores 
Form 
forig.)
J
\Storerm\
I \________\
I I 
I I,
\ J 
M .
| Stores 
I | Form 
l<— I (orig.)
I  I
I I _  
I /
<“ /
\
/
Storeroom
V
\
J
\
/
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System Flow Chart IS. Stores Form Flow; College R
| Stores 
| Form
I ________ / '
I
v
/
V
Storeroom
I
v
I
I Stores 
\— > j Form
J  I  _ / ~
a  f I \_\ 
I I I - I 
l " > l M  
M _ l
I
V
I
V
I |Materials,I 
j j Supplies j
M _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
|Stores 
| Form 
I (3) .
I /
bl
/
V
v | Stores b | |\ \
  I Form | | |- 1
Budget Manager \l->t __I”>11“ I
 / I_______ / \ I _ I
2
I
v
\Stores 
| Form
I (2) .
I /
I-->/ storeroom \--- >
j \____________/ | Monthly
v
Stores b |
<— / Accounts Payable \<— (Form
I \____________________ / I
I I_____ /
v/ | Nightly Update |
/  I _ _ _ _ _
| Batched
. J
/ \
/ COMPUTER \
|CRTI— >/ COMPUTER-VCCS \ >\ College R /
I I \_________________/ \_______________/
wkly update
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System Flow Chart 19. Stores Form Flow:
College T
Budget Manager
IMv - >
J
Stores 
Form - 
(4) __
 /
|— >/ Storeroom \—
,1 \ /
\<—
I
]Stores| ________
|Form - j <-1/ Budget
 M  Item |
I \l I
I
I \_\ 
I l-J 
■>l l-l 
\l_l
Manager\<— j
________/ I
2 I
|Stores J 
jForm j 
—  I (4) _ l
I  /
I I 
\<—
I
<—
|Stores 
j Form
I (3)
I /
I
— >/Storeroom
_ l  V
|Stores | 
"\l-> j Form j 
J 1(2) _ |
Terminal in A/P
/!
/ | monthly |Trana, Invoice|
_ | CRT| <-------------- j (IAT) j
Intragency
I V A  
I l-l 
I l-l 
li-|<- 
\l_l
I. J I
v
I .1 <■ (3) B
/
I
I
| nightly update 
I
COMPUTER CENTER \
J
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System Flow Chart 20. Stores Form Flow: College U
I\_\ I-copy|
I M < " I  _ l  
II-/ l_/
_\ | j  A | Stores
rm
I
J
/ Budget Manager \— | | For  - \ — >/ Storeroom V
\__________  / ->l (3) _ |  \____________ /
IV A < —
|Stores| 
j Form **j<-l/~
I _ _ l  V  
\— J - 
I I \_\
->ll-l 
I l-l 
\ L I
Budget Manager\<— |
________/ I
 1|item| |
I M  I
2
I
V
|Stores|<—  
| jForm j 
—  1(3) _ |
l< —  
I
IStores 
Form |— >/Storeroom
( 2 )  _ l  V _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
/
wkly
Stores Form I
I
I
B
|Stores 
\— > I Form 
/ 1(2) „
f V \  I  / I
! l-l I
Il-l<--------
M_l
J \ 
v
 /COMPUTER
I \__________
I
\< -
/
nightly procaeelng
N
\< /
\  V
CRT 1
A/P A
/
I
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System Flow Chart 21. Turnaround of Stores Form
Data: College 8
/ COMPUTER CENTER \
\ /
I
I
V
I
’/ \ : 
l/_l ■ 
l_
* I
I
v
/ Accounts Payables \
\ /
I
I
v
/ I  :  
l/_l_
: I
/ Purchasing \-
\ / I I: M
->l : _
I :/l : 
l/_l *
l \  \
I V ___\
 >1 I - I
I I I___ I
I \ I _ I 
\ l .
Purchasing
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System Flow Chart 22. Turnaround of Stores Form Data
From the Computer: College X
/ COMPUTER CENTER \
V .
I
v
J
I
V
I
V
IAT
(2)
J
I
V
I' .
h/i
l / _ l .
I S  S
I S ___ \
I I - I < *  
I l - l
\ I - I
S I .  I
BILL |
-I
I I.
| IAT
J
I I 
l_l
I
|_|Stores| 
j Form _|<-
I /_
I l\_\
*/1 
l / _ l  
I
/ Accounts Payable
s
\
/
1
V
1 1 
V V
1 IAT I i i
1(2) | |/|: **
1 / 1
1 1
1
1 1 
_l<- v
j <-1/ Purchasing S
1 \ /
1 2 
• I I  1• I I  1 
: j <- v
1
I
BILL |
•/Budget Manager\<— 1_|Stores | 
\_______________ / | Form  |
I /
- >Il-l
I l-l 
\l_l
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System Flow Chart 22, Turnaround of Stores Form Data
From the Computer (Continued);
College X
/ COMPUTER CENTER \ 
\ /
I
v
|Stores 
j Form 
I
I /
I f 
I s
I •/1 
l/_l
:|
/ Accounts Payables \
N_________________ /
I
v
I
V
I
V
|Stores | 
jForm j 
I  I
I.
/ I  *
l/_l.
.1
: I
/ Purchasing \ 
\ /
| Stores| 
->|Form _|
I I /
I
->l
I
1 I
/ 1 • 
l/_l* 
l_
l\
I \ 
■>l I 
I I 
\ I 
\l
\
__ \
- I
.1
Purchasing
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System Flow Chart 23. Turnaround of Stores Form
Data From the Computer: College Z
/ COMPUTER CENTER \
\ /
I
| Monthly
v
I * ^
I '/\ : 
l/_l _
I 
I
v
| BIN | >/ Storeroom \
|CARD | \ {match! /
1  I
I /
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System Flow Chart 2 3B. Turnaround of Stores Form Data
From the Computer: College tf
/ COMPUTER CENTER \
\ /
I
V
I
V
I
V
/ . 
I \  /
I ! 
\ l _
CARDS
A  I
l/_
/
M
I 
I
v
/
A
Purcha sing-A/P A
J
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APPENDIX IS 
STORES FORM TURNAROUND
BISB w i t h  t e r m i n a l s
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System Flow Chart 2 3C. Turnaround of Stores Form Data
From the Computer: College V
/ COMPUTER CENTER \
\ /
I
v
I - : I
I = ________________
h/i* m
I/ I» :|
I_______________I
I 
I
v
/ Business Office \
\____________________/
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System Flow chart 23D. Turnaround of Stores Form Data
From the Computer: College R
/ COMPUTER CENTER \
\ /
S I
S/I s ! I
1/ I* II
/ Purchasing \
\ /
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System Flow Chart 2 3E. Turnaround of Stores Form Data
From the Computer: College T
/ COMPUTER CENTER \
\ /
I
V
I : I
I*/I i : I
I/ _ Is : I
t_______________ I
I
I
v
/ Accounts Payable \
\ /
I
v
I• _____
I/M i I
t_________ I
/ Central Warehouae\
\ /
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System Flow Chart 23F. Turnaround of stores Form Data
From the Computer! College U
/ COMPUTER CENTER \
N___________________ /
I
v
K/l: :|
I_______________ I
/  A cco u n tin g  \
\ /
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Requisition Forms Exhibit College X
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Requisition Fbnns Exhibit 5* College Z
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Requisition Forme Exhibit 6* Collega R
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Requisition Forms Exhibit 7* College T
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P
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1
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i
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1
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Requisition F b m s  Exhibit 6. College U
t  , -  t ?
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Bequlsitlon floras Exhibit 9* College V
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System Flow Chart 24. College Q: Requisition Approval
Subsystem
I I
| Requisition!
I (5) ______ |
I /
I
/Budget Manager\
\_____________ /
I
I
v
/c„ Bus. Office\
V._____________ /
I
v
___________ if
/ Provost \ equipment
\ /
I
v
| Approved | 
j Requisition! 
I (4)  |
I /
up to $1200
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System Flow Chart 25. Requisition Approval Subsystem:
College S
| Requisition|
1 / 
1
V
Budget Manager\
/
1
V
1
11
1
Requisition!
11
1
1
/I
V
/ Dean \
\ /
1
V
| Approved |
| Requisition)
System Flow Chart 26. Requisition Approval Subsystem:
College W
[Requisition
I ___
I________ /
/ Budget Manager \
\ /
/ Dean Fin. & Admin.\
\ /
I
v
|Approved - |
jRequisition |
I _ _ _ _ J
I /
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System Flow Chart 27. Requisition Approval Subsystem:
College X
College X
| Requisition! 
I (4)  |
l_ /
I
v
/ Budget Manager \
\ /
I
v
J Approved | 
j Requisition!
I (*)  I
I /
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System Flow Chart 28, Requisition Approval Subsystem:
College Y
College Y
| Requisition!
/
I
v
/ Budget Manager\
\ /
I
v
j Requisition[
J I 
v
/ Dean \
\ /
I
v
| Approved | 
| Requisition!
J
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System Flow Chart 29, Requisition Approval Subsystem:
College Z
College Z
j Requisitionj
I (2)  I
I—  V
|Requisition 
I <copy)
/ Budget Manager \1->|_________/
\__________________/ I
I fV_\ I
I t M  v
v | |-|<-----------
\  I I
j Requisition j
I (orig.)___
I / I
I
/ Dean \
\ /
I
v
I I
| Requisition!
I (orig.)______|
I /
I
v
/Appropriate V,P.\
\ /
I
v
l _ l
I D I 
I I
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system Flow Chart 29. Requisition Approval Subsystem:
(Continued): College Z
! I 
I D | 
I I
I I
I Requisition!
I (orig.)______|
I / I
/ Purchasing \
\_______________ /
I
v H
I I
| Requisition!
I (orig.)______|
I / I
v
/V.p. Fin. f it  Bus.\
\ /
I
V
I Approved - | 
j Requisition! 
I (orig.) f
I /
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System Flow Chart 30. Requisition Approval Subsystem;
College U
I
Requisition I 
I
 I
 /
I
/ Budget \
/ Manager \
\ /
\____________ /
I
v
I 2|
I ________________
I I II
I_j Requisition |
$  I
I /
/ Appropriate \
/ Dean \
\ /
\ /
21
II
Approved | 
Requisition j 
 I
 /
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System Flow Chart 31. Requisition Approval Subsystem:
College U
College U's budget managers use State purchase 
requisitions.
I I
| Requisition!
I (3)  I
I / 
I
/ Budget Hanager\
\ /
I
v
| Approved - |
jRequisition j
I (3) _________ |
I /
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System Flow Chart 32. Requisition Approval Subsystem:
College T
college T ’b budget managers use State purchase 
requisitions.
I I
I Requisition! 
I (5)  |
I /
I
v
/ Budget Manager\
\ /
I
v
| Approved - 1 j 
jRequisition |
I  I
L /
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System Flow Chart 33. Requisition Approval
Subsystem: College R
I
I
Requisition| 
I
 I
- -  /
I
v
/ Budget Hanager\
N________________ /
I
v
= 1
I I I f
I fRequisition |
J
I
v
/ Provost \
v
2\
II
Approved | 
Requisition j
/
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System Flow Chart 34 Requisition Form
Flow: College Q
/C. Bus. Manager \-->| Approved |—  
\__________________ / | Requisition)
/
| Approved | 
| Requisition! 
! (4)  |
I
v
/ Purchasing-A/P\
\ /
| Approved 
| Requisition
i
_i
i i 
i 
i
V
l\_\
I l-l 
lf-1
M _ l < -
l_l
| Approved 1 1 
_ jRequisition j
j 0
I /
Af \  _ _
I I  J
I I I
I I _ I 
\ L  Ia
I
/ 1
/ |— >/ COMPUTER (VCCS)\->J
■>/ I  /  I
I CRT | nightly update v
I  l < ----------------------------------------------------
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System Flow Chart 35.
/
V
Dean
I
J  I
I
I
I
v
/ Purchasing
\_____________
I
v
Requisition Forms Flow;
College S
i Approved | 
| Requisition!
\— >1
J i
/
V
A
J
Approved j 
Requisition!
I
y i
v
Storeroom
I
v
y  i i.
| Approved 
j Requisition
I
y
i\
i r _  i
\
I
i i _ i
M  fA
I
3 I >Attaehed to P.O.
2 I >|\
| \ Approved 1 |
j_JRequisition \
J
I I _ I 
I I I 
I I _ I 
\l I 
Purchasing
/ Accounts Payable \
V y
I
v
l\
A/P
L \
Approved | I I _ I
Requisition! i i
________ I I f _ I
 / \l f
^Requisitions are not entered into the computer.
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System Flow Chert 36* Requisition Flow:
College Y
/ Dean
\
\— >| Approved 
/ 1 R«q.
f-
1 1
V
l\ \
1
V
1 /I
V
| Approved | / Storeroom \ 1 1 1
| Requisition | \__ / 1 1 1
1 1
1 / 1
1
V
1 M
\ I 1
1 A
I | Approved J
I IR
v L_______ /
/ Purchasing \
\ /
I
| p.O. | PURCHASE ORDERS ARE ENTERED ON-LINE. 
|(6) _ 0
I / 1
I
/ COMPUTER CENTER or Purchasing-A/P\
\ /
I
| nightly update
v / / \ _______________
|CRT|— >/ COMPUTER-VCCS
IP-O. |->| | \________________ /
I f 6 )  _ _ i
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System Flow Chart 37* Requisition Form Flow:
College X
/ Budget Manager \— > | Approved | 
\ / j Requisition!
I
Approved
Requisition
(3)   i
 /
/ Purchasing \
\ /
I
v
I
J I
V
/ storeroom N
J
I
v
IN \ 
I I _ I
I I I
I I _ I 
\l I
| Approved 
j Requisition
J
3 1---->Attached to P.O.
I I
u
I | Approved 1 
|_(Requisition I
I
v
J
'>l\ ___\
I I _ I
I I I
I I _ I
NI I
/ Accounts Payable \
\ /
I
I
I
v
| Approved | 
| Requisitionj
/
/ COMPUTER
*>/
\_
\
/
/___
/
/ I N
CARDS 1 1 
1 1
\ N l
COMPUTER CENTER
J
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System Flow Chart 38. Requisition Forms Flow:
College Z
/V.P. Fin. 6 Bus.\
\ /
I
I H
V
| Approved | 
j Requisition!
I "______ B
I_____ / !
I 
I
v
/ Purchasing \
N______________ /
| After getting bidB, 
v quotes, etc.
|Approved - | w/ a coded form 
jRequisition j
|  B / COMPUTER \
I / \________ /
I
V |
/ General Accounting\ /CARD READER \ 
\______________________ / \______________ /
AI
I I
I_______________ ________
v / |\
_______________ | CARDS j |
Approved | j______________ | j
Requisition! \ \l
B
 / I
I
->/ COMPUTER CENTER \
  /
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System Flow Chart 39. Requisition Forms Flow:
College V
I I
I _____________
| | Approved |
j | Requisition!
I
J
I
I
/ Purchases 
/ and 
\ Stores
\___________
2\
I
J
I
/
\
/' Busines
Office
I I 
I A | 
I___I
"\
\
/
| | Approved
 j Requisition
U
\
/
J
/
/
/
\
V
I A |
! I
I
v /
/
/
| CRT
I_____
/
/
/
COMPUTER
(VCCS)
/
/
/
COMPUTER
\
/
\
/
(weekly
updating
system)
/
\ (Community Collage V)
\________________________
\
J
\
/
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System Flow Chart 40. Requisition Forms Flow:
College U
/ Budget Manager\l->| Approved -(
\ /
2 IV_\ i- /
1 ll-l 1
V ! 1 -1 <---
\l 1
| Approved |
I Req.- ~ 1
1 O) 1
J /
11
V
|Req.- j
/ Purchasing \2->\ |
\ / 1 / 1
1 | -------
1 1 M < —
V ll-l 1
M i l  /
j Req. 1 1 1 <
1 ~ 1 a------- )— >|
1 (2) 1 1 1
B 1 1
b 1 1
1 ] Req.-j ------->j V
I
/I 
/ I
CRT
(orig)|
nightly
update
I /
V
COMPUTER \— > 
J
j Approved |
| Req. - |
I  I
I  .___ /
I
v
/ Accounting \
\ /
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System Flow Chart 41. College Qt Turnaround of Requi­
sition Data From the Computer
Note.
/ COMPUTER CENTER \
\ /
I
v
I *
I :
J:/l
i / _ l  
I.
I 
I
v
: I
/ Purchaeing-A/P \
\ /
I
v
I : 
I i _ 
I/I :
I
I
v
t\
\
\
\
\
\
_\
Flow of Turnaround at College Q is 
the same for requisitions and APOs
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System Flow Chart 42. Turnaround of Requisition Data
From the Computer: College V
/ COMPUTER CENTER \
\ /
I
v
:|| : ER
I *__________
|:/|:Encumbrance:| 
j/_ j:Register,ER:j
I_______________ I
I
I
v
Purchaeing-A/P
j
v
\
J
I !
I ^  _
l / f  !  
I_
: I
"e r r i
  j
f
V
\
\
\
A
\
\
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system Flow Chart 43, Turnaround of Requisition
Data From the Computer:
College Z
/ COMPUTER \
V CENTER /
I
V
w/ a coded 
form
|Req. - | 
I (copy) |
J
I
v
I
I ______
s/r*
I / _  I 1 ( 2)
I______
.1
/ General Accounting \1—> |:
\ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ /  I / I  :
f\_\ l_
I -I 
-I
M _ l < -
V
I
V
|Req. I
I(copy) \
l\ \
A
I I \<—  
I I — - I
\  I -  I
\l I
I Req. I 
I copy J < -  
I /
: I
I s / | T T |  
l/_|: :!<* 
I I
.1
I*
I * _
I/I s
I
V
Purchasing \ 
Vfpull rejects) /
< I
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System Flow Chart 44. Turnaround of Requisition
Data From the Computer:
College X
l \  \
I \ _ _ A  
I I _ I
/ COMPUTER \
\ CENTER /
I
v
I
V
| Req.
I (copy)
J
I
v
/ I  s 
l/_l * 
I
/ Accounts Payable \-
\ /
I
(2)
I V_\
I l-l 
I M < -  
\ l_l
|Req.- 
■> | (copy)
I
I /I
I i
f * 
I/I
I
V
: I
J  
I  V
Purchasing \
J
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System Plow Chart 45. Turnaround of Requisition Data
From the Computer; College U
/ COMPUTER \
\ /
1
V
h  ! 1 
1 *
1 :/|i : 1
1/ 1:
l_._
» 1 
1
1
i
V
/ Purchasing \
\ /
System Flow Chart 45B. Turnaround of Requisition Data
From the Computer; College V
/ COMPUTER CENTER \
\ /
v
:list of rI\ : j
;p.o.'« ;|,\ ; |
:accepted or:| .\: | 
:rejected ;f \|
______________I
v
/ Business Office's,
\ /
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AGENCY PURCHASE ORDER FORM EXHIBIT
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Agency Purchase Order Fom Exhibit 1. All Colleges
c o w w m w I 4 l t m  of vmaiNiit 
AAtHCV hJHCHUt 4MDIA -
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r
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fcJHI* ll-l A
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filUi
TTT
r*w cbmwiv CM Ait<lu bA AlAvith OldAtflhTif ultal-F
HTii • mm com TOTAL AMOUNT
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AmiuprT “Tp ||M T«« *h P ft-' •noiicT A«(H( * Ml
fi(JA' T --1“ lI 1 f 1 f 14 f 1 * 1 . . ' .
ll 1 1> k ! i !
i-M
11 k 4i -1 1 1 i
1*1*1 ■ A- * . * ■ *-
11 ' ‘! *" * i P- J 1 *
M  PlEUJfi
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AGENCY PURCHASE ORDER APPROVAL SUBSYSTEM
BISs WITHOUT TERMINALS 6 BISS WITH TERMINALS
375
System Flow Chart 48. All Colleges: Agency Purchase
Order Approval Subsystem
j Purchase 
j Order 
I (n) __
I /
| / Director of \
j — >/ Purchasing or \ 
\ Designee /
\ /
Approved | 
Purchase j 
Order j
<n) .___ _l
 /
n - no, of copies
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AGENCY PURCHASE ORDER FLOW
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System Flow Chart 47, Agency Purchase Order Flow:
College Y
/ Dean
\________
Approved | 
Requisition j
I
v
/ Purchasing
\
I
v
\““>i 
J I 
I
/
V
\
J
Approved
R
J I 
v
Storeroom
|R
I
v
\
J
Approved
 /
I
v
l\
I I 
I.
_\
I
I
I i _ I 
\ l _
Deans are the lowest 
level budget managers 
at College Y,
| Req.~ |
I _______
|_|p.o.
I (6)
I /I
I
v
| PURCHASE ORDERS ARE ENTERED ON-LINE.
I
/ COMPUTER CENTER or Purchasing-A/P\
\ /
nightly update
/ C ___________  I
— > |CRT|— >/ COKPUTER-VCCS \ j
V > l  I \_________________ /
|Approv.| 
|R ______
|_|p.o.
I (6) .
I /
I
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System Flow Chart 47. Agency Purchase Order Flow
(Continued): College Y
__________________ I P ‘°* I
/ Purchasing\— > |(copy) |-
V .  /  I  . _ _ _ I
I V \  
I M  
->!I - 1 
\l_l
|Approved | 
| p.o. |
(5) ____ |
\. J  I
v
I
V
I P-O. I
I(copy) |
I  J
/
I
V
I(copy)
I P-e>‘ I 
I(orig.>
p.o. 
(copy)
I
I__ /
I P-o. |
t(copy)j 
i (5) _ |
I /
/ \
/ DPS \
\ / 
\ /
/ Person \ 
/Reguesting\ 
\the Item /
\ /
/ \
/ Vendor\
\ / 
\_____ /
/ \ / \
/ Budget \ /storerm \ 
\ Manager/ \ /
N / \______ /
PURCHASE ORDER ONLY CUT FOR ORDERS $501 - $1199 AND 
ABOVE. OTHER ORDERS JUST ENTER THE SYSTEM WHEN THE 
BILL IS "PAID."
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System Flow Chart 48. College Q: Agency Purchase
Order Flow
__________ __  I P*o-
/ Purchasing\— >j [copy)
\_____________ / I _
I 
I 
I
v
|Approved 
I P*o>
I (5)
I_____
f
J  [dally 
v
2
I
V
li „ 
\l__
I /I 
)!“>/ l<—
O I CRTI
I I
l \  \
I I - I
| /COMPUTER'*
I V yprocessed
nightly
I
v
I
V
I
V
I
V
I
V
p.o, 
(copy)
I
I___/
I
V
I P-O.
[[copy) I
I
I P*o. I 
I(orig.)|
I  I
I
v
I p.o, f J p.o, [
j(copy) I I(copy)\
I  I I (5) _ l
I___ / \ _ y
I I
V V
/ \
/ DPS \
\ / 
optional
/ Campu»\
/ Business \ 
\ Office /
\ /
/ \
/ Vendor\
\ / 
\_____ /
/ \ / \
/ Budget \ /storerm \ 
\ Manager/ \ /
\  / V _ _ _ _ „ _ /
Note. The APO is entered in the on-line mode.
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System Flow Chart 49. Agency Purchase Order Flow:
College S
f
Y
________   I P*o* I
Purchasing\— > I(copy) |
_____________/ I  I
I l _ /
i
v
|Approved 
t P-c*
I (5)_____
I / I
Purchasing
I
v
I P.o- 
|(copy) |
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System Flow chart SO. Agency Purchase Order Flow:
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System Flow Chart 51. Agency Purchase Order Flow:
College X
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System Flow Chart 52. Agency Purchase Order Flow;
College Z
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PURCHASE ORDERS ARE NOT KEYED INTO THE 
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USING THE PO #,
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APPENDIX 30
AGENCY PURCHASE ORDER FLOW
BISs WITH TERMINALS
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System Flow Chart 53. Agency Purchase Order:
College R
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system Flow Chart 54. Agency Purchase Order Flow:
College T
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System Flow Chart 55. Agency Purchase Order Flow:
College U
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System Flow Chart 56. Agency Purchase Order Flow:
College V
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System Flow Chart 57. Flow of Turnaround of APO Data
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System Flow Chart 58, Flow of Turnaround of APO Data
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System Flow Chart 5BB. Flow of Turnaround of APO Data
From the Computer: College W
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System Flow Chart 59. Turnaround or APO Data From
the Computer : College X
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System Flow Chart 59 B. Flow of Turnaround of APO Data
From the Computer: College ¥
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if data are entered In the computer 
center, source documents are also 
returned to the Purchasing-A/P office.
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System Flow chart 60. Flow of Turnaround of APO Data
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System Flow chart 61. Flow of Turnaround of APO Data
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System Flow Chart 61. Flow of Turnaround of APO Data
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System Flow Chart b i b . Flow of Turnaround of APO Data
From the Computer: College V
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System Flow Chart file. Flow of Turnaround of AFO Data
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APPENDIX 3 3
RECEIVING REPORTS EXHIBITS
BISs WITHOUT TERMINALS & BISS WITH TERMINALS
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B«o«iving Reports Exhibit 2, College W
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APPENDIX 34 
FLOW OF ORDERED MATERIAL AND SUPPLIES, 
RECEIVING REPORT, AND VENDOR'S INVOICE 
BISs WITHOUT TERMINALS
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System Flow Chart 63. Flow of Receiving Report and
Vendor's Invoice:
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System Flow Chart 64. Flow of Receiving Report and
Vendor's Invoice:
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System Flow chart 65. Flow of Receiving Report and
Vendor's Invoice: College X
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System Flow Chart 66. Flow of Receiving Report and
Vendor's Invoice: College Y
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System Flow Chart 67. Flow of Receiving Report and
Vendor’s Invoice: College Z
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APPENDIX 3 5 
FLOW OF ORDERED MATERIAL AND SUPPLIES, 
RECEIVING REPORT, AND VENDOR’S INVOICE 
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System Flow Chart 66, Flow of Receiving Report and
Vendor’s Invoice: College T
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System Flow Chart 69. Flow of Receiving Report and
Vendor's Invoice;
College U
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System Flow Chart 70. Flow of thr Receiving Report and
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System Flow Chart 71. College R (Flow of Receiving
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COMP-5 FORM EXHIBIT
BISfi WITHOUT TERMINALS fc BISS WITH TERMINALS
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APPENDIX 3 7 
COMP-5 PORK FLOW 
BISa WITHOUT TERMINALS
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System Flow chart 72. College Q: Comp-5 Flow
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System Flow Chart 73. Flow of Comp-5: College s
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I
v
I
v
\
 \
“ I
_  I 
I
1s File
Vendor’s f 
Invoice j
J
I
I
v
Comp-5
< = >_
 /
/ COMPUTER \
\ /
I
I
| Comp-5
   ...    I
/ Accounts Payable\--> |
V ........._ /  I_____ /
I/I 
/ I 
CRT |
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System Flow Chart 75. Comp-5 Form Flow:
College X
Vendor | 
Invoice
| (1) |Comp-5 
1 1 (1)
1 / M
1 1 / 
1
V
|Purchase |— >/ Accounts Payable \
| Order | \ _ /
1 1 1
L  / V
A
1 I Comp-5 1 \
1 | Vendor's |
1 W P \
| Invoice j 
1 1
1 \ \ 
1 1 1
1 /
11 1 _ 1
1 j 1
i
V
1 1 “■—  1
\ 1 1 / COMPUTER CENTER \
M  1 \ /
I
v
/
CARDS
IN 
1 1 
1 1
N 1
1
V
CARD READER \
/
/
/
COMPUTER N
/
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System Flow Chart 75. Comp-5 Form Flow:
College Y
|Packing|— >/ Purchasing-A/P \<— |
Slip |
—  I
V
V J  I 
I.
Comp-5
(5) _
 /
p.o. | 
_ l
/I
I >/ I
I | CRT | <■
I I 
I
v
The Director approves 
Comp-5s before putting 
them Into the computer.
/ COMPUTER-VCCS \
V - . _ _ _ _ _   /
n i g h t l y j  
update v
l\_\ 
-I l-l 
I l-l 
\!_l
A/P
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System Flow Chart 7B. Comp-5 Form Flow:
College Z
/
V.
Vendor
p
v
~\
J
I Vendor 
j Invoice
I________/
I
I
v
|Purchase| 
j Order | 
I
■>/ Accounts Payable \< 
\(Match PO 6 RR/PO /
IRcvng |
jReport/PO j 
(RR/PO _____|
—  I /
I. y
I
I
l \ \  
I l-l 
I l-l
\ I _ I
Comp-5 
(5>
y
I
V
/ Asst. V.P. Fin, 
\ (Sign)_______
\y
Comp-5
 /
I
v
I P I 
I I
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System Flow Chart 7B. Comp-5 Form Flow (Continued):
Collage z
I P I
I I 
I
v
/ Accounts Payable \
\ (Batch)________ /
I
v
Comp- 5 
(5)
 /
I
v
I
B
I
J
J
/ COMPUTER \
V .  /
/ General Accountlng\
I
/CARD READER \
\ /
I
V /
| CARDS
l\
1 1
Coap-5 1 \ __ 1 1
(5) 1 \ \l
B
>/
V
COMPUTER CENTER \
J
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COMP-5 FORM FLOW
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System Flow Chart 79* College R (Comp-5 Form Flow}
|\_\ |Approved
||- | jPurchase
I I “ I---- > I Order
\l_l I(copy) _
J I
2
I
V
|Comp-5+|
I (5) _ J
I /
1
I
V
|Receiving 
j Report 
I
I.
I
v
/ Accounts Payable \<-
\   /
| Comp 
I (5)
I /
5+
/
I /
/l<* 
I
/
V
VENDOR
J
Vendor
Invoice
Bill
 /
K ------
or
UPDATE
OVERNIGHT
I
V
| CRT I — >/COMPUTER-VCCS \ J
J I \_________ /
I +
I ______
I 1 +
U  __
I I + 
!_l _
I 1 +
U
5|
4|
3|
state +■ 1|
f_|invoice j 
| (comp-5) j
I________/
I
V
\ A/p \
\ \
\ \
\
\
\
I
v
I I
I(orig.)|
I + _ l  
I /
(
v
I I
I(copy) |
I + _l
I /
 I_____
I
v
I I
I(copy) |
I + _l
I /
/ VCCS \ 
 /
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System Flow Chart 80. Comp-5 Form Flow: college T
j Receiving | 
jReport/P.O.j
I (copy) ____ |
B /
I
I
I
/ Accounts Payable \<-
\ /
/ VENDOR \
\ /
I
V
| Vendor 
j Invoice 
•I Bill
B /
or |
overnight update
/ / \<   *
|CRT j —  >/ COMPUTER \ |
I I  \_____________ /
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System Flow Chert 81. Comp-5 Form Flow; College U
|Receiving | 
jReport/P.O.j 
I(copy) ____ |
B______ /
| PO
I
B
J
— > / Accounts Payable \<-
\ /
I
I Vendor | 
| Invoice or j 
■I Bill  f
B /
overnight update
v
/ I
| CRT | — >/
I I \
COMPUTER M
J
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System Flow Chart 82. Comp-5 Form Flow: College V
|Approved 
j Purchase 
j Order 
I(copy) _
I /
i I 
I I
|Receiving 
Report
/'
/
| /Business office\ 
— >\ /<■
.1 / 
\
\
VENDOR
V J
/ I
V
| Vendor | 
| invoice or)
J B i l l  |
I /
I
(orig.) |
J
I
jComp-5 | /j<--------------------
I 11— >/ I ________________  I
j (5)  B / j->/HOST COMPUTER \_ |
I / I CRT | \_______________ /
2
I
I
.1 I wkly 
v update
/ COMPUTER \
\ fCollege V) / 
separation of copies
I
v
I (copy) |
I _ l  
I /
I
/ VCCS \
\  J
I
V
I
V
I
v
I(copy) | 
I _ l
I /
I(copy) | 
I _ l
I /
I
v
I V \  
I (-1 
I l-l 
\ l_l
A/P
/ \
/ central \ 
\warehouse/
\_______ /
I I
I(copy) j 
I _ l
I
/ \ 
/request. \ 
\ dept. /
 /
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System Flow Chart 83. College Q: Turnaround of Comp-5
Data From the Computer
/ COMPUTER CENTER \
\ /
I
V
I
71  * 
|/_|;
I
I
V
i I
IV
A/P
L \
11 - I 
11 —  i
11 - l
\i I
/ Accounts Payable\
\ /
|Comp-5 | 
\ ( 2 ) _|
I /
|Comp 5 |
I ( 2 ) + I
I /
tvendor invoice 
thatch header
/ VCCS \
V—  /
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System Flow Chart 84. Turnaround of Comp-5
From the Computer:
College S
/ Accounts Payable \
\ /
1
V
( ) ( >
/  \
I ii ... i 
/
/
/
/
/ COMPUTER CENTER \
\ /
I
v /I 
/ I
| CRT j
~ r
/___
/
/
/ COMPUTER \
\ /
\
_ \
\
\ l \
I \ __________
I CRTj >/ Accounts Payable \
I  I  V _  . . .  /
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System Flow Chart 84. Turnaround of Comp-5 Data From
the Center (Continued):
College s
/ COMPUTER CENTER \
\ /
I
v
I
V
I : _
1/ I
I
v
(tape)
n
/ Accounts Payable \— >|:/|:
V
I
v
Comp-5 
(5) __
/
J  l / , l  
II
I I “ I <■ 
j l“ l 
M l
* I
|Comp-5
I ( 2 )
I. J
: I
I(orig.) | 
I + I
I _ l
I /
I
v
I(copy) | 
I +■ I 
I
J
I.
I
v
(tape)
| ea, 
v mo,
I(copy) \
I ^ 1
I /
| once 
j a mo, 
v
/ Richmond,Dept, of Accounts (DA)\ / Budget Manager \
\ / \ /
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System Flow Chart 85. Turnaround of Comp-5 Data
From the Computer:
College H
Middle and End of Month
/ COMPUTER CENTER \
V
I
v
J
/I 
l/_l
I
I
V
/ Purchas ing-A/P
\__________________
Computer Center 
Delivers
"\
J
System Flow Chart 86. Turnaround of Comp-5 Data From the
the Computer: College X
/ COMPUTER CENTER \
\ /
I
V
I
V
I Vendor 
j invoice
f (l)___
I___ J  I
I
I I.
Comp-5
(l)
J
I
. I 
I I
I l/_l
/ Accounts Payable \-
\ /
‘>1
I/.
1 I
/!*
: I
/ \ 
(tape)
I
 I
l_l
i_r
I
41
21
|_| Comp-5 lj
I
v
J
I \ V P  \ 
■>l \________\
I I_____
\ I 
\l_____
.1
I
V V
I
V
I
V
I(orig.) j
I + ^ 1  
I /
I.
I
I(copy)
I + _
I /
 I
I
v
/ \ 
(tape)
I
 I
I(copy)
| once
I a
v mo.
/ Richmond, Dept, of Accounts (DA)\ / Budget Manager \
\ / \ /
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system Flow Chart 87. Turnaround of comp-5 Data
From the Computer:
College Y
/ COMPUTER CENTER \
\ /
I
v
f
/I : 
l/_l i
: I
:|
I 
I
v
V
A/P
1 \
I - I
i I 1
I I - I
\l I
/ Purchasing-A/P ~\
\ /
I
v
|Comp-5 | 
.1(2) __l
I /
[Comp 5 | ^-original transmittal
j (3)+ j +vendor invoice
j______/ +batch header (2)
I
v
/ VCCS \
\ /
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System Flow Chart 88. Turnaround of Comp-5 Data
From Computer:
College Z
/ COMPUTER CENTER \
\ /
I
V
I
V
I
V
I
V
Comp“5
(5)
_ /
I
I
B
I
/I 
l /_ l
: I
(2)
I <
I I v \
I l-l 
I l-l<' 
\ l _ l
I
/ Genenal Accounting\-> I V !  :
\ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ / V _ | :
(tape)
I
v
I
V
| Comp-5
(5).
J  I
I
I
B /I 
l/_l
! I
/ \ 
(tape)
I
v
/
V
I
_______________________ I
Accounts Payable \->| / I
J  l / _ l
I 
I VI 
I l-l 
M  _ l  < ■
: I
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System Flow Chart 68. Turnaround of Comp-5 Data From
the Computer (Continued):
College Z
/ Accounts Payable \
\ /
I IV\v ||-|<-
_ _ _ _ _ _ _  I l-l
I 5| \l_l
l_l
Li'
l_l 
I
4| I
3 | "
31
I_ | Comp-5 1 1
I
v
J
I
V
I
V
I
V
I
v
I Ij (orig.)|
I + _ l  
I /
I I
I (copy) |
I + _ l
I /
I.
(tape)
I
(copy) |
_ l
J
| once a 
| month 
v
/ Richmond, Dept, of Accounte (DA)\ 
\(mailed by General Accounting) /
/ Budget Manager \
 /
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System Flow Chart 69. Turnaround of Comp-5 Data
From the Computers
College V
/ COMPUTER CENTER \ 
\ /
i
V H
I I
I/.
/ I  : : I
I
I
v
/ Business office (A/P)\
\ /
I
v
I
V
|Comp-5 |
I
(2)
J
I
I :
I * _ 
I /I: 
I / I
I
I
v
/ VCCS 
\______
\
J
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System Flow Chart 90, Turnaround of Comp-5 Data From the
Computer: College T
/ COMPUTER CENTER \
\ /
I
V
have 5 days to |: : | \
make corrections   : j_\
if any are |: Computerized T|\ : \
needed j: : j.\:j
[: Report ;j_\|
I____________________I
v | Vendor |
______________________________  j Invoice j
/ Accounts Payable \<-j ____________ j
\ (Compare)_______/ |_____ /
I
v
| Request for | 
j Run j
/
I
v
/ COMPUTER CENTER \
\ /
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System Flow Chart 90, Turnaround of Comp-5 Data From
the Computer (Continued):
College T
/ COMPUTER CENTER \
\ /
1
V
1
V
1
V
1
V
| Remittance | 1: / \
| Advice Cards| I / I *  * 1 (Tape)
1 1 1 1 
I
W
1 / 1
1 L_ 1
1
I V \
1 t ** 1 < —  1 *
V
ll-l I/I * *l<-1/Account» Payable \
\l 1 1 1 V .  /
2
I
V
1
V
1
V
Remittance | 
Advice Cardsj 
1
.... /
1
/ \ 
(Tape)
w
1
1
1
V
/Richmond, DA \
\ __ /
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System Flow Chart 91. Turnaround of Comp-5 Data
From the Computer; College U
/ Accounts Payable \
\ /
I
v
h
Computerized
Reports
i
v
l\
I A
I _ _ \  J
I
l\
l_\
I
I
/ Accounts Payable \<-
\ /
I
v
Request for | 
Run j
J
I
/ COMPUTER CENTER \
\ /
| Voucher 
I Invoice
/
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System Flow Chart 91. Turnaround of Comp-5 Data
From the Computer (Continued):
College U
Accounts Payable 
produces its owm 
reports and tapes,
/ Accounts Payable\
\ /
1
V
I
v
I : 
1/
I
v
/ \
(Tape)
I
v
I V \
I l-i<—  
I f - l  
M l
I : 
1/ : I I/I = 
I,
v Daily
/ Richmond, DA \
\ /
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System Flow Chart 92. Turnaround of Comp-5 Data
From the Computer:
College R
/ COMPUTER CENTER \
\ /
I
V
M  i \
I : ____________
I i/I a M
l/_la : I
I____________I
I
v
/ Accounts Payable \
\ /
IM A  I
>11-1 I
I l-l I
\l_l I
I »
I i _ 
I / I :  
l / _ l_
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Budget Transfer P o m e  Exhibit 1. College Q
accounting
BUDGET TRANSFER FORM 
CAMPUS__________________
HAT* ____  ____
SEPT
CODE
♦
OBJECT
CODE
+
b E M
CODE
OBJECT
CODE
to
AMAlhrF
f
*73 1330 2*2 1220 •3 .0 0
*73 1130 2 ** 1220 *3 ,0 0
*
CAMPUS ID S m S t MANAGER
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Budget Transfer Forms Exhibit 2 , College Z
FOkn WJ-2 iivleed 11.
■ IO«
HfltffT tl>l AtJUSTWCHT
D«(f
sinion t
SvhelKfri tajr :
h|?a riMnt li+v } £n •
iff TIon j L.
JuHiflxt riJiifn I a r both Inxrriiri and In ittlt ]|r+
itwm
fttCTIrt* I l f :
In d lta it ih t auufi 1 m  M >1 
ullAf VhaW ^ alltn-
hi|i| +44 lubtrid
l«1 *h  * Te fro* Adjusted
AviUibLv t*) (tltncv
Cenfvltim lllvlica t_______ )_____  ^ $______  t
fr iM  I >t4rvtn( |ee
Tribal -TtintporUt Jon ____ _
Cpntrictuil (artlcoa____________________ _______
SwPfllii ft HeiarUid __    ^
IquJpMst__________ ______  _______ _______
C M tlw n i CturfiB ________________________ _____________
TtfnvFrr
Other _____
TutAL___________ $______ %______  «______  |
IfiCTIOtf |W;
Appro** la- oihe t*d> tt tha i^ pp-opTl*t v livih
A^prevfd• D**n/DJrirtor ^________________
Vic* rrnldtm __
CriRia Acer , H«hfe|at __  ___
•ud|«i PUtcter__________________________
V/f !lean(t ft lusloeii ________
BUDGET OFfttt US.C
■AtCN 4
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BUDGET TRANSFER FORMS EXHIBITS
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Budget Transfer Forms Exhibit 3. College T
MRKET m u  *-* WDGTT AWViTOXT *ORH kew nt lb.
REVISES 1*80 ------- *—
M U , M M  HPT. WO. CM lm ilU tB I____ 1«CB ,____
Rapndltmo/ Available taMi
lufc-dtijKt 8UHE1 iMMCt luiaHt Dtcmt* aiiai tbli
M t  Htnfctr UltiitMat
TOTAL!
aart.tmiooTt u n it auE l c c *ii)
7dEaH/C1MCT0I( - U raqulrad) (&ATI)
(VlCE-ntESmnrr - If  ratulrad) (BATE)
^■uDcn o m c i i  t u n )
(TusumtT - it »q«ir«d) (un)
U m i X l i t u t *  t u i « ( i) fur ehu|i with lull Justification for both l s c n u a i  and/or liuaaati. 
Oat additional p*a*(a) u  nacaaanrpr
HOT!i Upon approval, a copy of tilt adjuatnant *111 it ntnrnod to pour daparratfit. Chanjaa 
■hould app**T on pour nut fcudjac tttintDt report. If tfc* raquoat la dlaapprovnd, tha 
for* *111 it ntunaf, imaltnad, with a nano tutla| tha rtaaon for lit 4 it approval.
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Budget Transfer Forms Exhibit 1)., College V
r « i  i . t - i
REQLtf IT rw IUI([T T«Htrt( IM M m  l _ .
rw lufcd
pnict m[ own
r tw  tu i Dt>T
JUffrywT hU aI I I  K t r  T T 5 ----------------------------------------  U TT
H m *t »---------------------------------  m r  i n s ---------------------------------------- B irr
miiiiiiii-------------- tirr
■ <  h  *r I r i m h r r i d  n  i H l n r  tht M j t r  e t j m  l*.f.. 1JD0) «r
luMjul l«vt‘ 111)).
*lli( trithi'.i te Ingiui) Etcrntf,
*F ■ I t l t ' t t  C * f l iU 'i V -  U*j4i f -
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Budget Transfer Forma Exhibit 5 . College R
Date:
BUDGET TRANSFERS
Campus Dept. Code Object Code IncreasefDecreasal*
*Uaa bracket* to Indicate decrease
Dept. Hinajtr/ Provost/Dean
Division Chairman
Reason for Transfer)
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BUDGET TRANSFER APPROVAL SUBSYSTEMS
BISB w i t h o u t  t e r m i n a l s
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System Flow Chart 93. Collegs Q; Budget Transfer
Approval Subsystem
college Q
| Budget |
I Transfer j
j Memo  j
I________/
I
v
/ \
/ Budget \ 
\ Manager /
\_______ /
I
v
|Approved |
jBudget j
[Transfer j
| Memo _ _ _ _  I
I______ /
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System Flow Chert 94. Budget Transfer Approval Subsystem:
College S
College S
|Budget Transfer| 
| Memo j
J  
I
v
/ Dean or VP \
\ /
I
v
| Approved Budget | 
j Transfer Memo |
J
469
system Flow Chart 95. Budget Transfer Approval Subsystem:
College X
College X
|Budget Transfer| 
j Memo |
/
I
v
/ Budget Manager \
\ /
I
v
j Approved Budget | 
j Transfer Memo j
J
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System Flow Chart 96. Budget Transfer Approval
Subsystem: College Y
College Y
| Budget |
| Transfer j
I Memo ___|
I /
I
I
v
/ Dean \
\ /
I 
f
v
J Approved |
jBudget j
jTransfer |
j Memo _ _ _ _  I
I /
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System Flow Chart 97. Budget Transfer Approval Subsystem:
College Z
College Z
| BTF |
I  I
I /
I
/ Budget Manager \
\ /
I
v
/ Dean \
\ /
I
v
/ Appropriate VP \
\ /
I
v
/ VP Fin. fr Bu b . \
\ /
I
v
/ Budget Dir. \
\ /
I
v
| Approved |
j BTF - j
I  I 
I /
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BUDGET TRANSFER APPROVAL SUBSYSTEMS
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System Flaw Chart 98. Budget Transfer Approval
Subsystem: College T
/ Budget
\_________
Manager \-->|
__________/ I
I
Budget 
Transfer
(3) ___
 /
I
|—  >/
I \_
Dean
Budget | 
Transferj
< -
\->|Approved|
/ |Budget
I O)
I
I /
|<-/ Appropriate V. p. \<-
J \_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ /
___________ _ _  |Approved |
/Budget OfficeV> | Budget |
 >\______________ / jTransfer |
I (3)  I
I /
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System Flow Chart 99. Budget Transfer Approval
Subsystem: College U
Dept. Head    _ _
_ | Informal | ______________________ ______________ _
/ Budget Manager \— >| Request j— >/ Dean \->|Approved|
\ ________ _/ I _ _| \__________ / f Budget
 / j Transfer
|Letter__
I /
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System Flow Chart 100. Budget Transfer Approval
Subsystem: College R
    | Budget [ __________ _________
/ Budget Manager \->| Transfer j— >/ Provost \~>\Approved|
\_________________ / I ____I \_________ / I Budget |
f______/ |Transfer|
I  I
I /
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System Flow chart 101. Budget Transfer Approval
Subsystem: College V
Budget ] __________________ _________
Transfer j— >/ Budget Manager \->|Approved|
 J \__________________/ (Budget f
 / jTransferj
I  I 
I /
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BUDGET TRANSFER SOURCE DOCUMENT FLOW
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System Flow Chart 102. College Q: Budget Transfer
Source Document Flow
/ Budget Manager (Div. Chairperson}\
\ /
|Approved 
j Memo __
/
CBM - Campus Business 
Manager
I
v
| Memo
CBM v - >1
J  I J I  
v
| Budget 
j Transfer 
Form
y  I
v
| \ CBM
I \___
I _ 
I--
\
\\___
\
A
J
\
/ Chief Accountant \— > |Budget |
\ District Office / j Transfer j- 
| j Form ___|
I, y
| Data
j Entry 
j Form
f /I
v
/ Data Entry \— > 
\Chief Acct. J
nightly processing
/ / |<   I
CRT |------ >/ COMPUTER \ |
 I  V _  /
Note. The campus business manager has a terminal 
viewing data only
for
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System Flow Chart 103. Budget Transfer Source
Source Document Flow:
College S
/ Dean or V. P. \
\ / 
1i
V
| Approved |
I Memo |
I / 
11
V
Memo |
/ Budget Office \— >| 1
\ / 1 / I
| End of Ho. V
V
l\ Bdgt \
| Budget | 1 \ \
| Batch | 1 1 1
! sheet 1 1 1------ 1
i / I \ 1 _  1
V \l 1
Accounts Payable \
/
1i
V
I Budget |
| Batch |
1 Sheet 1
1 / I
v /|
/  1 / I  / COHPUTER \
| CRT|/ J /V_ /
I I 1/
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System Flow Chart 104. Budget Transfer Source
Document Flow; College X
/ Budget Manager \— >(_) 
\ / /'
| Memo 
I _
I /
/
/
/
/ _
/
/
/
\
_l
________________/ | Memo |
/ Budget Office \— >|  j
V J I, J I
v
Coded
Sheet
/ Accounts Payable \
\ /
I
v
l\ Bdgt \
I \_______\
I _  I
I I------- 1
\ I    I
M  I
Coded
Sheet
 /I
v
/ COMPUTER CENTER \— >\
/ CARDS f\
V J V
/ COMPUTER \
\ /
I
I I-
.1
->/ CARD HEADER \
\ /
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System Flow Chart 105. Budget Transfer Source
Document Flow: College Y
/ Dean
\ -  ___
\
J
I Budget | 
j Transfer j 
j Memo |
f /I
v
/Purchasing-A/P
\________________
1
I
v
"\2 ->|Budget | |\___ \
J  jTransfer |— >|| - |
j M e m o  J | j - j
I / \l___ I
| Budget | 
j Transfer j 
j Memo  j
I. J I
nightly update
/ I  _ _ _ _ _ _ _  I
/ | — >/COMPUT£R-VCCS V I
•> I CRT | \_________________ /
I I
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System Flow Chart 106. Budget Transfer Source Document
Flow; college Z
/ Budget Office
\________________
I
JBudget - |
|Transfer j  
jForm B
I /
/I
\<— / I 
J  /  I
quiry only
I CRT f - J  COMPUTER \
I I \___________ /
/ General Accounting \
N_______________________/
I
v
| Budget |
| Transfer | 
j Form  B
I /I
v
/ COMPUTER \ 
\ /
/ CARDS |\
I
/ COMPUTER CENTER \— > |_
\_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ / V
I— >/ CARD READER \
\ \ /
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System Flow Chart 107. Budget Transfer Source Document
Flow: Collage T
j Approved 
jBudget 
j Transfer
I (3)
I______ /
I
I
v I Approved| 
j Budget j
Budget Office \3— >| Transfer)— >f
|\Budget\ 
j \0 ffice\
/ | Form
|BTF - I
IOJ _ l  
I /I
Budget | /
Director v/
/
/
| CRT
I,
J
I
\
V  
I
. I_
\ I
\ i _
A
I
| Approved | 
jBudget j
— > j Transfer |->/Budget Manager \
I  I \ ______________ /
/_
/ \ l\
\l \
I. J
/
/
DATA ENTERED ON-LINE
| immediately updated 
  (real time)
/ COMPUTER 
\___________
\
J
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System Flow Chart 108. Budget Transfer Source Document
Flow: College U
|Approved 
;Budget 
[Transfer 
Letter _
 /
I
I
v
/
V
Budget Office
IV_\<— - 
1 1-1 
) l-l 
I _ I 
\ 2— >
 /
Approved| 
Budget j 
Transfer j 
Letter j
J
— >
f\Budget\
| \Office\
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System Flow Chart 109, Budget Transfer Source
Document Flow:
College V
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System Flow Chart 109. Budget Transfar Source
Document Flow (Continued}:
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System Flow Chart 110. Budget Transfer Source
Document Flow: College R
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System Flow Chart 111, Turnaround of Budget Tranfer
Data From the Computer:
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System Flow Chart 112. Turnaround of Budget Transfer
Data From the Computer:
College X
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System Flow Chart 113. Turnaround of Budget Transfer
Data From the Computer:
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System Flow Chart 114. Turnaround of Budget Transfer
Data From the Computer:
College Z
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System Flow Chart 114. Turnaround of Budget Transfer
Data From the Computer
(Continued): College z
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System Flow Chart 114B. Turnaround of Budget Transfer
Data From the Computer: College Q
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System Flow Chart 114C. Turnaround of Budget Transfer
Data From the Computer: College U
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System Flow Chart 114D. Turnaround of Budget Transfer
Data From the Computer: College R
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System Flow Chart 114E. Turnaround of Budgat Tranafar
Data From the Computer: College V
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System Flow Chart 114F. Turnaround of Budget Transfer
Data From the Computer: College T
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APPENDIX 49 
COMPUTERIZED PORTIONS OF BIS 
BISs WITHOUT TERMINALS
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System Flow Chart 115* College Q: Computerized
Portion of its Budget
Information System
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System Flow Chart 116, Computerized Portion of
College S'a Budget
information System
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System Flow Chart 117. Computerised Portion of
Collage W's Budget
Information System
College RBC HOST
COMPUTER
/CARD PUNCHING MACHINE \
S________________________ /
Computer Center 
/I
/ I--------
/ CRT j
I,
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\ /
yci
. I___
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/PRINTER\
V.
I
/
/COMPUTER \—  (_} (_)
' , / / \
i i
i
/” DISK / 
( FILE(
\ \
BACKUP IS RUN EVERY NIGHT.
WHILE COLLEGE RBC HAS ITS OWN COMPUTER, AS FAR AS BUDGET 
INFORMATION IS CONCERNED, IT ACTS ONLY AS A REMOTE JOB 
ENTRY DEVICE. IN OTHER WORDS COLLEGE RBC DOES NOT HAVE 
IT OWN ON CAMPUS BUDGET FILES. IT FILES ARE LOCATED 
AT ITS MOTHER INSTITUTION.
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System Flow Chart 118. Computerized Portion of
College X's Budget
Information System
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System Flow Chart 119.
Computerized Portion of College V'e 
Budget Information System
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System Flow Chart 120. Computerized Portion of
College Z's Budget
Information System
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APPENDIX 50 
COMPUTERIZED PORTIONS OF BIS 
BISS WITH TERMINALS
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System Flow Chart 121. Computerized Portion of
College T'e Budget
Information System
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System Flow Chart 132, Computerized portion of
College U's Budget
Information System
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System Flow Chart 12 3.
Computerized Portion of College V's 
Budget Information System
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* Program 1 updates V C C S ^  file.
** Program 2 updates Community College V s  file.
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system Flow Chert 124
Computerized Portion of College 
R'S Budget Information System (BIS)
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* Program 1 updates HOST'S file.
** Program 2 updates College R's file.
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APPENDIX 51 
DISTRIBUTION OF MONTHLY REPORTS 
BIS Q WITHOUT TERMINALS
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System Flow Chart 125. College Q: Flow of ttonthly
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System Flow Chart 126, Flow of Monthly Reports:
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System Flow Chart 127. Flow of Monthly Reports:
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System Flow Chart 12B. Flow of Monthly Reports:
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System Flow chart 129. Flow of Monthly Reports
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System Flow Chart 110. Flow of Monthly Reports:
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APPENDIX 52 
DISTRIBUTION OF MONTHLY REPORTS 
BISs WITH TERMINALS
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System Flow Chart 131. Flow of Monthly Reports:
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System Flow chart 132, Flow of Monthly Reports:
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system Flow Chart 133. Flow of Monthly Reports:
College U
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System Flow Chart 134, College R (Flow of Monthly
Reports)
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APPENDIX 53 
MONTHLY REPORTS EXHIBITS:
SUMMARY REPORTS 
BISs WITHOUT TERMINALS t BISb WITH TERMINALS
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Monthly Reporta Exhibit 7. Summary; College W
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APPENDIX 54 
MONTHLY REPORTS EXHIBITS:
OPEN COMMITMENT STATUS REPORTS 
BISa WITHOUT TERMINALS & BISs WITH TERMINALS
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APPENDIX 55 
MONTHLY REPORTS EXHIBITS: 
ENCUMBRANCE DETAILS REPORTS 
BISb WITHOUT TERMINALS & BISb WITH TERMINALS
529
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APPENDIX 56 
MONTHLY REPORTS EXHIBITS: 
EXPENDITURE DETAILS REPORTS 
BISs WITHOUT TERMINALS t BISb WITH TERMINALS
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APPENDIX 57 
MONTHLY REPORTS EXHIBITS: 
ENCUMBRANCE AND EXPENDITURE DETAILS REPORTS
(COMBINATION)
BISb WITHOUT TERMINALS k BISs WITH TERMINALS
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APPENDIX SB 
RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRE
538
Table 1
Monthly reports do not take up much storage space 
(Item 1}.
Budget Managers
Response 
Category(rating)
Without
Terminals
With
Terminals
Overall
Strongly Disagree(1) 41 2% 3%
Disagree(2) 15% 12% 14%
Neutral(3) 23% 14% 20%
Agree(4) 44% 54% 48%
Strongly Agree(5) 14% 18% 15%
n 86 57 143
MEAN OF RATINGS - 3,50 3.74 3.59
S.D. OF RATINGS - 1.03 .95 1
Note. Percentages might not add to 100% due to 
rounding.
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Table 2
The method by which I obtain them ie satisfactory 
(item 2).
Budget Managers
Response 
Category(rating)
Without
Terminals
With
Terminals
Overall
Strongly Disagree(1) 2% 2% 2%
Disagree{2) 11% 5% 91
Neutral(3) 16% 9% 13%
Agree(4) 63% 70% 66%
Strongly Agree(5) 7% 14% 10%
n 67 57 144
MEAN OF RATINGS - 3.61 3.99 3,72
S.D. OF RATINGS - .87 .77 .84
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Tabla 3
The monthly cut-off data for sending out a requisition 
and still having it included in the report for the month 
in which it was sent out, is satisfactory (item 3).
Budget Managers
Response 
Category(rating)
Without
Terminals
With
Terminals
Overall
Strongly Disagree(1) 5% 144 81
Disagree(2) 144 23* 18%
Neutral(3) 484 32* 42%
Agree(4) 314 26* 29%
Strongly Agree(5) 25% 5* 4%
n 85 57 142
MEAN OF RATINGS - 3.12 2.66 3,01
S.D. OF RATINGS - .85 1. 13 .97
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Tabid A
The time between the date monthly reports are printed and 
the data I get mine is not satisfactory (Item 4].
Budget Managers
Response 
Category(rat ing)
Without
Terminals
With
Terminals
Overall
Strongly Disagree(1) 3% 9% 6%
Disagree(2) 4 6* 52% 46*
Neutral(3) 16* 16% IB*
Agree (4) 23* 16% 20%
Strongly Agree(5) 9* 5% 6%
n 67 56 143
MEAN OF RATINGS - 2.69 2.57 2.76
S.D. OF RATINGS - 1.09 1.04 1-06
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Table 5
The accuracy of monthly reports is not satifactory 
(item 5).
Budget Managers
Response 
Category(rating)
without
Terminals
With
Terminals
Overall
Strongly Disagree(1) B| 23% 14%
Disagree(2) 48% 38% 44%
Neutral(3) 16% 13% 15%
Agree(4) 24% 23% 24%
Strongly Agree(5) 5% 4% 481
n 88 56 144
MEAN OF RATINGS - 2.59 2.46 2.60
S.D. OF RATINGS - 1.07 1,19 1. 12
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Table 6
The information in them is up-to-date when I receive 
them (item 6) .
Budget Managers
Response 
Category(rating)
Without
Terminals
with
Terminals
Overall
Strongly Disagree(1} SI lit 9%
Disagree(2) 39% 32% 36%
Neutral(3) 181 1B% 16%
Agree(4) 341 39% 36%
Strongly Agree(5) 11 0% 1%
n ea 56 144
MEAN Or RATINGS - 2.B2 2.86 2.83
S.D. OF RATINGS - 1.03 1. 07 1.04
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Table 7
I receive monthly reports on time (item 7).
Budget Managers
Response
Category(rating)
Without
Terminals
with
Terminals
Overall
Strongly Disagree(l) 5% 2% 3%
Disagree(2) 18% 5% 13%
Neutral(3) 24% 33% 28%
Agree(4) 48% 51% 49%
Strongly Agree(5) 5% 9% 5%
n 07 57 144
MEAN OF RATINGS - 3. 30 3.60 3.42
S.D. OF RATINGS - .98 .80 .92
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Table 8
Monthly reports are not useful in making decisions 
{item S).
Budget Managers
Response 
Category(rating)
Without
Terminals
with
Terminals
Overall
strongly Disagree(1) 16% 33% 23%
Disagree(3) 42% 53% 4 6%
Neutral(3) 16% 2% 10%
Agree(4) 18% 9% 14%
Strongly Agree(5) 8% 4% 6%
n 88 57 145
MEAN OF RATINGS - 2.60 1.96 2.35
S.D. OF RATINGS - 1.19 1.02 1. 16
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Table 9
Monthly reports are easy to understand (item 9).
Budget Managers
Response 
Category(rating)
without
Terminals
w i t h
Terminals
Overall
Strongly Disagree(1) 111 0% 7%
Disagree(2) 291 12% 22%
Neutral(3) 16% 16% 16%
Agree(4) 39% 63% 46%
Strongly Agree(5} 5% 9% 6%
n 87 57 144
MEAN OF RATINGS - 2.97 3. 68 3.25
S.D. OF RATINGS - 1. 16 .81 1,09
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Table 10
They contain the right kind of information (item 10).
Budget Managers
Response 
Category(rating)
Without
Terminals
With
Terminals
overall
Strongly Disagree(1) 5% 01 3%
Disagree(2) 231 16% 2 0%
Neutral(3) 15% 16% 15%
Agree(4) 56% 60% 57%
Strongly Agree(5) 2% 9% 5%
n 86 57 145
MEAN OF RATINGS - 3.26 3.61 3.41
S.D. OF RATINGS - .99 .86 .95
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Table 11
The degree of precision of figures is adequate (item 11),
Budget Managers
Response
Category(rating)
Without
Terminals
with
Terminals
Overall
Strongly Disagree(l) 0% 0% 0%
Disagree(2) 3% 2% 3%
Neutral(3) 19% 5% 14%
Agree(4) 63% 73% 671
Strongly Agree(5) 15% 20% 17%
n 83 56 144
MEAN OF RATINGS - 3.89 4 .11 3.97
S.D. OF RATINGS - .69 .56 .65
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Table 12
They have too many pages {item 12).
Budget Managers
Response 
Category(rat ing)
Without
Terminals
with
Terminals
Overall
Strongly Disagree(1) 6% 12% 8%
Disagree(2) 52% 53% 52%
Heutral(3) 25% 25% 2 5%
Agree(4) 15% 11% 13%
Strongly Agree(5) 2% 0% 1%
n BS 57 145
MEAN OF RATINGS - 2.56 2.33 2.47
S.D. OF RATINGS - .90 .S3 .87
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Table 13
Monthly reports are not effective in meeting my 
information neede (item 13).
Budget Managers
Response 
Category(rating)
Without
Terminals
with
Terminals
Overall
Strongly Disagree(1) 3% 22% 11%
Disagree(2) 38% 45% 41%
Neutral(3) 17% 9% 14%
Agree (4) 35% 22% 30%
Strongly Agree(5) 6% 2% 4%
n 86 55 141
MEAN OF RATINGS - 3.01 2. 36 2.76
S.D. OF RATINGS - 1.06 1.11 1.12
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Table 14
They are useful in Keeping track of expenditures 
(item 14).
Budget Managers
Response 
Category(rating)
Without
Terminals
With
Terminals
Overall
Strongly Disagree(1) 8% 4% 6%
Disagree(2) 19% 7% 14%
Neutral(3) 7% 4% 6%
Agree(4) 59% 65% 61%
strongly Agree(5) 7% 21% 12%
n B8 57 14 5
MEAN OF RATINGS - 3.37 3.93 3 .59
S.D. OF RATINGS - 1. 12 .92 1.08
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Table 15
Should some Information in your monthly reports 
ba eliminated (item 15)?
Response
Category
Budget Managers
Without
Terminals
With
Terminal
Overall
Ho S2| 93% 87%
Yes 18% 7% 13%
n 34 57 141
Table 16
Do you Keep your own set of books (item 17)?
Budget Managers
Response Without with Overall
Category Terminal Terminal
Ho 31% 23% 28%
Yes 59% 77% 72%
n 83 57 145
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Table 17
If you keep your owm books, are they hand posted or 
computerized (item 18)7
Budget Managers
Response
Category
without
Terminal
With
Terminal
Overall
Hand Posted 92% 64% 80%
Computerized 2% 23% 11%
Both 7% 14% 10%
n 60 44 104
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Table 18
Do you have a budget manager terminal (item 19)?
Budget Managers
Response
Category
Without
Terminal
with
Terminal
Overall
WO 100% 0% 51%
Yes 0% 100% 39%
n 89 57 146
Note. Percentages might not add to 100% due to 
rounding.
Table 19
If the answer to question 19 is yee, do you have a
printer (item 20) ?
Budget Managers
Response
Category
Without
Terminal
with
Terminal
Overall
No 97% 49% 69%
Yea 3% 51% 31%
n 39 57 96
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Table 20
Are you happy with the distribution (or lack of 
distribution) of BIS hardware (item 21)?
Response
Category
Budget Managers
Without
Terminal
with
Terminal
Overall
No 56% 261 49%
Ves 34% 721 51%
n 65 57 125
Table 21 
Are you happy with your overall BIS (item 22)?
Budget Managers
Response Without With Overall
Category Terminal Terminal
No 42% 36% 40%
Yes 58% 64% 60%
n 85 56 141
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Table 22
The method I must use to deliver requisitions to others 
is satisfactory (item 2 3).
Budget Managers
Response 
Category(rating)
Without
Terminals
with
Terminals
Overall
Strongly Disagree(l) 2% 4% 3%
Disagree(2) 15% 26% 19%
Neutral(3) 25% 14% 21%
Agree(4) 53% 48% 51%
Strongly Agree(5) 5% 7% 6%
n 87 57 144
MEAN OF RATINGS - 3.43 3.30 3.37
S.D. OF RATINGS - .88 1.05 .95
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Table 23
Too many different signatures are required on 
requisitions (item 24) .
Budget Managers
Response 
Category(rating)
Without
Terminals
With
Terminals
Overall
Strongly Disagree(1) 8% 111 9%
Disagree(2) 44% 44% 44%
Neutral(3) 22% 14% 19%
Agree(4) 17% 25% 20%
Strongly Agree(5) 9% 7% 8%
n 87 57 144
MEAN OP RATINGS - 2.76 2.74 2.75
S.D. OF RATINGS - 1. 12 1.16 1.13
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Tobl« 24
It doesn't take much time to acquire the needed 
signature(a) (item 2 5),
Budget Managers
Response 
category{rating)
Without
Terminals
with
Terminals
Overall
Strongly Disagree(l) 9t 0% 6%
Disagree(2) 22% 32% 26%
Neutral(3) 15% 14% 15%
Agree(4) 4 6% 47% 47%
Strongly Agree(5) 8% 7% 8%
n 87 57 144
KEAN OF RATINGS - 3.22 3.30 3.25
S.D, OF RATINGS - 1.16 1 1.09
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Table 25
The method for getting the signature(s) is satifactory 
(item 2 6).
Budget Managers
Response 
Category(rating)
Without
Terminals
With
Terminals
Overall
Strongly Disagree(1) 0* 0% 0%
Disagree(2) 2 6% 21% 24%
Neutral(3) 21% 25% 22%
Agree(4) 51% 47% 49%
Strongly A gr e e (5) 2% 7% 4%
n 87 57 14 4
KEAN OF RATINGS - 3.29 3.40 3.33
S.D. OF RATINGS - .89 .90 .89
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Tabic 26
Too much "red tape" is involved in getting the signature 
(item 27).
Budget Managers
Response 
Category(rating)
Without
Terminals
with
Terminals
Overall
Strongly Disagree(1) 81 9% 8%
Disagree(2) 44% 44% 44%
Ne u t r a l (3) 24% 19% 22%
A g r e e (4) 21% 23% 22%
Strongly A g r e e (5) 3% 5% 4%
n 87 57 144
MEAN OF RATINGS - 2.68 2.72 2.69
S.D. OF RATINGS - 1.01 1.08 1.03
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Table 27
It's easy to transfer funds from line-item to line-item 
(Item 26) .
Budget Managers
Response 
Category[rating)
Without
Terminals
With
Terminals
Overall
Strongly Disagree(1) 6% 7* 6%
Disagree(2) at 18% 12%
Neutral (3) 23% 20% 22%
Agree(4) 531 46% 50%
Strongly A g r e e(5) lot 9% 10%
n 86 56 142
MEAN OF RATINGS - 3.53 3, 32 3.45
S.D. OF RATINGS - .99 1. 10 1.04
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Table 28
I find it easy to control my expenditures (item 29).
Budget Managers
Response 
Category(rating)
Without
Terminals
With
Terminals
Overall
Strongly Disagree(1) lit 21 at
Disagree(2) 20% 18% 191
Neutral{3) 23% 19% 22%
A g r e e (4) 38% 54% 44%
Strongly A g r e e (5) B% 7% 8%
n 07 57 144
MEAN OF RATINGS - 3. 11 3.47 3.26
S.D. OF RATINGS - 1. 17 .93 1.09
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Table 29
Are you the final approving authority on moat of 
your requisitions (item 30)?
Response
Category
Budget Managers
Without
Terminals
with
Terminals
Overall
No 38* 23% 321
Ves 62% 77% 68%
n 86 57 143
Table 30
Are you happy with your requisition approval 
subsystem (item 31)?
Budget Managers
Response without With Overall
Category Terminals Terminals
NO 26% 23% 25%
Ves 74% 77% 75%
n 85 57 142
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APPENDIX 59
Figure 1. Theoretical Model of a Control System 
(after Layton,1976; Johnson, Kast, and 
Roeenzweig, 1973 1 and Auslander, Takaehi, 
and Rabins, 1974)
/ \ / \ / \
A  /\ / \  B / Control ler\ c / Property \ D
 >( + |_| ) >/ or \ >/ to be \--- >
V  _  V  \ Activator / \ Controlled / j
\ _ y  \  /  \  / I
\ / \ / !
I I
I F I
/ \
/ Feedback \ E
/ \<------
\ Mechanism /
\ /
\___________________/
KEY
/ \ Vectors
(+ f_|  ) A - Standard
V  _  V
\___ / B - Error Message
Comparator
C ■ Control Action
/ \ D - Controlled Property
/ \
/ \ E « Information on the
\ / Controlled Property
\ /
\ / F ■ Feedback Information
other Control System 
Component
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APPENDIX 60 
PRESENTATION OF SAMPLE 
OUTPUT OF THE SPSS RUNS (USED TO TEST 
HYPOTHESES 1 AND 2)
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FlGl*E 2 (a )
RESULTS OF GPB5 RUN FDR TEST I M3 HYPOTHESIS 1 
BY CATEGORY OF BUDGET INFGRRATJ OH SYSTEM: 
COMPUTER PRINT-OUT FDR THE FIRST T-TEST
 ---------------T - T I S 7 * --------------
GROUP 1 - Cattgaf'y-I Budftat M*n*a#rB
GPOLF' 2 - C*t*fl&'y-II BudfBt n*ri4ft4r*
VARIABLE NUMBER 
OF CAGES WAN
STANDARD 
Dl VI AT ION
STANDARD
Error
F
VALUE
2-TAIL * 
PflOB. *
TOTMNTHR
GROUP
GRDUF
1
2
TB
AS
43.*134 
40.3733
4. 7*4
P. 04*
1. IQS 
I. 047
1, 1* 0.32* *
TOTREG.
GRDUF
GROUP
1
2
re
AS
23.TBZ1 
25.4334
*.707
3.437
0-734
0.434
1.32 o.oao *
TDTAt-L
GRDUF
GROUP
1
2
11! 
■ 
s
iii
71,0303
73.7*47
14.277
12,377
I . *17
1.301
1.33 0.233 *
GROUP 1 - Budget Managers of BlSa Without Teminals 
GROUP 2 - Budget Managers of BlSs With Terminals
TOTNTKR: I v i  O f  o n  p * r c * p t u i l  aonthlj r o p o r t  qu«f ticrkulr* ltaai
TOTABi. i tun or rotlnp* on p*ro*ptu*l r*qul*|tloit qv*>11OIWAlr* ltm  (ZJ-29, Jl) 
TCTALLt aw Of P * tins* o n  all p*fc*ptu*l quaitlonnilra ltaaa {l+lli, 22-29, J1)
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2it}
REEu^ Tl DT EfSi R-:. rns TE£Tjr,; ^M;r^E5;i ]
BV C f iT E 3 2 f i .  OF f J t ' S t 1 J r . F I H M- T ; : i . .  5 r  = TEM; 
CLTI-wlEP- Ft:rjT-G^ ’ FD^ FIFST T-TEST
OR OOP l - bidnA Muiatar* of MAp Without T*nlult 
GROUP z  - fcjdfft Halu^rt or Blip tflth Tor^ .inol*
*  k o l dt V JU UJU tC *  V9 m u ? i
* £  f  — t. A T E E3T 1 K - " E
V f i t ] * T DCGfiEES C= I - T H l T t'EGPETEE ^  1 - t ; u
*  V4LUE r s F E o n n w o »
TOTMNTHfi »
OWDJF J •
■ -1 .W 144 O . O i l -].*■: 1 4 ? l 4 4
Gb p u f * »
T O T f E " . *
Q ftD J* J *
*  - J - * 4 144 o . i o j ‘ 1 h * e 1 4 3 . I B ■:-. ' ^ b
■*■ •
■
t d t a l l V
BWDtlF J
*  - •  * 1 * 144 D.O Jfc h 1 * 4 .  f-> ,
DRDLJF *■ ■
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FIQURE 3(»)
RESULTS DF CFCC RUN FDR TECT[fJG HVFQTHEGIE 1 
BV WHETHER OR NOT A BUDGET MANAGER HAS A TERM1MAL: 
COMPUTER FR1NT-DUT FOR THE SECOND T-TEST
------------------------------T - T E S T - - - ---------------------------  -
GKDJF 1 -  E u d f t t  f 1 i n l | t r t  W i t h o u t  T t r n i n t l i
ERDU- 2 - Burfpat Man a gar** Hlth Tar-nlnal*
VARIABLE NUMBER STANDARD STANDARD F 2-TAlL •
OF CASES MEAN DEVIATION ERROR value PROS. -
TDTlMNTHR
GROUP 1 •9 43.0787 4.BIT 1.041
1.41 0.144 *
GRDUF 37 49.THIS G.2W 1.094
TOTREC1*
GROUP 1 •9 20.3472 A. 471 0. 4S4
U2B 0.330 *
QRDUP 37 2S.OS24 3,730 0.739
TOTALL
BROUF 1 •9 70.9431 13.974 I.4B1
1.30 0.2G7 *
•ROLF 2 ST 74.8244 12.234 1.431
TdWTHfli mi of rjtin;i on ptrciptml untnlj rapert tutltUnnilr* ItU i (1-14 > 
tQTK&i* i at rating* On ptreaptut1 raquliition quaatloraalr* Ltaai J1 J
fOTALLf Of ratlngi on til parcaptunl 4 u**tl«iuialrw Itau ll-lli, 22-W* 31)
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mtntx 3(b)
« ltb h .T E  CF E f 'E t  KJ*. T E S U P i'j +. -'P 0 ^  - *  •  I  i I
p .  HKET44EF 0 *  hlCT f. F J : -3 E:t  t w . i l j f *  MAE 4. T E L -M In A ^ ;
C D W L jT E t P t llJ T -O u T  FOB IS C  CUD T - T I S T
T , 1 [ t - *  -------
1 - F-U0t*t hari#^ trJ’fe. UithDw^
6 ^ 3 J*■ i  - E -jC pB t N » r ,» ( * r l  H i t O  ’ f i  l'.l 
FOOLED M M I M I  t t T IJ W T E IfF A b A T E v h M A n c e  E ^ f l t v - T E
T
V H .U C
D C fiH E E t <F 2-TKtL 
M K W  F R O * .
T
V * L L *
PEGKFE& OF 
B fiE E rD U
: - T i l L
r u D P .
TDTrMTHft'
GPDlJF
O R D l^
1
j-
-  J .  I J 3 4 4  0.002 - a .  ; s 1 3 3 . B-0 0 .0 0 1
T p ^ t G .
GflDU*
BRDL>F
i
*
* 0 , 7 7 1 4 4  0 . 4 4 9 - t i .  7® I 2 ' . 7 5 0 . 4 3 3
T D tfiu L
QROLff
OROur
)
• I . W 1 4 4  0 . 0 1 0 - ; . 4 E 1 3 0 - 4 3 (  . 0.7B
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FIGURE M a )
BESS RUN FOR NESTING HVPOTMEE IE 1! 
THE FIRST DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
GftDUF MEANS
CAT AI« 15* 1TEM1 ITEM2 ITEM3 ITEM4
CATEGORY-I 
CATEGORY-1 1 
TOTAL
3.35B97 
3.70*SB 
□.5 : 0 1 ;
3.52564 
3.B3B24 
3.67123
3.064)0 
2.77441 
2.931=1
o. ei'osi 
—. 3 0
2.7054 E
CATABIS* ITEMS ITEM6 1TEM7 ITEMS
CATEGORY-I 
CATEGORY-I I 
TOTAL
2 .53B46 
2.6024* 
2.560*9
2.92306 
2.6*70* 
2. 79452
3. 20205 
3.4 7059 
3.36966
2.46154 
2.19116 
2.33562
CATAtIS* ITEM9 1TEM10 1TEM11 1TEM1I
CATEGORY-I 
CATEGORY-I I 
TOTAL
2.93590 
3.51471 
3.20340
3.17949 
3.63235 
3.39041
3.B3333 
4.01471 
3.917B1
2.50000 
2.39706 
2.*5205
CATASI 5* ITEH13 ITEM14 ITEM22 ITEMS1
CATEGORY-1 
CATEGORY-U 
TOTAL
2.62051 
2.4 0529 
2.664SB
3.39744 
3.7647 1 
3. 56049
1.512B2 
1.56624 
1.5*795
1.62G21 
1.79412 
1.7054 B
Category-It Budget Managera of BISs Without Terminals
Ciategory-II: Budget Managers of BISs With T e mlnals
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FIGURE U(b)
SFSS RUN FOR TESTJNQ HYPOTHESIS 1t
THE FIRST DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
MILKS’ LAN6DA (U-STATIETICt AND UNIVARIATE F-RAT10 
MITH 1 AND |44 DEGREES OF FREEDOM
VARIABLE MILKS’ LAH0DA SIGNIFICANCE
m m
1TEM2
JTEH3
ITEH4
ITEMS
ITEMS
1TEM7
ITEnB
ITEHf
ITEniO
ITEMU
ITEM12
1TER13
ITEM14
JTEM22
IT E H31
0.07577 
0.47231 
0.441*1 
0.46013 
0,44421 
0,40309 
0.44103 
0.90*7* 
0.43309 
0.44701 
0.90*07 
O.99**4 
0,40070 
0,97273 
0.44332 
0.47391
3,37* 
4. 1O0 
2.340 
1.713 
O.1133 
2.337 
1.303 
1.432 
9.0*3 
7.430 
1.41* 
0,4700 
2.020 
4.034 
O.*474 
3.037
0.0*0* 
O.0447 
O. 112b 
O. 1923 
O. 73*7 
0.12*4 
O. 233* 
O,1**7 
O.0020 
0.0033 
0. 1*0* 
0.4901 
0.0953 
0.04*3 
0.4224 
0.0313
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FIGURE 4(c)
SPSS RUN FOR TESTING WVP07HESIS 1!
THE FIRST DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
D I S C R I M I N A N T  A N A L Y S I S
ON GROUPS DEFINED &1 CATASIBs <CATEGORY OF B1S»>
ANALYSIS NUMBER I
STEPN1SE VARIABLE SELECTION
SELECTION RULE: MINIMIZE MILKS* LAMBDA
MAX tMLIM NUMBER OF STEPS . . . . . . . . . . . . ..............
MINIMUM TOLERANCE LEVEL..............................................
MAXIMUM SIGNIFICANCE OF F TO ENTER.................
MINIMUM SIGNIFICANCE OF F TO REMOVE..............
CANONICAL DISCRIMINANT FUNCTIONS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS....................................
MINIMUM CUMULATIVE PERCENT OF VARIANCE... 
MAXIMUM SIGNIFICANCE OF WILKS* LAMBDA....
PRIO R PROBASIL IT IE B
GROUP PRIOR LABEL
1 0.33423 CATEGORY-J
2 0.4*973 CATEGORY-1 I
TOTAL 1.OOOOO
VARIABLES NOT IN THE ANALYSIS AFTER STEP O
MINIMUM GIGN1F. OF
VARIABLE TOLERANCE TOLERANCE P TO ENTER WILKS' LAMBDA
JTEM1 1.OO00OOO 1.0000000 0,0*0* 0.4757702
ITEMS 1.OOOQOOO I.ooooooo 0.0447 0,4723140
ITEM3 1.0000000 1.0000000 0.112* O.4B2A044
ITEM* 1.0000000 1.ooooooo 0.1423 0.4662333
ITEMS 1.0000000 I-OOOOOOO 0.73*7 0.4442126
ITEM* 1,0000000 1.0000000 0.12*4 0.4B3B431
ITEM7 1.0000000 I .o o o o o o o 0.259* 0.4410340
ITEMS 1.ooooooo l.ooooooo 0.1**7 O.49*7544
ITEM* 1.ooooooo 1.ooooooo 0.0020 O.4336673
ITEM10 1.0000000 l.ooooood 0.0053 0.447603*
ITEM11 1.ooooooo 1.OOOOOD0 0.1*64 O. 4660*43
ITEM12 1.0000000 1 ,OOOOOOO 0.4401 O.446*6*0
ITEM13 1.ooooooo 1.ooooooo 0.0433 C ,4007440
1TEM14 1.0000000 1.OOOO000 0.04*3 0.4727462
ITEM22 1.ooooooo 1 . ooooooo 0.4224 O.4435243
ITEM31 1.ooooooo I .o o o o o o o 0.0515 0.4734141
32
O.OIOOO
0.03000
0.0*000
1
100.00
1.0000
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PIQUES l+la)
SPSS RUN FOR TESTING HYPOTHESIS 1:
TLE FIRST DISCRIMINANT ANALVEIS
AT STEP 1. 1TEM9 HAS INCLUDED IN THE ANALYSIS.
DEGREES OF FREEDOM SIGNIFICANCE BETWEEN GROUPS
WtLKB' LA t1&DA 0.9356B75 1 ) 144,0
EOUILALENT F 9.6*4444 I 144,0 0.0020
---------- VARIABLES IN THE ANALYSIS AFTER STEF 1 -----------
S1GN1F. OF
VARIABLE TOLERANCE F TO REMOVE WILKS1 LAMBDA
ITEM9 1.0000000 0.0020
  VARIABLES NOT IN THE ANALYSIS AFTER STEF I --------
VAR1ABL E TOLERANCE
MINIMUM
TOLERANCE
SIGNIF. OF 
F TD ENTER WILKS' LAMBDA
ITEM! 0.9511336 0.9511536 0.2366 0.9246144
ITEN2 0.8014032 0.8014032 0.5014 0.932923B
ITEMS O. 4452474 O.4452474 O.0340 O. 9046243
ITEM4 O. 4304073 O.9304073 0,4313 O.9343763
ITEMS 0.9420793 0.9420795 0.2794 0.9262407
1TEH4 0.9349297 O.9349297 0.0326 0.9044349
1TEK7 0.4093733 0,9093735 0.6433 0.9354309
ITEMS 0.88Z1O29 O.8621029 0.7495 0.9352164
ITEM10 O. 4447611 O.4447611 O.2402 0,9246705
ITEMI1 0.8326117 0.6328117 0.9141 0.9356145
ITEMI2 0. 8713747 0.6715747 0, 4350 0.9343774
1TEAI3 0.9043692 O.4043892 O.4462 0.9324361
ITEM14 0.7143191 0.7143191 0.7073 0. 9349422
ITEM22 0.8301774 0.8301774 O.4460 0.9344799
ITEM31 O. 4770176 0.9770176 O.1490 O.9223071
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FI0UR3 !+(•)
SPEC RUN FDR TESTING HYPOTHESIS 1:
THE FIRST DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
AT ETEP 2, ITEM* NAS INCLUDED IN THE ANALYSIS.
DEGREES OF FREEDOM SIGNIFICANCE BETWEEN GROUPS
WILKS’ LAMBDA 0.99*0*9 2 1 144.0
EQUIVALENT F 7.380201 2 143.0 0.0009
  VARIABLES IN TKC ANALYSIS AFTER STEF 2 ----
SIGNJF, DF
VARIABLE TOLERANCE F TO REMOVE WILKS’ LAMBDA
ITEM6 0.9569297 O.OS2S 0, 9358B7S
ITEH9 0.9369*97 O. 0006 0.9030931
---- VARIABLES NOT IN THE ANALYSIS AFTER STEP 2 ----
MINIMUM &IGN1F. OF
VARIABLE TOLERANCE TOLERANCE F TO ENTER WILKS’ LAMBDA
ITEM1 O.9026210 0.9026210 0.0949 O.0BG7401
ITEMI 0. 7*00977 0.7*00977 0.2133 0.0963707
ITEMS 0.7472343 O.7*07999 0,2134 0. 0966391
ITEM4 0.9176488 0.9027738 0.4704 0.9031047
ITEMS 0. 0634739 O.0634739 0.4337 0.9030004
JTEH7 0. 00*2033 0.00*2033 0.3332 O,900*309
ITEMS 0. 046B23O 0.8468230 0.4335 0.9028432
ITEMIO 0.6617901 0.6329494 O.1933 0.0957340
JTfcMM 0.0027636 0.0027436 0.6077 0.9047307
ITEM12 0.0702070 0.B*30347 O.7227 0.9056306
ITEM]3 0.8333040 O.0SS3O4D 0.2130 O.096SS75
ITEM!4 O,6306404 0.6306404 O. 2*49 0.0970096
ITEM21 0.8132364 0.8132364 0.9944 0.9064366
ITEM3I O.9769999 0.9361063 O.1043 0.8933317
OF LEVEL DR TOLERANCE OF VIN INSUFFICIENT FOR FURTHER COMPUTATION.
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piatiRE 1+ < f)
SPSS RUN FOR TESTING HYPOTHESIS I:
FIRST DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
summary table 
ACTION VARS WILKS’
STEF ENTERED REMOVED IN LAMBDA S1G. LABEL
1 ITEM9 1 0.93S8BB 0.0020
2 ITEN6 2 O.906*37 0.0009
CANONICAL DISCRIMINANT FUNCTIONS
PERCENT OF CUMULATIVE CANONICAL i
FUNCTION EIGENVALUE VARIANCE PERCENT CORRELATION ; -------
t
I* 0.10322 100.00 100.00 O.3O3BB0© 1 I
v
I
v ! AFTER
— >I FUNCTION WILKS’ LAMBDA CHI-SQUARED D.F. SIGNIFICANCE
! O 0,9064369 14.047 2 0.0009
»
• marks THE t CANONICAL DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION(&} TO BE USED IN 
REMAINING ANALYSIS.
GTAI4DAFiDI ZED CANONICAL DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS 
FUNC 1
1TEM6 -O.39283
ITEM9 0.93770
UN&TANDARP1XED CANONICAL DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS 
FUNC I
1TEM6 —O.547133B
1TEM9 O.B44I941
] CONSTANT 1 -1.177070
CANONICAL DISCRIMINANT FUNCTIONS EVALUATED AT GROUP 
MEANS IGROUP CENTROIDS]
BROUP FUNC 1
1 -0.29792
2 0.34173
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FIGURE Ufl)
SPSS BON FDR TESTING HYPOTHESIS li 
THE FIRST DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
CLASSIFICATION results
NO. OF PREDICTED GROUT MEMBERSHIP 
ACTUM. GRDUF CASES 1 2
CATEGORY-] I TB S3 23
70.3
CATEFORY-I] 2 *& 31 37
4 S.t
PERCENT OF "GROuFEEi" CASES CORRECTLY CLASSIFIED: 63.61X
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FIGURE 5(a)
SPSS RUN FOR TESTING HYPOTHESIS I:
THE THIRD DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
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FIGURE 5(b)
SPSS RUN FOR TESTING HYPOTHESIS 1:
THE THIRD DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
V lu r lf*IN IHt IfNlvMIiTf 4**HlO
fltH I Ik9 14* D I U 1 M  D> M t I K t
' — Htltd' ttliei * - IICMFICMtt
n i d t -- trill 11 - ....  4.114
IT Mil C.llli) 1 .III
It M l c.i’i u 1.471
ITMt - {.H!!l - 1.41*
ITIM (.**11» C.tlll
ITID* ( , ) M 1 1.7)1
IT M l ---1 .*14* 9 1.4*1 --
"" JTIII t ,4**11 t.l’llt.d
ltlPT C.44111 *.4*1
IT M l - 1.41111 4.411 —
111*1 I . M ’M 1I.J1
t t M H t.lllli 4.111
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FIGURE 5{c)
SPSS RUN FOR TESTING HYPOTHESIS 1:
THE THIRD DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
P I f C I I H t  I 1 t 1 1 I I l M  1 t
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, IVtut l.tOBCOSS I.QOBCCBI 0.11*1 1,110*11*
’ m m l.tOBCCSB l.OCBCCBI p. 1111 p.itmiD
-litPtttll ^I.-Otottl* 1.110* - 1.1*44111
^ T H I 1.CPBCBB0 l.OCBCrD) (.0011 1.1111111
m i 1.00BCCBB l.OCBCtB* P-40 PC *.1*711)1
^ t i m  .^ . O O B d M t.411* 1 .**tl*11
it ami l.tOEtCOD l.OOBttBO (.11 VC B.tlMlM
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FIGURE 5(d)
SPSS RUN FOR TESTING HYPOTHESIS 1:
THE THIRD DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
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FIGURE 5(e)
SPSS RUM FOR TESTING HYPOTHESIS 1:
THE THIRD DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
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1 frttnf 1 0.MTI1J O.lCDl
1   ----
CtNfNICtV EMCIlPtUNT PUNCtXDNf
TTICENT 0* CUNUL11JM tlN|NK*L t
TvttCTIlN 1I«t***Luf -VIM4PCI '•MCt*’ {OttfLIT 1 I
*■   t r l l l l l  IM .tt t . l l l im  t
**T£*
flHCTION LtMDl (Hl-|UII[f S.*. llfl]*1[INCt
I MIMI11 IT.fit I t.ttID
" • MMf 1fl( 1 ClNjNKiL J] *UNCi:iN<J) Tt IE uiic IN m
lllHt*ieit!» {IICHIUI IIICMTlTtn TWClBl tOtfMdtlTi 
fuhc 1
/  ■ tim  i.eteoo
(ujmiiL ciittmmitT funpit* ctt**icitni
;; TUNC I
’ '■TIM —l . t t O l t l  -----------------------------   -  -
CCOMTtHT) >1,114111
IL
tiNSNICtl DltCHMNlNT lOfcCTlCM IV4U4TIC IT flCt* NtlNJ tCHU* ttNllCItll
cteu* tunc i
l\  - 1 ---- -(.Hit) —  . . .
„ I P.441II
■ I
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FIGURE 5{f )
SPSS RUN FOR TESTING HYPOTHESIS 1:
THE THIRD DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
-  - -- -  n ), t* - fH tt tH  fCU'tlMtllul'
AC1U*L CtCUP !llli 1 1
fciiu* i •* 11 >1
IT.ST il.lt
trau* j IT II 11
irtHiiiL 11.11 Tl.tt
:f -s*oufis“ fins C ' iK ' l i  di'jr'KSi is.tit
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FIGURE 6 (t)
6PSE RUN FOR TEST IMS HYPOTHESIS 2: 
OISCRinihtAUT ANALYSIS
GROUP HEAHS
J TEK3& ITEH23 1TEH24 ITEP123 ITEf^ fc
ND FINAL APPROVAL 3> 10470 
FINAL APFfiOYFL 3-32377
TOTAL 3.3V14X
1 .2 )7 ’4 
2 .3031S 
2.73*27
2 ,0 0 * 3 3
3.24373
2.43432
1.32377
3.14246
ITEPOO ITEfC? 1TEPI2C ITEM24 n Ett 3i
NO final APFROVAL 3.043*0 
final APPROVAL 2.30313
TOTAL 2.47032
3.347E3 
2.41237 
3.34)61
3.234X3
3.26004
3.23674
1.3*340 
X.02474 
1.73427
00 fxfal irnoviLi i*«« d*oBntnlii«d r*qui>iti« appror*! 
FlMAL UflDVll.: 4 t t i n t n l l i ( i l  r t^ u liltloB  uppntTil l u N l i t H
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FIGURE 6{b)
SPSS RUN FDK TEST I h«G HYPOTHESIS 71 
PISCRInINANT ANALYSIS
WILKS' LAH6DA <U-8TATI1TIC> AND UNIVARIATE F-RATIO 
WITH 1 AND 141 DEftKEES OF FREEDOM
VARIABLE MILKS’ LAMBDA F BlSNlFlCANCE
ITCM23
ITEM2*
ITENT3
ITErCA
ITEM2T
lTErt*B
ITEM2F
1TEH31
D.T34M 
0,FI 103 
O.TIIII 
O.fOW 
0.F3B37
o .« w
o . m i s
o .*:u :
A.431 
13.77
13.44
13. FA 
S.22B 
O.10A4 
0.2171E—01 
11.S3
o.our
0.0003 
0.0003 
O.0003 
0.0021 
0.7443 
o.nn 
0.0006
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FIGURE 6(c)
SAGS RUN FOR TEETJMj HYPOTHESIS 
DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
P I B C H i n i W A M T  A N A L Y S I S
OH GRGJFE t€f I NED BY ITEN30
ANALYSIS NLMSER I
ST£FLISC VARIABLE SELECTION
SELECTION RULE! NIN1HIIE WILKS' LAMBDA
nAYlnin NUMBER or STEPS....................................... IS
HIN]F%J1 TOLERANCE LEVEL.....................  . .. 0.01000
MAXIMUM SIGNIFICANCE Df F TD ENTER.. . . . . .  0.03000
MINJmil SIGNIFICANCE OF F TD REMOVE. , . , . , 0.06000 
CANONICAL DISCRIMINANT FUNCTIONS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS   I
MINIMUM CUMULATIVE PERCENT OF V A R IA N C E ...  1 0 0 .0 0
maximum significance df milks* lambda..., 1 ,0 0 0 0
PRIOR PROBABILITIES
SROUP PRIOR LABEL
1 6.321*8 NO
3 0.67*32 YES
total 1,00006
variables not in tic analysis AFTER STEP 0
minimum SI6NIF. OF
VARIABLE TDLERAhCE TOLERANCE F TD ENTER WILKS' LAMBDA
ITEN23 1.0000006 1.0060660 0,6132 6.*3*251*
JTEKJ4 1.0060000 1.6060066 0.0603 0.61103*4
iTEnrs 1.0000006 1,6000060 6.0003 0.*13**38
i Tim* l.CQOOOOO 1.6600060 O.0003 0.*0*8*64
JTEH27 1.0000000 1,6000660 6.0028 0.*3*5733
iTEnrs 1.OOOOGOO 1 . ooooooo 6.T14S 0,***2443
iTEnr* 1.0000060 1, 0000006 6.BB31 0.***84*1
JTEM31 1 .ooooooo 1 , ooooooo 6.006* 0.*32*247
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FIGURE 6(d)
IPSE R U M  ROM TES T l M i  H V P O T ^ S I S  Z 
0 1 SCR 111 ] NANT ANAL YE IG
AT STEF 1, ITEK Z *  HAS INCLUDED In  THE ANALYSIS.
NIL4S’ LA'lfl* 
ECUlYAwEM F
D C Q R E E B  Of F R E E D O M  I ION IFICAMCE 
C . 404*40* 1 I 141.0
13.4*372 1 141.0 0.0603
 VARIABLES IN THE A N A L Y S I S  AFT E R  STEF
B E T W E E N  O R D U R E
V A R  1 ABLE t o l e r a n c e
ITEMS* 1.00-60000
tlQHtf. OF 
F  TO REMOVE
0.0003
WILMS* LAMBDA
—  VARIABLES N O T  IN THE A N A L Y S I S  A F TER S T E F  1 — —
V A R I A B L E  TOLERANCE
JTEFC3
ITEMS*
ITCrJS
ITEnZT
i t e m c s
ITEH24
iTtfni
6 . 7 C 7 4 ? 4 3  
0.5460004 
0.±114403
C.4K6444
o.Tosior* 
O.4***S*4 
0,*3*5747
M I N I M U M
TO L E R A N C E
0.7274743 
O . 3*0000* 
O. 3 M 4 * f  J
6. 4336444 
O, 4O3B02*
O- t4U»f 
O , *3*3747
SIGNIF. OF 
F T O  ENTER
0.3 1 1 5
0.114*
O . 3*4*
O , *44* 
0.4146 
0.4*34
D . 04*3
MILKS' L A M B D A
0 . 4 0 7 0 B 3 3  
O . * 4 4 7 4 3 4  
O . 464 3 4 * 7  
O . 4 0 V P S 3 3  
O . 46534*4 
0 . 4 6 * * 7 6 7  
0 . 1 * 4 3 4 7 2
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FI3jRE 6 (0}
*FS£ RUN FOR TESTING HVFQTHEBIS 2i
Dt BCftl MlNAJMT ANALYSIS
AT STEF I, ITEH31 M A E  INCLUDED In  THE ANALYSIS.
WILKf* L A N B D A  
E O U I V A L E N T  F
DC W E E  B CF F R E E  DOW 
Q,Mi3«7: 2 1 1*1.0
* . 1 3 4 * 2 *  2 140.0
> 1 ON IFIC A N C E  8ET H E E N  G R D U F  E 
0,0002
V A R I A B L E S  IN T I C  A N A L V S  IS A F T E R  S TEF 3 ---
V A R  I ABLE T O L E R A N C E
ITE P C *
ITE*31
0 . 1 3 1 3 7 4 7
0 . 1 3 8 5 7 * 7
SI0NIF. O F  
F T O  AEHDVt
0.0130
0.0*11
H l L K l ’ L A N S  DA
O . * 2 2 * 2 * 7  
O, * 0 * 1 * 0 *
  V A R I A B L E S  N O T  IN THE A N A L Y S I S  A F T E R  STEF
V A R I A B L E  T O L E R A N C E
ITEN23 
ITEN** 
JTEN25 
IT[i;7 
ITEN2B 
ITENS*
0 . 7 1 2 0 0 1 *  
O-900*0*3 
0 . 2 * * 3 3 0 0  
0 . 4 * * 1 1 3 3  
o.i*:3*i: 
0 . V 4 M 9 3 3
NIHIRUN 
TO L E R A N C E
O . **77121 
O . 3 0 0 * 0 1 3  
O . 2 * * 3 3 0 0  
O . 4 3 3 3 7 0 3  
O. 7 1 * 1 * 3 7
O - * 0 0 3 * 4 0
SIDWJF. DF
F  TO I N T E R
O . 7 2 0 V  
O , 3**3 
O. 7373 
O . S T B O  
0 . 3 * 4 2  
0 . 9 1 0 *
W I L K S 1 L A N S 3 A
0 . 1 1 3 3 3 2 *
O , 17170*1 
0. I B 3 4 2 M  
0.18*1#'? I
0 . 1 7 7 3 * * 0
0 . 1 1 1 7 1 * 1
F  L E V E L  O R  T O L E R A N C E  D R  V | N  I N S U F F I C I E N T  F O R  F U R T H E R  C 0 W U T A T 1 0 N .
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FIGURE 6tf)
SP35 BUN F W  TESTING HTPDTmESIS 7: 
DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
■UrtMASY TABLE
-CT1DN V A R S  U 1 l k £'
■ TCP ENTEAEt' F E U D E D  IN LAFIED- STS. L*lEL
1 ITErtJ* I 0.B09E*fJ 0.0003
7 ITEH31 2 0,16*3*7 0.0002
CA^NICAL DISCRIMINANT F U N C T I O N S
P E R C E N T  OF C U M U L A T I V E  CANON ICA^ t
J U N C T I O N  E l B E N V A L U E  V A M A f . T E  PERCENT C O R R E L A T I O N  I
*
1* 0 . 1 3 0 7 1  1 0 0 . 0 0  100.00 0. 3 * 0 0 7 7 0  I
t ; AFTER
! t FUNCTION UJLKS' LAltEDA CH I - S Q U A R E D  D.F. S I G N I F I C A N C E
— »: O 0 . 1 1 * 3 * 7 2  17.207 2  0 . 0 0 0 2
I
• HARtfS THE 1 CA N O N I C A L  D I S CRIMINANT FUNCTION(Si TO SE 
U S E D  IN THE RE M A I N I N G  A M 4 L V S  ] I .
S T A N D A R D I Z E D  C A N O N I C A L  D I S C R I M I N A N T  F U N C T I O N  C O E F F I C I E N T S  
PlAC 1
item;* o.tstcs
ITEMS I 0.33B0I
U N f i T A Nl^MlEt' CA N O N I C A L  D I S C R I M I N A N T  F U N C T I O N  COEFFICIENTS 
F U N C  t
1TEM26 0 . 7 * 0 6 143
ITEMS I 1.177333
I CONSTANT* - * . * 1 1 * 1 3
0
OCANON J C A L  DIGCflInInANT F U N C T I O N S  EVALUATED a t  OAOt/7 PC AN! 'OROlIF CEM' 
TAD IDS'
O  i A O lP  F U N C  1
1 -0.321*3
1 0 . 2 * 7 2 *
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FIGURE 6 (g)
SFEE *U N  FOR TESTING  HYPOTHESIS
D lS C f ir i lM A f jT  ANALYSIS
C L A S S 1 M  CftTlON RESULTS
NO. OF P R E D I C T E D  QFOJP HEMFERSHJF 
ACTUAL O'tOUP C A S E S  t 2
ORODP 1 4* J* 0 0
N O  3 * . B
QFOUP 3 T7 14 SO
VES l*.4
UNORQiJFED C A S E S  3  3  0
100.0
PER C E N T  QP "S R D U F E D ” C A S E S  CCRfiECTLV CLASSIFIED: *9.231
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APPENDIX 61 
KEY TO SYSTEM FLOW CHARTS
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KEY TO SYSTEM FLOW CHARTS
| Source | n - number of copies
j Document: |
j (n) _____ B<—  data entered in batch mode
I /
| Source - | - - approved source document
j Document j
|____________ 0<—  data entered in on-line mode
I /
I  V _ \  
I J - 1
| | - j - file cabinet 
\ I _ I
I • * I
_____________: I
| ; :|\ | ■ computer print-out
li M_\l
I_________ I
/ \ ■ office, individual, or
\ / machine
A/P “ accounts payable 
P & S - purchasing and stores 
IS “ information system 
H hand delivered
IK *■ delivered by institutional mail service 
RR - receiving report
RR/PO - the agency purchase order used as a 
receiving report
BTF ■ budget transfer form
592
Req* - requisition
/ I
/ I
|CRT| - cathode ray tube
/ /
( ( - computerized budget file
\______\
/ \
(Tape) = magnetic tape
CBM ■ Campus Business Manager
593
APPENDIX 62 
INSTRUMENTS
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I N T E R V I E W  S C H E D U L E  I 
(FOB C O L L E C T  I MO fll/EOET JWrOAIthTION B V S T E n  D E B C B I F T I O N  DATA] 
(Actount iny P r p a r t m a n t *. Pv r t h a i l n y  * n <  fltora* Dapar t a a n t a #  
l v f | t t  d f t l t t i i  S u i v n i t i l
■udaat I n f o r a a t 1on H a l a t o d  to D k i H b i i iH I  E l oandltltrop 
Purina tha Flical Y n r
I N F O B H A T 1 0 M  R E C E I V E D
1- W h a t  t|p* hudpat lh f » r a i t l e n  do you r t c t i v t ?
S- F r a n  w h o *  dn you rtttlvt It?
3. H n u  efttn do you rocalva it?
*. W h a t  ntthad la ut*d tn da 1 i v a r / r o t r 1ava thio i n d o r s a t i o n ?
9. W h a t  do you da with It whan yau p»t It?
A. W h a t  form it tha i nformation in whan y o u  r o t a i v a  It?
I f f f M f W T i m  Q H I O I N A T E D  A N D  M  D l BTH I M U T E D
7. W h a t  typa od budpat in d o r s a t i o n  da you d i o t r l b u t *
a n d / o r  n r l f l n a t o ?
|. To w h o a  da you dlmtributd It?
?. W h a t  AOthod do you uta to d l * t r i t u t o  or W h a t  A a t h p d  da tha
ID. Who pott w h i c h  coplot of t h a  l o r n  you d i o t r l b u t a ?
11. W h o  hat to a p p r o v e  or tlpn tha forat you O r i p i n a t a ?
13. W h a t  do tha per a a n t  you d i i t r l i u t f  tho f o r * *  to do w i t h  t h a n ?
13. U h a t  form it tha i nformation in whtfl you d l a t r l b u t d  It? 
I H F P W F W T I P N  K E P T  P M  FILE
5 9 5
14. W h a t  typa of budgot information do you loop on fila? 
19. U h t t  t||pt of filing i ^ t t t n  fa you u n ?
16. f o r  uhat 1* thlo i n f o r m a t i o n  voad?
C O M P U T E R  J1ED I H F f M HATIDH
17. U h a t  c a p a b l l i t l o o  do tha tormina! b a v o ?  (^ulry only> i h U r n t i v t .  
on-lin# J
IB. A r *  thor* any typo of c t r p u t i r 1 tdd rrpsrti that you rictivt?
If. If iii how I f *  tboy do l l v o r o d  to you, or h o w  do
you r d r l t v *  thorn? H o w  ofton do goo rtc t l v t  th*m?
W h a t  typoo of information It contain** In thorn?
H o w  do gov utt thorn?
Q E N E R A L
30 la thoro a n y  othor typo of ludgot I n f o r m a t i o n  that gou roctlvd, 
or 1 ginot■ i d l o t r l b u t o  or t**p on fil* during tn* fliraj 
yoar that it ralatod to o i p o n d i t u r a i  or to m o n i t o r i n g  or controlling 
feudgatt.
21 - W o u l d  it bo pootlbla for m* to gat tanploi of typoa of Information 
t hat you o r i g l n a t *  a n d  r o c a i v o ?
B o a c l m l  Q u o o t i o n o
Budaot Oltoctora
1. W h a t  information do gou woo to docld* W h a t h o r  or not you noad to 
notify a bud g o t  aianagar a b out hit » « pini 1 t u r n ?
3 . U h « t d f  n i t i f l i t t l s n  4b | du u i t 7
4 Uhat othar Information ii u«ai (n tha fttition'T
9. Ara t h a n  any atftar factor* that you contldar whan yew H t i  tht 
fat It Ibi\7
■aatial fluaitinni
Bud a f t  H a n a a a r i
1. U h a t  i h f o r n a t i o n  do gou uia to daclda wtnthor «r not gou n*td to 
d i c r M i f  your rat* of anpand l t u r a ?
S. If gou do nttd to d t c r a a i t  gout- rat* of *lp*nditur*< uhat
information do gou uaa to dacid* a h t n  tha raductien will ba U 4 l 7
3. Uhat infnraiation aa gou uaa to datlda whathar or not your 
dtpart m a n t  c a n  aff o r d  to m a t t  a ttrtaln aipanditurat
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SCHEDULE a 4COMPUTER CENTER Oft H l f i  DIRECTOR)
1- typa of c puputir nn which budgat information prottbbad
2- niiot d f tha aoftwar* packigti languaga in which It li wrlttan
3. nan* of tha fipartiint frs* which tha infgraalltn f*r 
tha budgat roports c » M I
4. whbr* budgat rapnrtt go whtn thay ara takah fro* tht 
C**putar can t o r  (or othar data pracaailng araa )
0. haw oftan budgat Inf pr mat I an aada pvalJabld to tha budgat offlca 
4 how of tan rtp o r t i  aada aval labia to budgat managara 
7■ athart at tha institution that rictivti budgat rtporti 
>. typaa Of budg a t  Information product* by toftwart 
packago
budgat afflc* hav* a tarminal tonnactad to tha atcountlni 
fllat in tha tenpultr
10. If to- What bind li ItT
11. budgat blha|iri hav* t*r*lnalb connactad to th* accounting 
fllat in th* EDfbputar
12- If •*■ what bind ara t h a g f  
11 backup byatan
14. privacy tyatan 
19. tacvrlty ayatan
14. updating fllaa
17. la tha kyat a m  tlad Into any othar ayataaT 
IB. atoraga capacity) atasry
IB- Cut-off data for Information to bo includad In 
dionthly raportb 
2D. racnnciting rotordb w ith D*p*Tt*ont Of Account* In 
Richmond
31. diatrlbutlon of hardtrdrar Including grlntora
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O U E B T  I D N N A  ] H E *
( T o u r  v i t w i  on n o n t h i y  E « p * n d l t u r a  R a p o r t i  a n d  l t « ^ u l>lt)Dnii
L  PIONTHLY E X P E N D I T U R E  R E P D R T B  I C P n r U T E R  F R I N T - D U T B )  T H A T  Y O U  R E C E I V E
A. T O  H H A T  E X T E N T  O O  Y O U  A G R E E  O R  D I S A G R E E  W I T H  T H E  F O L L O W I N G  B T A T C m E N T B  A B O U T  
M O N T H L Y  E X P E N D I T U R E  R E P O R T S ?
( t i r t i f  o n * )
S T R O N G L Y  S T R O N G L Y
D I S A G R E E  D I S A G R E E  N E U T R A L  A G R E E  A G R E E
I Ply At n t h  Jig r a p o r t *  do n p t  t a k a  Up
o u c h  * t o r j o # *pat*. B O II N SA
3 T h *  n t t n o l  by W h i c h  I O l t i l n  t h * m  
li i a t i * f « c t o r g S D D N BA
3.
p u t  a r a q u l t l t l o n ,  If I w a n t  It
Inc I u d a d  in t h *  r a p o r t t  f a r  t h *  n o n t h
in w h i c h  Jt w i t  l * n t  out, li i t t l i f t c t
BO
ory
O N BA
A T h *  t l A l  b i t w t t n  t h *  d o t *  m o n t h l y  
r a p a r t t  o r *  p r i n t * !  * n d  t h *  d * t *  I 
r i t t i v t  A i n *  1* n o t  * * t 1 * f A c t d r y .
B O P N S A
3 T h a i r  A c c u r a c y  i* n o t  u t l i f a c t o r y . ■  0 0 N S A
A T h *  i n f o r m a t i o n  i n  t h a n  la up-to-tfat* 
w h a n  I r i c i l u i  th*n. B O 0 N B A
T. BD 0 N BA
B M o n t h l y  r i p g r t l  * r *  n o t  i r u f u l  In 
* * k  ing d a e m o n * B O *P N S A
*. T h * y  « r *  a a t y  t o  u n d o r t t a n o . I D 0 N S A
JO. T h a y  c o n t a i n  t h *  r i g h t  t i n *  of
B O D H S A
11 T h *  f * | r t *  of p r a t n l o n  o f  f l g u r a a  
( o t a r t i t  cant, dol l a r ,  a t e  ) In t h a n  
la a d a g u a t * S O D N BA
13 T h * y  h * v *  t o o  M a n y  papa*. S O D ri SA
13 T h a y  a n  not * f f * c t l v a  in m a t t i n g  
ay i n f o r * * t i o n  n * i u i S D 0 N S A
14 T h a y  * r *  u t i f u l  m  t a a p i n g  t r a c t
Of Ay l i p t h d l t u m . S D O N S A
B. P L E A S E  A N S W E R  T H E  F O L L O W I N O  Q U E S T I O N S .
13
_____ Y E S
16 i f  i d ,  w h a t ?
. >
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NO YES
IB- If g*a. O r *  thty H a n d  P p * t * d  or C n n u t i r l  m  rChac* on*. IT
II. H A R D W A R E  O U E f l T l P W
IT. D O  g o u  ftov* a tor n 1 no 1 in y o u r  qfflc* t h a t ’* llhlfd to th* C O A p u t f r l l r *
a c c o u n t i n g  r * c o r d t  t o o t  your i n a t l t u t l a n  hoi on your * u d g * t 7   N D   res
BO. If yti» d o  g o u  h t v t  • p r i n t e r  In your offl c *  that con print r a p o r t t  f rom 
y o u r  m a t  i tut ion "a comp u t a n  t o o  accoun t i n g  f i i a a T  n o  , v e b
H i _____ FLEN SE BE SURE TO ANSWER THE N E XT TUP QUESTIONS
21 A r a  y o u  h a p p y  w i t h  th* p r a a t n t  d l*tr m u t i  nn> or loci of o l a trlout ion, of
c o m p v t a r  h o r c u o T t  ( t i n i n a l t  a n d  p r t n t m )  that it Jlnhtd to th* 
a c c o u n t i n g  fllat t h # t  your i n a t l t u t l o n  h o t ?   n o  y e s
3 2  A r t  y o u  n o p p y  w i t h  t h *  o u t r o l l  tyt t o m  o f  i n f o r m a t i o n  (about your unit"* 
l u i y r t o r y  l i p t h l t t u f t i )  with W h i c h  your I h f t l t v t l o n  provldtf you Curing 
t h *  y * o r T  V E 8  hip
V I .  a e b u i s i t i o n  p o r h s  t r o w  s u p p l i e s . h a t e r i a l . t  c o n t r a c t u a l  s e r v i c e s ?
including o-v *guipm*nt lr tonputtr t^ulpnantl
A. T D  W H A T  E X T E N T  D O  Y O U  A S K  EE OK D1 SOflhEe W I T H  T H E  F O L L O W I N G  B T A T C H E N T B
A B O U T  D C F A R T RENTAL NEflUJ B I T Ig flH T H A T  DO N O T  H A V E  T O  E E  BENT TO K l C M N O N D f
S T R O N G L Y  (Clrcl* on*. ) S T R O N G L Y
D I S A G R E E  D I S A G R E E  N E U T R A L  A G R E E  A G R E E
S 3  T h *  n t t h o d  I h o v *  t o  v t r  to d e l i v e r
r e q u l ■ i t i o u t  to t h *  P u r c n a t i n g  
Offic*. b u 11n * ■ * O f f i c *■ or o t h a r  
o f f l c *  la t a t l a f o c t o r g .
S D D N A SA
34. T o o  m a n u  d i f f e r e n t  a l a n a t u r * *  o r *  
r e q u i r e d  on tn*m.
BD D N A SA
2 3 It d o a t n ' t  t o t *  o u c h  t i n *  to a c q u i r e  
t h *  n * * d * d  a i g n a t u r e i e l B O D N A SA
2 6 T h *  A O t h O d  for g e t t i n g  th* 
a i g h a t u r * f * i  i* a a t l t f a c t o r y . 8 D 0 N A SA
BY. t o o  m u c h  r o d  top* la inv o l v e d  
in g e t t i n g  t h *  ■ i g n a t u r * f * >. S D D N A S A
30. I f l n o  it * o * y  to t r a n a f * r  f u n d *  
f r o m  o n *  l i n * - i t * m  to a n o t h e r  in 
o r d a r  to c a v e r  n t * d * d  r * q u i * | t i o n * .
BO D N A SA
3 4 I f i n d  It * o * y  to c o n t r o l  Ay 
* i p a n d l t u r #*. S D D N A SA
B. P L E A S E  B E  B U R E  tO A N S W E R  T H E  F O L L O W I N G  G U E S T  IONS
30. A r *  y o u  th* final a p p r o v i n g  a u t h o r i t y  (th* Io>t ptrton that hat tt flgn) 
on m a t t  Of th* re qu 1 1 1 1 1 an f o r m *  you o r i g l n * t « T  NO   YES
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ABSTRACT
THE BUDGET INFORMATION SYSTEMS QF SELECTED COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES IN THE STATE OF VIRGINIA AS DESCRIBED AND 
PERCEIVED BY BUDGET MANAGERS
Archie W. Earl, Sr., Ed.D.
The College of William and Mary in Virginia, 1986 
Chairman: Professor Armand J. Galfo
The purpose of this study was to describe the
budget information systems of selected colleges and
universities in the Commonwealth of Virginia along with 
their advantages and disadvantages as perceive by budget 
managers.
Ten institutions were selected to participate in 
the study so as to assure the inclusion of at least one of 
each of the various types of colleges and universities in 
Virginia. The data needed to describe the budget
information systems were collected via personal interviews 
with key budget information system personnel at the 
selected institutions. Data needed to describe the 
advantages and disadvantages of the budget information 
systems, as perceived by budget managers, and to test the 
hypotheses were collected via personal interviews with, 
and mailed questionnaires to, budget managers.
To analyze the data, the researcher divided the 
BISs into two categories. BISs without terminals for
their budget managers were designated as the first 
category. Those with them were designated as second.
It was found that BISs with terminals are decidedly 
more decentralized than BISs without them in regard to the 
entry of budget transfer data into the computer. The 
entry of purchasing and stores data into the computer 
tends to be more decentralized in BISs without terminals 
than in those with them. BISs with terminals are more
decentralized than those without them in regard to the 
entry of accounting data. Sixty-seven percent of the BISs 
with terminals provide their budget managers with 
computerized stores form data that are no more up-to-date 
than that with which 75% of the BISs without terminals 
provide their budget managers. Budget managers of BISs 
with terminals have access to more up-to-date computerized 
budget information about requisitions than do those of 
BISs without terminals. Budget managers with terminals 
perceived their BISs as more advantageous than budget 
managers without terminals perceived theirs.
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